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Abstract 
This is a study of secondary school students in -Hong Kong-who are crazy 
about cosplay, a popular subculture from Japan which involve-s -dressing up and 
role-playing as fictional characters, primarily drawn~ from manga, anime, and 
games. This subculture involves dramatic and exaggerated makeup and 
performances. In Hong Kong, one of East Asia's lar:gest centers of importing and 
consumption of Japanese popular culture, cosplayers and cosplay events have 
rapidly emerged over the past twenty years and are attracting increasing public 
attention. This study conside-rs the two questions of: What are the attractions of 
cosplay, and how does cosplay make tt-lese young peop-le's iives meaningful? 
This study attempts to answer these two questions by exploring the enjoyment 
and concerns of the cosplayers' own microcosm, during a time when in reality 
they are faced with tremendous pressures from their- studies and uncertainties 
about the future. By taking a closer look at this particular subculture,-vJe can gain 
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On an extremely hot day 1n early August 2004, I came to -Hong Kong for 
sight-seeing and- experienced the famous Ani-Corn Hong Kong1 f:ar the first iime. I 
have been a big fan of Japanese comic and animation for a-long time in Shanghai and 
thus I wanted to see what _comic and animation conventions are like in Hong Kong. In 
the giant lobby _of the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center (HKCEC)2, 
everyone had to queue before entering the main exhibition hall. The queue was longer 
than 800 meters. It extended to the outside of the building. I saw excitement on people's 
faces. I slowly moved in step with all the people in queue for mnre than an hour and 
finally arrived at the main- exhibition hale. In the main hall, music and noise were 
blaring at a tremendous volume. People filled up the hall that has the capacity for over 
1
- I knew from the TV and online news that there were people who had-been que-uing from 
3'o clock in the morning-to buy the limited editions of products related to comics and games. 
2 Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center is a major convention and exhibition venue 
in Hong Kong. The HKCEC presently _totals 221,968 sq m (2.39 million sq ft) with over 
70,000 sq -m (757, 758 sq ft) of rentable function space. Please see 
http://www.hkcec.com.hklenglishlintroduction!intro_history.php to have an overall view of 
the center. 
3 Please see 
http://hk.apple.nextmedia.com/template/apple/art_main.php?iss_id=20090617 &sec_id=4104 
&subsec_id = 11867 &art_id = 12886228 and http:/ /www.ani -com.hk/2006/animov.html for 
video records of the scene of Ani-Corn Hong Kong. 
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140,000 people. Extracts of Japanese animations and games were flashing on countless 
TV screens. A great variety of comic books and animation DVDs were on sale at 
numerous stalls. People were queuing to try the promotional version of the new video 
g~'TI.es. Staffs of -booths were calling loudly to promote thei-r goods. The people walking 
around seemed to be having a great time looking at displays and making purchases. 
There -were too -many .things for my -eyes to take in. I felt that I could not look at one 
thing for more than a few seconds as if I was scared of missing an even more 
fascinating object. 
I heard girls screaming. In the direction of the voices a big crowd of people had 
gathered. I saw flashlights. "What's happening there?" I wondered and walked over. In 
the center of the crowd was a young girl wearing a white-eolot:ed wig and dressed like a 
boy. I knew that she was a girl _from the frrst sight because her figure was Tather thin and 
small and her face was apparent! y a girt's face._ s-he-was not smiling. Mor-e accurate! y, 
she had a rather rutrJess expression in her eyes. The girl struck a pose with- a red 
accessory in her hand. I saw red spots on her clothes. Then I fixed my eyes on the red 
accessory in her hand and suddenly reco~aized that it was a bleeding human heart4. At 
the moment, T could not breathe. I wanted to scream. But it was not because of the fear 
4 The human heart was fake. 
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of seeing a bleeding human heart. "Kirua!" I shouted. But no one paid attention to my 
voice. The people beside me all put their attention on the girl with white wig. They were 
either taking photos of her or screaming at her. They were high with excitement when 
they saw this beautiful and cool character from an extremefy popular manga series 
standing in the flesh in front of them. I took out my digital camera and joined the people 
who were taking photos of the girl v,rith-the white wig. The-girl- was not moved by the 
flashing lights of camera. And she was calm and cool seeing so many people getting 
crazy about her. She was like a star in front of all of us. 
Kirua is one of the most popular characters in a ~lassie Japanese manga5 and 
anime6 named HUNTER X HUNTER7• He is a 12-year-old boy with cherubic face and 
innocent facial expressions. Yet he comes from a long line of assassins and was-trained 
by his father and grandfather to kill since he was very- little. Thus he is hi-ghly skilled 
and never feels difficulties even when his target is much bigger or stronger than him. He 
kills _people using. fingernails as weapons and sometimes pulls out their hearts - that 
explains why the girl with the white wig mentioned above held a bleeding-human heart 
5 Manga, refers to graphic print narratives. 
6 Anime is a Japanese truncation of the English word "animation". 
7 Hunter x Hunter (hanta x hanta) is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by 
Yoshihiro Togashi with an anime adaptation. The first .chapter of the Hunter x Hunter 
manga series was published in March 1998 in Weekly Shonen- Jump, a weekly juvenile 
manga (shonen manga) anthology published in Japan which targets young male readers. 
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in her hand. It might sound cruel and gross for those unfamiliar with Japanese anime. 
However, in the world of Japanese ACG products, the evil and cruel characters, if they 
are beautiful or cool, might be much more popular than the kind-hearted ones8. 
This is cosplay. The girl with the white wig was a cospl-ayer cosplaying a character 
called Kirua. Although she was a girl, it is very common for girls to cross-dress as male 
characters. The girls were screaming because they love the story of HUNTER X 
HUNTER and they were fans of Kirua. More importantly, the girl cosplayer was giving 
a good performance because she looked similar to Kirua -both in appearance and facial 
expression. My favorite character in HUNTER X HUNTER is Irumi, Kirua's eldest 
brother, and not Kirua. However, I still could not help screaming because the cosplayer 
was presenting a bloody scene that made me surprised a..11cl excited. Moreover, it made 
me excited to be able to-recognize which G-haracter the-c0splayer was cosplaying in front 
of so many people. That could prove that I was also-a qualified fan of Japanese ACG 
products. 
There were many other cosplayers in the convention. They mingled among the 
crowds doing the same things as the others - walking around, looking at the booths, and 
8 ACG refers to anime, comic, and game. 
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buying things9. However, the cosplayers were different from ordinary audiences. They 
were like stars. I could see confidence on their faces. They caught the attention of the 
crowd. Some people would approach and ask them to take photos and they agreed. They 
began to strike poses and immediately more people would surround them, watch, take 
photos, and discuss with their friends. 
That scene in the Hong Kong ACG convention reminded me of my personal 
experience of being a cosplayer, while I was an undergraduate student in Shanghai. I 
could remember the screaming of the girls when my friends and I were cosplaying 
popular male characters10. When applying makeup, I felt excitement and expectant 
about the performance. While performing in front of a large audience, I was like a star, 
too - being circled by girls who were crazily takirrg photos of me and some gf them 
were even crying. I could also remember the facial expressions of passers-by while we 
were wal-king on the streets and my feeling of pri-de at that time. Now I _have not 
9 According to my informants, things are different today. Although cosplayers have the 
privilege that they need not to pay the entrance fee, they usually do not enter or spend much 
time in the main exhibition hall now. They said that there are to-0 many people there and 
they might damage their costumes and acces-sories. -They gather around in the lobby or 
someplace nearby the fitting rooms especially for the cosplayers. They prepare for their 
performances, chat with friends, take photos, read comics, watch animations -through 
lap-tops, or even sleep there. 
10 I cosplayed only male characters because I had a rather boyish dressing style and 
personality when I was undergraduate student. 
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cosplayed for three or four years because of lack of time and energy. As a former 
cosplayer, I decided to look at and feel cosplay subculture in Hong Kong. 
1.1 -Who are the Cosp-lay-ers? 
The majority of cosplayers in Hong Kong are female secondary school students, 
which is the reason why I chose to focus on girl cosplayers in this stucly. Based on my 
observation, in Hong Kong, girl cosplayers place more emphasis on their appearances 
than boy cosplayers and they spend more time applying makeup, putting on costumes, 
and preparing accessories. This allows us to explore how they view the importance of 
beauty and how they are judged by the others. 
There are approximately 500 to 1,000 active cosplayers in Hong Kong now. Active 
cosplayers refer to cosplayers who-participate in-cosplay events more than once a month. 
Twenty-three of the 24 cosplayers I interviewed were active cosplayers. However, only 
5 of-them were s-ure that they would keep cosplaying after they -enter university or start 
to work. In other words, they did not care how old they were or what they were doing as 
a cosplayer. The remaining 19 cosplayers said that they were not sure whether they 
would continue cosplaying after entering the university, or starting to w-ork, or getting 
married. This shows that cosplay has a time limit for many cosplayers and they are 
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aware of this. It is possible that many cosplayers in Hong Kong believe that cosplay is 
exclusive for young people only. Also, young cosplayers think that being young means 
being beautiful, energetic, and slim. These cosplayers might think that standing in front 
of the audiences requires the above qualifications as a cosplayer. 
My cosplayer informants came from a large range of family backgrounds. For 
example, some were from very rich families which could afford paying for their 
travelling abroad every year and some were from ordinary families and they did 
part-time jobs to earn pocket money. The cosplayers' parents were also of different 
types. For example, some parents forced their children to en,ter a top university and 
some parents did not care what kind of career their children would have in the future. 
The cosplayers' personalities and unaerstanding of themselves and-thei-r lives vafied 
according to their family background. Although they were all secondary school girls of 
similar age-s who were fans of cosplay, they \Vere leading very different lives and had 
very different v-iews-of-their lives. Thus although my informants occupied only a small 
percentage of all the cosplayers and were similar in age., they could represent-a larger 
number cosplayers in Hong Kong. 
As mentioned above, since most cosplayers were secondary school students in 
Hong Kong, they were facing tremendous pressures from studies-and examinations. 
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Although one special case showed that one of my cosplayer informants did not care 
about studies, al1 the _others had to work hard to survive the educational system. Thus 
most cosplayers were dissatisfied with the educational system of Hong Kong, or more 
accurately, they did not like to study very much. The cosplayer:s knew clearly what they 
liked ·and what they did not like. This made the time when they could cosplay and-could 
be with their cosplayer friends very precious. Thus to these cosplayers, cosplay was 
very important. 
All the cosplayers were fans of Japanese popular culture. They expressed their 
admiration for Japanese popular culture and Japan openly. In contrast, they did not show 
interest in Hong Kong local popular culture. Further, they believed that the level of 
understanding of Japanese culture among Hong Kong ordinary people was still rather 
low. Compared to this, they thought that the-y were the ones who really knew about 
~Japan. Thus as cosplayers, they were proud" of themselves that they were members of a 
subculture related-to Japan and understood Japanese culture welt 
1.2 Why Cosplay? 
Cosplay is a youth subculture that has been popular in Japan since the 1970s. The 
word cosplay is the abbreviation of "costume role-play" or "costume play". On the 
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biggest online fan forum in Hong Kong, local cosplayers posted a definition of cosplay 
as activity involving dressing up and playing a character from comics, animations, 
video games, television series, movies, or a character who is a member of vijuaru kei 
bands (visual style bands), a pop star, or a character that is created by yourself 
(http://www.hkcosplayers.org). In Hong Kong, people who cosp-lay are called 
"cosplayers" or "cosers". They gather -at i\CG conventions or cosplay events to give 
performances and communicate with other cosplayers. They also have their own 
cyberspace that includes online forums and blogs on which they display their cosplay 
photos and communicate with other cosplayers. 
Most Hong Kong cosplayers are fans of Japanese ACG products. They also choose 
the characters to cosplay mostly from Japanese ACG products. Moreover, they use a lot 
of Japanese elements in their subculture. For example, they use a large -~~ount of 
Japanese words in their cyberculture. We can::see that Japan occupies a V-ery high status 
among cosplay -subculture--in Hong Kong. Through exploring how the cosplayers vie\¥ 
Japanese ACG products and how they view Japan, we can better understand the 
globalization and localization of Japanese popular cultural products -in Hong Kong. 
As mentioned before, cosplay was almost unknown about 15 years ago and 
suddenly became mainstream among ACG fans and well-krro~lll among Hong Kong 
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young people. Why did cosplay spread so quickly among young people in Hong Kong? 
What are the attractions of cosplay for these young people? Further, cosplay involves 
dressing up-aa_'ld performing in front of the public. It requires courage to do so. How do 
the cosplayers view themselves when they are in front of an audience? How do they 
view the audience-? 
For the cosplayers in Hong Kong, cosplay does not merely mean dressing up .and 
performing in front of an audience. They have a community consisting of cosplayers, 
some who they know, and others they do not know. They put great en1phasis -on the 
communication with other members inside the community. Further, they build their own 
rules inside the community and take responsibility for issues happening in the 
subculture. How do they view themselves as cosp-1-ayers inside this-community'Z How do 
they view the other members? This thesis wi-l-l expl-are these questions. 
1.3 Why Hong Keng'? 
Hong Kong, which is the focus ef my stud~, is an _Asian city that has been 
embracing Japanese popular culture since the 1960s (Lee, 1999). It is arguably the 
biggest consumer of Japanese popular -culture in East Asia. We find abundant Japanese 
culture in Hong Kong: Japanese marrga and fashion magazines on newsstands, Japanese 
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anime 11 and dramas on TV programs, Japanese pop music played in fashion stores or 
restaurants, young girls dressing 1n gyaru 12 sty le walking on the streets, and 
supermarkets and convenient stores selling all kinds of Japanese snacks and foods. 
Actually,_ the word "Japan" or "Japanese" (both written as ri ben in Chinese) can be seen 
and is spoken by peeple everywhere from TV advertisements to signboar-ds on the doors 
of clothing stores in Mongkok or Causev;ay Bay13• Thus Hong Kong is an ideal place to 
study the globalization and localization of Japanese popular culture. 
Although Hong Kong embraces Japanese popular culture, it has- its own local 
popular cultural products, too. For example, Hong Kong movies and entertainers have 
fans locally and around the world. A few local comic authors publish comic books that 
are popular among Hong Kong young people. Why do the cosplc~yers ch-o-ose to cosplay 
characters from Japanese ACG products rather than Hong K_ong comics? Ho\¥ do they 
view Hong Kong local popular culture? 
In Hong Keng, -a hi-ghly-pressured s0ciety that emphasizes educational level and-
wealth, the cosplayers, who are mainly secondary schoor students are fa-ced with 
11 Anime is a Japanese truncation of the English v.tor-d "animation". 
12 Gyaruis a Japanese transliteration of the English word "gal'~. It is applied to fashion- and 
peer-conscious girls -in their teens and early twenties. Gyaru style usually involves dark 
tanned skin, exaggerated makeup, and sexy dressing. 
13 Causeway B-ay is another extremely busy and popular business street for younger 
generation in Hong Kong. 
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tremendous pressures from schools, parents, and the society. How do the cosplayers 
cope with the conflict between their desire to spend time on cosplaying and the 
responsibilit-ies that they are forced to take? How do they view their preseo~t and future? 
What is the meaning of cosplay in their lives? 
In this period of their lives, when they are experiencing physical and psychological 
changes, pressures, and various options, the Hong Kong cosplayers share one thing in 
common: passion for Japanese popular culture and cosplay. Cosplay allows us to have a 
better understanding of youth subculture within the context of globalization studies-. 
1.4 Research Questions 
• Why are these Hong Kong young people so cra-zy about cosplay? 
As mentioned in the earlier section, cosplay is-a subculture popular in Japan which 
was almost unknown 15 years ago and quickly became mainstream among ACG fans 
and well-known among Hong Kong young people. Still, the special costumes and 
sometimes exaggerated mak:eup might -be seen as- strange for some people, Also, 
cross-dressing in cosplay might be unacceptable for some conservative Hong Kong 
people. Cosplayers might be exposed to attention, comments, and criticism from others 
including their parents, friends, and passers-by. Some even need to hide their cosplaying 
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from their parents. Despite all the above conditions, these young people are still 
devoting great time, energy, and money into this subculture. This raises the questions 
such as: "Why are they doing it? Why is cosplay so attractive to them?" 
In this thesis, I will argue that there are four main reasons -for the popularity of 
cosplay among Hong Kong young people. And only cosplay could give them these 
pleasures. First, cosplay allows the co-splayers to be firmly con11ected to Japan, a 
country that they greatly admire. Second, in the cyberspace of cosplay subculture, the 
cosplayers could enjoy the freedom of expressing themselves and may contro1 issues 
inside the subculture. Third, through cosplay, the cosplayers could experience being 
treated as stars. Fourth, being engaged in the activities of cosplay gives these young 
people a chance to be temporarily released from the pressures of daily life. 
• What is the meaning of cosplay for the lives ofthese-Hong Kong cosp!ayers? 
For the Hong Kong cosplayers who are mainly secondary school girls, cosplay does 
not merely mean dressing up and performing. There are also discussi-ons and 
communication online. How does cosplay influence their understanding of themselves 
and the others as cosplayers? Being an insider of cosplay subculture, they do not meet 
with pleasant things inside the subculture or in the larger society. There are 
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contradictions and conflictions inside the subculture. The cosplayers as secondary 
school students also have to face the pressures in studies from their parents. What is the 
impact of cosplay for their lives in this particular period? What is the position of 
cosplay -in their lives? 
Through participating 1n cosplay performances and discussions online, the 
cosplayers better understand themselves-and the others as cosplayers. They search for 
the "real meaning" of cosplay, which is either for a love for the characters or for the joy 
of cosplaying itself. In this process of searching for meaning, these cosplayers learn 
how to cope with people holding different opinions from themselves. Through fighting 
for their right to continue cosplaying, they also learn how to find a balance between 
cosplay and study. 
1.5_ The Background of Cosplay 
The first co-splayers in-Japan appeared in the 1960s. Some pa..rticipants _of art fairs 
(bunkasai) or sports days (undokai) put on special- costumes and sometimes_ gave 
performances. It grew rapidly in Japan sinc-e then through large scale comic and 
animation conventions that drew hundreds of thousands of people. In the 1-990s, cosplay 
became popular around the world since then. Cosplay fans gather together for their 
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events every few weeks in the United States, Europe, Latin America, Singapore, Taiwan, 
and also in China. In the United States for example, cosplayers gather together in the 
thousands almost every week (Kelts-, 2007: 149). Diego Laje, a journalist ofCNN Latin 
America, told me in personal communication that fans in Latin America are crazy about 
cosplay and cosplay events are held every weekend throughout the region. 
The record of the first cosplayers in -Hong Kong was found in the blogs of Jo and 
Yang, both members of Hong Kong Animation and Comic Association. Jo is also a DJ 
of a radio program of comics and animation in Hong Kong named ACRubb-ish Radio. 
Since both Jo and Yang participated in the event themselves and witnessed what 
happened there and many online cosplay forums corroborate the events described in Jo's 
article, there is no reason to doubt her account. According to Jo, the f11st cosplayers 
appeared in Hong Kong in 1993 in the _Shatin Art Fairi 4• Ng also mentioned t}lis in his 
blog (http://www.cuhkacs.org/~benng/Bo-Blogh:read.php?375). The male members of a 
fan club of comics-and-animation named Si-Bai Chi ( 6 to 8 people) put on co-stumes of 
characters in Legend of the Galactic Heroes15. However, Jo wrote in her blog that "the 
word cosplay was not being -used at that time yet". 
14 Shatin Art Fair was a platform held annually on a Sunday in January for artists of 
handicraft, painting, dancing, music and so forth to exhibit their works-. 
15 Legend of the Galactic Heroes is a manga series written by Tanaka Yoshiki. 
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(http://josummer.mocasting.com/p/109854). This event was nonetheless the starting 
point of cosplay subculture in Hong Kong. 
According to N g16, cosplayers emerged 1n 1997 with the opening _of the first 
dojinshi festival in Hong Kong called Comic People Fair17 Eman ren xu). In July 1998, 
the first cosplay competition, FUN FUN Competing in Role-playing, was held during 
the Comic People Fair organized by the Hong Kong Animation and Comic Association. 
The first Comic World convention was held in August of the same year. Comic World 
first provided a "photo taking zone for cosplayers" and also held cosplay competitions. 
This was the first time that the word "cosplay" appeared at a large convention in Hong 
Kong. From then on, Comic World became the first regular convention in which Hong 
Kong cosplayers could gather together every four months. Cosplayers also began to 
organize their own small-scale events-for gathering and ph0to taking. The first Hong 
Kong Comics Festival (renamed as ANI-COM-Hong Kong & Hong Kong Game Fair 
from 20Q6) began in -1999 at!d in the following year City University-of Hong Kong held 
the first Summer Matsuri (Summer Festival) for dojinshi _eXJ.lllbition and cosplay 
competition. This was the first event related to cosplay organizecl by a university -in 
16 http://www.cuhkacs.org/~benng/Bo-Blog/read.php?375 
17 According to Thorn, dojinshi refers to "self-published manga by am-ateur fan-artists , 
working either alone or in groups, producing what are inspired by, tributes to, or a takeoff of 
popular commercial manga series" (2004: 1 70). 
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Hong Kong. In December of the same year, the Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology held The Deal with Cosplay which was an event especially for cosplaying. 
Lectures about cosplay were also held at this event in order to give people preliminary 
knowledge about cosplay. Other universities such as The Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University, The University of Hong Kong and The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
also started to hold their own cosplay events. Starting with Comic World 11 held on 29 
April, 2001, the host company charged every cosplayer HK$50 as entrance fee for the 
flrst time due to the booming number of cosplayers 18• Before then, cospfayers could 
enter the venue without paying the entrance fee. From the above data, we could witness 
the rapid development of cosplay subculture in Hong Kong in the ten years since its 
debut. 
1.6 Cosplay Events in Hong Kong 
Now there are mai-nly -thr-ee types of cosplay events in Hong Kong~ large-scale 
commercial ACG conventions, cosplay and dojinshi events held-by universities, and 
small-scale privately organized photo-taking events (:si ying hui). I will explain each of 
these events in the fol-lowing pages. 
18 Later this policy was cancelled because of cosplayers' protests. 
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1.6.1 Large-scale commercial conventions 
Large-scale -commercial conventions are organized by ACG companies a_ud are 
held once or twice a year during summer and winter vacation. These conventions 
usually last for 3 to 5 days. Since they do not have to go to school during vacation, most 
cosplayers attend on both the first and the last day of the conventions. If they have time, 
they will attend as many days as possible. These conventions are held in giant 
exhibition halls such as the Hong Kong Conference and-Exhibition Center. In these 
conventions, ACG companies and individuals rent booths to promote their products. 
There are also musical performances by famous singers and singing competitions for 
young people. These conventions allow large numbers of1Iong Kong people to see and 
experience this subculture. In recent y_ea-rs, for e)fample, attendance records of Ani -Corn 
Hong Kong have been broken every year. Attendance rose-from 500,000 in 2006 to-
560,000 in 2007, and to 611r;000 in 2008 (ani-com.hk). With such larg-e audience, 
cosplay became well-known by people in Heng Kong. 
In the photo-taking area in these large scale -commercial conventions, co-splayers 
strike postures for the photographers, walk around to talk with their cosplayer friends 
and meet new friends, and enter the exhi-bition hall to look at the bo-oths. We can also 
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see a large number of cosplayers sitting on the ground in circles applying makeup, 
chatting, reading comics, watch anime with laptops, or even sleeping together and 
eating box meal. When the cosplayers are sitting on the ground, photographers may 
appeal to ask to take photos of them. Then the cosplayers will stand up and strike 
postures for them if they have finished applying makeup. There are usually one or two 
girls who do not cosplay on that day _sitting i-n the circles. They are resp0nsible of taking 
care of the belongings of the cosplayers. And when the cosplayers need these girls' help, 
they will apply makeup for them or help them putting on the costumes. 
At large ACG conventions in Hong Kong, we may see_ 50 to 150 cosplayers 
gathering together in photo-taking areas to be taken photos. Other cosplayers may be 
the general public in the convention hall. All of the cosplayers I interviewed said that 
they attend these conventions every year. They toldme that all active cosplayers would 
go to the large conventions. These large conventions are of great importance for Hong 
Kong cosplayers beGause they are held only once a year and there i-s a huge audience. 
Cosplayers treat these events as a carnival. They could give performances in front of 
numerous Hong Kong people. The prize for cosplay c0mpetition is another attraction of 
such conventions. For -example, the champion of cosplay competition in Ani-Corn Hon-g 
Kong 2008 was awarded a cash prize ofHKD 8,000 (ani-com.hk). 
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1.6.2 Cosplay and dojinshi events held by universities1-9 
Cosplay and dojinshi events held by universities are run by ACG fan clubs of the 
main universities in Hong Kong. Most clubs hold annual gatherings-so as to let ACG 
and cosplay fans get together and communicate with each other. Dozens of groups 
composed of 5-to 10 people who produce dojinshi sell their products at the events. 
There are also singing performances of Japanese songs. 
Usually 200 to 300 people attend these events. Thus the scale is much smaller than 
large-scale conventions. Generally 20 to 50 cosplayers attend each university held event. 
Others are mostly ACG fans and photographers who come to take photos of the 
cosplayers. Also, since these events are usually held for one day, the cosplayers do not 
ha:ve time to sit on the ground applying makeup \Vith their cosplayer friends. Rather, 
they finish applying simple makeup before arriving at the event or apply makeup in the 
toilets. Since the scale -is much smaller than targe conventions, it is easier for them to 
meet friends and make new friends. Thus communications between cosplayer- friends 
are more emphasized here. 
19 According to Thorn, dojinshi refers to "self-published manga by- amateur fan-artists , 
working either alone or in groups, producing what are inspired by, tributes to, or a takeoff of 
popular commercial manga series" (2004: 170). 
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1.6.3 Small-scale privately organized photo-taking events 
Photo-taking events are organized by cosplayers themselves for fun. If the 
cosplayers have time, they will hold a photo-taking event every few weeks. They 
discuss and decide on th€ time, place, and- which characters to cosplay through MSN 
Messenger20 by mobile phone. Usually they -choose a week_end or a -holiclay to gather 
together in a park or any place where they might take photos. They bring their friends 
with them to take photos of them and also take care of their bags while they are posing 
for the photos. Even if the friends are cosplayers, too, they ,do not cosplay if they are 
asked to participate as photographers. Each privately organized photo-taking event is 
organized by and consists of 1 to 5 cosplayers and 1 to 3 _of their friends who take 
photos for them. Cosplayers treat this kind_of event_as a casual-gathering of a small 
circle of friends. 
Cosplay is hi_ghli-ghted in-advertisements and promotions of large conventions. We 
could see the importance of cosplay in the overall promotion strategies of Ani-Corrr 
Hong Kong from the following graphics. 
20 MSN Messenger is a software used for instant chatting online. It can be downloaded 
freely and is the most popular chatting tool among young people in Hong Kong now. 
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(ani -com.hk) 
The word cosplay frequently appears on news and entertainment sections of newspapers 
and news websites. Even outside the large ACG conventions in Hong Kong, cosplayers 
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may pose or perform. It is not surprising to see cosplayers having meals and chatting at 
. k21 aki h . k . c 1 d" . 22 fast food restaurants In Mong-Ko or t ng p . otos In a par In entra Istnct . 
There are even models and celebrities who started their careers by being a cosplayer. 
The most famous case is a model named AC Maggie23 (Dongman Maggie ). Through 
advertising and business strategy, both the number of participants of cosplay and people 
who know about cosplay is rising in Hong Kong. 
Interestingly and surprisingly, when I first asked the cosplayers whether I could 
interview them-, four of them told me that they had already been interviewed by 
someone else. One of them even said that I was already the, fifth person to interview her. 
The interviewers were university students who wanted to conduct a project about Hong 
Kong cosplayers, TV journalists, and magazine journalists.. Even I was interviewed by a 
journalist of CNN Latin America in June 2009 abouLthe subculture of cosplay in Hong 
Kong. This shows that cosplay is gaining high public-attention~. 
21 Mong Kok is one the busiest business streets for younger generation in Hung Kong. It is 
said to be the most crowded district in the world with a population of130,000 per km.2. 
22 Central is the central business district in Hong Kong Island which serves as the eentre of 
trade and financial activities. 
23 AC Maggie became famous and popular among young people since s-he cosplayed a sexy 
character of a game inAni-Com Hong Kong 2006. 
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1.7 How to Get the Costumes 
To state in a rather simple way, there are three main steps to become a cosplayer in 
Hong Kong: first, select a character from any works that attracts you; second5- get the 
costumes and accessories; third, apply makeup and go out for cosplay. I will discuss 
step one and step three in the following chapters in this thesis. But one may be curious 
about how these Hong Kong cosplayers get the costumes. I wilt introduce tms first 
because costume is the symbol of a cosplayer. 
Hong Kong cosplayers use factories in mainland China to get cheap costumes and 
accessories. However, they do not really go to or like going to mainland China. Rather, 
they avoid going to mainland China by themselves because they assume that mainland 
China is a dangerous place. Hong Kong -cosplayers treat factories as mer-ely economica-l 
and -Convenient tools to help them get costumes and-acce~sories-. 
From my observation of the cosplay onli-ne forums, -the process of orderi-ng 
costumes occurs in ihe following way. Agencies doing_ such husiness with cosplayers-
and factories in Guangdong put advertisements on cosplay online_forums and provide 
information about their service. Interested cosplayers reply with requests such as price 
and time to finish the costumes and accessories. Agency owners answer the questions. 
Then cosplayers make the decision. After this, agency owners wait until more than 5 
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sets of same costumes are ordered. Then they go to Guangdong or contact the factories 
to let workers there produce -the costumes. A set of costumes and accessories usually 
takes one week to one month to be finished depending -on the amount -af costumes 
requested and difficulty of production. The price ranges from HK$300 to HK$1200 
depending on the above factors. After the costumes and accessories are fmished, agency 
owners will contact the cosplayers and make an appointment to meet at some place, 
usually at an exit of MTR24 stations. Tlien a round -of costume ordering is completed. 
Most Hong Kong cosplayers have their costumes and accessories made in -this way by 
factories in Guangdong Province. Compared with th~ local factories, those in 
Guangdong make costumes for cosplayers at a much lower price because they mass 
produce the costumes and accessories. 
However, only 2 of the 24 cosplayers I interviewed had been-to Guangdong to have 
-the costumes made~ They told me that their desire for cheap eo:stumes made them brave 
enoug-h to go to the m-ainland25 . Others told me that they dared not go to Guangdong 
because they were concerned about their safety, or their parents would not let them -go. 
There are several postings on the hkcosplayers.org talking about cos~layers being 
robbed, raped, or murdered when they went to Guangdong to search for a 
24 MTR is the subway service company in Hong Kong. 
25 Mainland here r efers to Guangdong Province. 
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costume-making factory. Although these stories are myths and their accuracy could not 
be confrrmed, apparently Hong Kong cosplayers do not have a good impression of 
mainland China. 
1.8 Literature Review 
1.8.1 Globalization and Localization 
Previous studies about globalization and localization of Japanese popular culture 
are-more concerned about the diminishment of American soft power as tlie hegemonic 
center of global culture and the rising impact of Japanese popular culture around the 
world. 
In the 1970s, the cultural imperialism theory dominated the stu-dies of globalization. 
Schiller believed that a society will correspond to- or promote -the value systern_ and 
structures of the dominating countries after it is brought into the modem world system. 
(Schiller, 1876: ~) T-unst-all tliought that local cultures are ':being battered out of 
existence by the indiscriminate dumping of large quantiti-es of slick commer-eiat and 
media products, mainly from the United States" CFunstall, 1977: 57). In other words, 
cultural imperialism theory asserts that in the global flow a..11d exchange of -different 
cultures, local cultures will be replaced by developed cultures from the Western 
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countries and finally disappear. In the 1970s and 1980s, cultural globalization was 
equivalent to cultures being "modernized" by absorbing and copying a Western (mostly 
American) style of living (Attir, Holzner, and Suda, 1981 ). Scholars who- advocated 
cultural imperialism theory believe that local differences would be reduced into a 
homogenized Western or American way of life. These theorists believed that the 
non-Western countries or the so-called third world would have to accept the irresistible 
and uniform effect and consequently the whole world will develop into a homogenized 
one. 
By the 1990s, the cultural imperialism perspectiv~ was exposed to criticism. 
Sinclair made critical comments that such theory neglects the more subtle and complex 
real working of international cultural flows -(Sinclair, 1992:_ 1 0-I ). Similarly; Appadurai 
argued that the new global cultural econom¥ has to_ be "understood as a complex-, 
overlapping, disjunctive order, which cannot any l!}nger be -understood in terms of 
existing centre-periphery models'-' -(Appadurai, 2-008: 47). They pointed out that the 
cultural exchange in the world now does not simply occur under the frame of Western 
societies (or United States) acting as the culture exporting -centre and non-Western 
countries serving as culture receiving peripheries. 
Further, Tomlinson argued that receiving cultures have the capacity to indigenize 
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the imported cultures (1999: 24). This point of view was supported by Nakano who 
studied the pirate VCD/DVD- market in China. She argues that Chinese people are 
actively initiating the in-flow of the cultural products from Japan (Nakano, 2002: 230). 
These show that the receivi-ng cultures are not merely passive recipients, but active 
participants. 
Japan is a good example to demonstrate that Western countries (United States) are 
no longer the center of the global culture flow. Scholars realized the important role 
Japan is playing in the world market (Iwabuchi, 2002; Allison, 2006; Napier, 2006). 
Japanese popular culture is a global force that spreads its soft power with remarkable 
speed and breadth. Japan is now another centre of cultural globalization. 
Cultural hybridization means, according to Crother-s, ''the ways- in which forms 
become separated from existing practices and recembine with new forms -and u-ew 
practices" (Crothers, 2007: 25). He further pointed=- out that the final product of these 
interactions is- "neither corrupfian, imperialism, nor homogenization -hut is instead 
something entirely new" (Crothers, 2007: 146~. In other- words, local people will 
transform and create something new according their own customs and local culture after 
consuming exported cultures. Watson studied localization of M-eDonalds in Asian cities 
and came to the conclusion that the American fast food kingdom has been transformed 
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by local people by their own ways (Watson, 1997). For example, in the case of Hong 
Kong, McDonalds serves as a place for young people to gather and spend a long time. 
1.8.2 Youth Subculture and Fandom Culture 
The particular case of cosplay brings globalization theories together with youth 
subculture theories and fandom theories. Such cembination brings us the specific -details 
of the culture after it is mixed with local society by the local participants. Further, it can 
also be seen as an extensi-on of the process of globalization. 
As reviewed by Bennett and Kahn-Harris, in the m.id-1970s the Birmingham 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS) interpreted post-war youth 
subcultures as "pockets of working-class resistance to th-e dominant hegemonic 
institutions" of larger society (Bennett ancl Kahn-Harris, 2004: 1 ). These studies 
cuntrasted with prevailing assumptions that youth -subculture as a kind of youth 
delinquency. 
Later, with the proliferation of studies of youth style in the 1980s, CCCS 's point -of 
view was evaluated and criticized. Hebdige warned that -rather than simp]y refusal or 
resistance against parent culture, subculture is "both a declaration of independence of 
alien intent ... and a refusal of anonymity" (Hebdige, 1997:404). This argument 
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emphasized the personal level of participants of youth subcultures and their desire for 
attention. Similar arguments were made by Murdock and McCron arguing that CCCS's 
work "tends to draw- too tight a relation between class location and sub-cultural _style 
and to underestimate the range of alternative responses" (Murdock and !\1cCron, 1976: 
25). It was also argued by 'fhomton that CCCS work failed in acknowledging the role of 
the media and other cultural industries in the creation of subcultures and subcultural 
identities (Thorn ton, 1995: 11 7). Similarly, Hodkinson related young people's 
involvement with the goth scene in London with "a particular form of consumer choice 
influenced by a variety of factors" (Hodkinson, 2004: 139). 
As for my own study, I agree with the anti -CCCS theories that youth subculture 
nowadays should not concentrate only on the participants' resis-ta..11ce against the 
mainstream society. Rather, as Matza pointed out, yeung people are "encircled by -the 
members of adult society" (Matza, 1964: 46). Thus tlle relation between young people-
and adult society is-"subtle; complex, and sometimes devious" (Matza, -1964: 3 7)_ In 
other words, youth subculture should be discussed-together with the mainstream society 
because subculture exists within the larger cultural context in the mainstream society._ 
Taking cosplay in Hong Kong as an example, I argue that rather than resisting the-value 
system of Hong Kong society, most of the cosplayers are actively participating in 
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cosplay subculture in order to have fun, to get attention, and enjoy the process of 
consuming. Cosplayers in Hong Kong created their own value systems and sometimes 
try to control the other_participants in the subculture. 
Fandom is generally defined as an intrinsically social phenomenon in which a 
person becomes a fan, in part, for the social connections or community that fandom 
entails (Fiske, 1992; Jenkins, 1992). Fandom was -once seen as a kind of pathology. 
Jensen described fandom as highly stigmatized, marked by "danger, abnormality, and 
silliness" (Jensen, 1992: 1). Other scholars examined fandom in the context of soGial 
. class and power as dominating themes in the larger society. Harris pointed out that the 
feeling of belonging to a certain fandom community is due to their anomie and despair 
from class subordination (Harris, 1998: 5). This point of view sees fandom collb.~unity 
as an isolated and passive group. 
Later the emphas-is of fandom studies turned -~to look at faniiom community 
members' interactions a..qd pleasures. Kelts argued that fandom communities exist 
because rather than merely watching and consuming, the younger generations desire 
more interactivity through making and playing (Kelts, 200-1: 172). Jenkins commented 
that what many fans share -in common is the pleasure of creating their own cultures 
(Jenkins, 1992). As a fandom culture, cosplay allows cosplayers to gather together and 
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communicate both in reality and in virtual spaces. I support the views of Kelts and 
Jenkins that fandom culture participants enjoy the process of producing and creating 
their own cultures in their own spaces. 
1.9 Methodology 
During the research, I chose in-depth interview, participant observation, and media 
study as my main methodology. This study aims to explore how Hong Kong cosplayers 
view the subculture of cosplay in Hong Kong, how they view themselves and 
cosplayers, and the meanings of cosplay to their lives. These three methodologies 
allowed me to have a detailed and complete understanding of the cosplayers' thoughts 
and the thus reflections of the subculture on their way of thinking and li-fe~ 
1. 9.1 In-depth Interview 
In-depth interview -was the most importanr part of my method0logy. Through 
talking with the cosplayers and a mother of a- cosplayer, I knew_ their personal 
experiences, their feelings, and their thoughts about coS_play. I also learnt the meaning of 
cosplay for their lives. 
Between June 2008 and October 2008, I interviewed 24 cosplayers and one mother 
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of a cosplayer. In the biggest online cosplay forum hkcosplayers.org, I introduced 
myself and sent out simple questionnaires that asked for people's age, sex, years of 
cosplaying experience, and whether they were willing to be interviewed by me. Seven 
cosplayers answered yes. These interviews were all done in cafes. After interviewing 
these people, I used snow-ball sampling - I asked my interviewees to introduce their 
cosplayer friends who might be willing to be interviewed. They introduced -nine 
cosplayers to me. I also interviewed them in cafes. In the eo-splay events and 
conventions, I approached the cosplayers who were sitting on the ground applyi..11g 
makeup or chatting with their cosplayer friends and asked ~hem to be my interviewees. I 
met seven informants by this method and I interviewed them at the conventions and 
events. I met the mother of a cosplayer on the second day of 1\ni-eom Hoi!g Kong- 2008 
and interviewed her on the spot. All names giv_en here _are pseudonyms to protect the 
identity of the informants. 
1.9 .2 Participant Observation 
Participant observation allowed me to have a complete and clear knowfed_ge of 
cosplay events. I experienced being in real cosplay events and being with cosplayers. I 
looked, listened, smelled, and felt the cosplay events and understood their attractions. 
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Through observation, I found something that cosplayers would not tell me. For example, 
some girl cosplayers claimed that they do not care how the others view their 
appearances and they said that the most important thing about cosplay is love for the 
characters. However, according to my observation in cosplay events, I found that they 
cared deeply about how the other people view their appearance. 
At the cosplay events, I sat on the ground watching the cosplayers sitting near me 
or walking around. I also walked around to look at all the cosplayers. I observed how 
they sat in circles with their friends and applied makeup, how they walked around the 
hall, how they were photographed by the photographers, and what they did while sitting 
on the ground with their friends in order to have an overall understanding about how the 
cosplayers spend a day at large cosplay conventions. I also gained a basic un<lerstanding 
of what the photographers did there and what these ph-otographers-' -presence means to 
the cosplayers. 
I went to ten private photo-taking events organized by the cosplayers--themselves 
during July and August in 2008. I have the MSN contact of every informant thus I could 
ask them when and where they would have a private _J>hoto-taking event. "'"While they 
were cosplaying and taking photos, I sat at a distance watching them and taking notes. I 
also offered help to look after their belongings and I helped to take photos for them. I 
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also paid attention to how cosplayers interacted with their friends because c-osplayers 
tend to go out for private photo-taking events with more intimate cosplayer friends. I 
also kept an eye on the passers-by because the environment was obviously different 
from that of a large convention. As mentioned before, private photo-taking events are 
held in parks or any place that they like to take photos. People in these places do not 
expect to see cosplayers. Their reactions on seeing -cosplayers will thu-s be different 
from the audiences in ACG conventions. It was a good chance to observe ordinary Hong 
Kong people's knowledge about cosplay and their attitudes towards it. 
Besides cosplay events, I accompanied three of my ,informants to do homework 
with their cosplayer friends in McDonalds and cafes four times in June 2008. It was 
near the final examination period and they went out with_ their cosplayer friends 
regularly to do homework together in the afternoons. During that peri-0~ I sat with them 
while they were doing homework. I listened to their conversations and complaints. 26 I 
J"'anted to-know how they felt about studies and what they discussed with cosplayer 
friends.. 
26 I stressed that they should not pay attention to me and they could do anything and say 
anything in the way they always did. Although at first they felt a little bit uncomfortable 
sitting beside me, since I neither interrupted their conversations nor commented on their 
behaviors and topics, they gradually became used to my presence. Finally, th-ey basically 
forgot about being observed and acted in a more natural way. 
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1.9.3 Media Studies 
Cosplayers spend -an equivalent or even greater amount of time and energy Dn 
interactions and c0mmunications in cyberspace compared to cosplay events. They build 
their O\Vll value system of the subculture in the- cyberspace. Cyberculture is of particular 
significance to the cosplayers. Thus I spent one year studying their cyberculture. 
I have been visiting the largest cosplay online forum hkcosplayers.org s1nce 
November 2006. On the forums, I look at the topics the cosplayers talk about, especially 
the most popular ones (entries which earn more clicking rates and replies). It was the 
most direct and efficient way to understand the cyberculture of Hong Kong cosplayers. I 
paid particular attention to the way they use Japanese language or J apa..11ese emoticons 
(kaomoji) to explore the way they represent "Japaneseness". I also visited a famous 
online forum on which Hong Kong cosplayers use pseudonyms to attack other 
cosplayers for their appearances and performances. This forum which seemed 
unpleasant was regularly mentioned by my informants. It helped me_ to study tbe 
underside of cosplay subculture in Hong Kong. I also looked at the cosplay_ers' blogs, 
which they call Sky (tian kong). All names from the Internet have been changed to 
protect the identity of informants. 
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I visited six Japanese cosplay online forums in order to have a basic knowledge of 
the original subculture and cyberculture of cosplay in 1 apan. I read seven cosplay 
magazines published in Japan and four published in Hong Kong. 
1.9.4 Language 
When I was conducting the interviews, twe i..'lformants asked me why as a 
non-local person, I could speak Cantonese with such fluency since I had moved to Hong 
Kong for less than one year. I answered that I learned Cantonese from the TV dramas. 
As mentioned before, I was born in Shanghai. Shanghai is about 2,000 kilometers from 
Hong Kong. Of course Cantonese is not spoken or broadcasted in my hometown. I 
started my life as a Hong Kong resident from 2007, the year_ I was admitted by the 
Chinese University. Before that time, I watched a large_ amount of- Hong Kong TV 
dramas when I was an -undergraduate student in Shanghai . The reason was that I was 
interested in modem life in-Ha-ng K:ong society as well as that in Japan. During that 
period I learned almost all daily Cantonese language by watching and listening to the 
characters. 
As mentioned above, 2 out of 25 informants -asked me the reason why I could 
speak Cantonese. However, most of them simply d-id not care about this. I have to admit 
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that I was a little surprised that only 2 informants were interested in this-. The 
remainders seemed to treat it as a matter of course. I did not feel that they were talking 
to a non-local person because they never slowed down so as to let me understand their 
words. They did not show -an interest of Shanghai, either. They were answering my 
questions and telling stories in a normal way. The reason might be that they did not feel 
there was a big difference between them and me. For example, I was not much older 
than them; I was speaking the same language as them and I spoke quite well; I look like 
a fashionable Hong Kong young person who puts emphasis on my fashion and makeup; 
I was familiar with ACG and cosplay; and I was interested in the things that interested 
them. If I had not met all the above conditions, I believe that I might have been treated 
in quite a different way. 
1. ro Outlines of the Chapters 
In the four chapters of the-main -body of this paper, I chose to present foHr aspects 
of the Hong Kong cosplayers' subculture and dai-ly life because thes_e aspects -are 
extremely important for these cosplayers. The combinati-on of these aspects _also make 
the subculture of cosplay distinctive. 
In Chapter Two, I will explore the Japanese elements in the cosplay subculture in 
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Hong Kong. Through looking at the passion for Japanese popular culture and preference 
of Japanese elements among Hong -Kong cosplayers, I will discuss the reason for their 
admiration for Japan. 
Chapter Three examines the cyberculture of Hong Kong cosplayers. First, I will 
explore how Hong Kong cosplayers' cyberspace is divided into different spaces that 
serve different functions for the cosplayers. Second, I will examine the way how Hong 
Kong cosplayers build their own value system and classify different types of cosplayers. 
Third, through investigating the cosplayers' discussion about the "real meaning" of 
cosplay online, I will find out how the cosplayers view themselves and the others as 
cosplayers and the purpose and meaning of their cosplaying. 
Chapter Four is particularly concerned with gender issues in Hong Kong cosp-1-ay 
subculture. First, I will look at how cosplayers are treated differently while they are 
cosplayin-g male characters and female characters by the girl fans and male 
photographers. Second, I wi-ll present how girl cosplayers show different attitudes 
towards other girl cosplayers while they are cosplaying sexy female characters and male 
characters. Third, I will introduce the girl cosplayers' extraordinary enthusiasm for BL 27 
genre. 
27 BL refers to "Boys' Love", referring to a genre of girls' comics which feature romantic love 
between boys. 
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In Ch~pter Five, I will present how cosplay is localized in cosplayers' lives as 
secondary school students. As most of my informants were secondary school students, I 
will find out the relationship between cosplay and the pressures they have in daily life 
from the Hong Kong education system and their families. After that I will introduce 
stories told by three cosplayers and a mother of a cosplayer. Through looking at 
different stories of the cosplayers- with different family backgrounds and understanding 
of themselves, I will discuss how the cosplayers view their cosplaying and their lives. 
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Chapter Two 
"Japaneseness" for the Cosplayers 
Japanese elements assume a very high status among Hong Kong cosplayers. 
Through consumption of Japanese ACG (anime, comic, and game) products, these 
cosplayers have formed a very positive image of Japanes€ pop culture and, by extension, 
of Japan itself. In this way, rather than pop cultural products from other countries or 
Hong Kong or domestic J apa.t1ese ACG products, these cosplayers preferred original 
Japanese ACG products as their first choice when copsuming such products and 
cosplaying. During cosplay events and even in their everyday lives, they were also 
eager to demonstrate to others their ability to understand and utilize -Japanese elements. 
By studying the meaning of "Japanesenes-s" for the cosplayers, we can reach a better 
understanding of the attraction whiCh cosplay holds -for these youn-g people in Hong 
Kong. 
2.1 Emphasis on Japanese Originality 
Japanese ACG products are highly valued by Hong Kong cosplayers. Nakano 
pointed out that, rather than American animation, Chinese teenagers tend to prefer 
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Japanese cartoons and comics (2002, 233). Similarly, the cosplayers I interviewed 
would watch some animations produced by other countries such as the United States, 
but they selected their characters only from Japanese ACG products. From my 
observation of postings on the cosplay online forums as well, the m'!iority of users also 
discussed only characters from- Japanese ACG products. Other sources of characters 
included Japanese biju-aru kei bands and characters created by the cosplayers 
themselves28 . However, such cosplayers occupied only a small percentage compared to 
those who cosplayed characters from Japanese ACG products, and I have not found any 
online user discussions about cosplaying artists, pop stars, or characters from TV 
dramas. Thus, it is apparent that Japanese ACG products hold the top position in Hong 
Kong cosplay subculture. 
Accord-ing to my informants and based on my own- observation--of their online 
forums, Japanese ACG products had a very high reputation among the-cosplayers. They 
used positive words- and phrase-s such as "cool," "full of imagination," and "never 
failing to surprise" to describe such products. When I -asked my informants about their 
pinions of American and Chinese animations, they told rne that Japanese anime was 
their absolute first choice. A cosplayer I interviewed named Saki com..mented: 
28 Visual kei bands refer to visual style bands. 
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American cartoons are okay, but the-y seem more suitable for little kids. I am 
not saying that I do not like them. It is fun watching American animated films 
in the cinema because they alw-ays s_pend an incredible amount of money to 
produce them. The pictures are surely magnificent. Those [ animations] can 
provide visual enj-oyments. However, I tend to prefer ones that are more adult. 
I mean that I do not always want to laugh at the stories or be moved by them. 
You have to admit that sometimes sad or weird topics that only adults would 
understand are more attractive nowadays. Only through watching Japanese 
anime can you touch on the serious problems in modem societ-y, or the 
strange things that people rarely think about in their daily lives. That is 
exactly what Japanese anime and manga bring to me. I can learn-many things 
from Japanese anime and manga. (Kyllos: Then how about Chinese 
cartoons?) Rubbish. No comment. 
Saki, like other cosplayers I interviewed, held a very positive opinion of Japanese anime 
and manga. They thought that Japanese ACG products are rich in variety and content, 
and they did not treat Japanese ACG -products as mere- entertaiP.&itUent. _Rather, they 
seriously watched anime or read manga and thought about the deeper meaning of some 
of the stories. Although ariime that is unsuitable for people under 18 years of age is 
broadcast ovJy late at night in Japan, these cosplayers could easily access them on the 
Internet at any time without any restrictions. They also treated it as a matter of course to 
watch anime or read manga that are only for adult audiences, even though some of them 
were underage. Another cosplayer named Tong said: 
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At home, I watch Japanese amme and read Japanese manga only, but 
sometimes I go to the cinema to watch American animated films with my 
friends. However, Japanese anime-and manga are my favorites. I like sh6nen 
manga (comics for young boys) the most. The stories are passionate. The 
characters are very cool. I love-them so much! It is a pleasure to choose my 
favorite character from many good men. (Kyllos: How about Chinese 
cartoons?) I never watch Chinese cartoons. 
Tong chose Japanese ACG products because of the characters. Such products provide 
many different kinds of characters, among -wliich nearly every viewer may find his or 
her favorite type. Compared to the cosplayers' acceptance of A:r-nerican animation and 
their unpleasant attitude towards Chinese cartoons, Japanese ACG products were their 
first choice. 
The cosplayers not only preferred Japanese ACG _products, but also placed great 
emphasis on the originality of the products. In other words, they preferred Japanese 
ACG products in their original format as opposed to localized or domestic ones. Take 
Japanese anime as an example. First, the cosplayers preferred- Japanese opening and 
endin_g themes and the original Japanese voices. Interestingly, during my interviews-
many .cosplayers mentioned that they disliked the Cantonese versions of the-opening 
and ending songs of Japanese anime. A cosplayer named Grass commented on the 
Cantonese versions of the opening and ending songs of Japanese anime: 
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I cannot express mys.elf clearly, but it is strange to hear Cantonese with 
those familiar melodies. Japanese words actually fit the tunes better! With 
my MP3 player, I only listen to the original Japanese opening and ending 
songs. 
From Grass's words, it is clear that she preferred the opening/ending songs-of Japanese 
anime to be in their original format, namely, to be sung in Japanese. Grass felt that if the 
songs were sung by Hong Kong singers, the songs weuld have a Hong Kong feeling 
rather than a Japanese feeling. They did not want the originality of the songs to be 
destroyed. Other cosplayers I interviewed and most users of cosplay online forums also 
disliked the opening and ending songs of Japanese anime when sung in Cantonese. For 
example, a cosplayer named Kiki said: "Please just don't redo the opening and ending 
songs of anime! What we need are the Japanese versions!" From Kik:i-'s words, we cru.~-
sense her hope that the originality of Japanese anime _opening _and ending -themes will be 
maintained. 
Regarding contents, however, -the -cosplayers were forced to rely on subtitles_ and 
translations, as many of them did not understand Japanese. Many cosplayers expressed 
their dissatisfaction about being unable to understand Japanese. For example, a 
cosplayer named Cat said: "I'm thinking about learning Japanese. Then I will be able to 
read Japanese manga and play Japanese PC games by myself. That must be a lot- cooler 
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than reading the Chinese version!" Cat was not satisfied with only being able to 
consume perform Japanese ACG products in their Chinese versions. Rather, she thought 
it would be more satisfying to enjoy them in their original condition, in other words, in 
Japanese. 
Japanese ACG products are suld in Hong Kong, but the cosplayers did not prefer to 
buy them in Hong Kong. The Sino -Center as the most famous shopping mail in Hong 
Kong to buy Japanese ACG products29, and vast amounts of both Japanese and domestic, 
versions of the newest and most popular Japanese ACG products are available tliere. 
Taiwanese and Hong Kong companies import, translate, and sell domestic versions 
Most of my informants said that the DVD box sets sold in Hong Kong were too 
expensive, and only two out of the 24 cosplayers I interviewed claimed that they had 
any experience buying DVDs in Hong Kong. Moon, an 18-year-old cospl-ayer, said: 
1 - once got a DVD -box set of Doraemon when I ~\vas very young. I ca..-mot 
recall the exact price but I can say -that it was-expensive. I loved Doraemon so 
much and begged my father to buy it as my Christmas present. Actually, it 
was dubbed in Cantonese. I have not bought any DVD box sets in Hong Kong 
for a while. Now I definitely prefer buying in Japan or ordering from the 
Internet. 
29 
-The Sino Center is a shopping mall in Mong Kok which sells large amou11ts of -Japanese 
anime, manga, games, pop music, fashion magazines, and pornographic DVDs, as well as 
local and Western cultural products. 
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Moon had the experience of buying a domestic Japanese anime DVD box set in Hong 
Kong because she was still very young, and did not know that she could easily buy them 
online or in Japan. She has now become old enough to realize that it is better to buy the 
ACG products in their original condition from the Internet or to go Japan to buy them. 
As for DVDs without Chinese subtitles, since Moon had already watched them -with 
Chinese subtitles online, she was familiar with the stories and thus did not need them. 
For Hong Kong cosplayers, going to Japan to buy Japanese ACG products was 
their ultimate enjoyment and dream. The price of ACG products in Japan is no less 
expensive than in Hong Kong. Moreover, it would be much more expensive if travel 
and transportation expenses were included. Limited versions of the DVD box sets are 
even more costly than normal versions. Nevertheless, this did_not affect their hopes of 
going to :Japan. Saki, who -had the experience of going to Japat! to buy Japanese anime 
DYDs, said: 
Usually I download ACG on the Internet first to s-ee whether they are-good 
enough. If they are, I will go to Japan to buy the DVDs. They are actually 
even more expensive than those sold in Hong Kong sometimes, but I never 
hesitate to-pay the money if I am really attracted to the work. I select the 
DVDs based on the creators, stories, and of course characters. I will keep 
them for the rest of my life and for my kids also. I can tell them that their 
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mother grew up with -this anime. I have already bought six DVD box sets and 
I bought most of them in Japan myself. I have already bought more than six 
DVD box sets in Japan. Most of them cost 300 to 400 Hong Kong dollars. It 
really is a large amount of money. I do not buy Japanese DVD in Hong Kong 
because I think that, since you have to pay about the same amount of money, 
why not go to the original place to have this enj-oyment? 
Saki was the only one cosplayer that I interviewed who had been to and bought ACG 
products there. DVD box sets sold in Japan have neither Chinese words on the cover 
nor Chinese subtitles while playing. For cosplayers who could not understand Japanese, 
they still longed to buy these original DVD box sets. The reason is that they thought that 
getting the original ACG products was the premium way of enjoying them. Furthermore, 
they treated the ACG products bought in Japan as something very precious. Take Saki as 
n example. I could feel her pride when she talked about the experience of going to Japan 
to buy DVD box sets. Although the remaining 23 cesplayers-I interviewed had not yet 
been to Japan at the time that I interviewed them, they all expressed a desire to go there 
to buy ACG products. P-.. cosplayer named--Shan said: 
I have not been to Japan yet, but I have been saving money for the trip in the 
future. When I go there, I will definitely go during the summer. I will-first 
spend three whole days at an ACG convention in Tokyo. Then I will go to 
Akihabara to buy at least 10 DVD box sets: five classic works and five of 
the latest ones. Then I will visit Ikebukuro or Harajuku to buy BL manga. I 
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heard from my friends that these places are a paradise forfujoshP0 ! 
Shan longed to go to Japan and was already making detailed plans. Furthermore, -Shan 
told me that she wanted to go to-Japan because she wanted to buy ACG products rather 
than sightseeing or buying clothing and cosmetics like other Hong Kong girls. Japan 
was attractive to her because of the ACG products. Although Shan -did not know the 
exact date of her trip to Japan, she exhibited excitement and high expectations while at 
talking about it. 
2.2 Japanese Elements in their Cyberculture 
The above section discussed the Hong Kong cosplayers' emphasis on the Japanese 
origin of ACG products. In this section-; I propose that they favor the Japanes_e_language 
as well. In cyberspace, Hong Kong cosplayers enjoyed using large amounts of Japanese 
words in Japanese means of expre-ssion, although they did not necessarily know the 
Japanese language or how to use the words correctly. 
Hong Kong cosplayers used large amounts of Japanese vocabularies _in their blogs. 
For example, on the top page of a cosplayer's blog, I found the following mixture of 
Chinese and Japanese words: "M iliS- it o - v \ ~ !) ~ * / '\ V OCALOID '\ :}) :}) b 
3° Fujoshi(~fr:. _::;-, lit. "rotten girl") refers to female fans ofBL manga. 
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~ j(~f~ a "(All idle talk. [Chinese] -Now I love REBORN, VOCALOID and Oofuri 
[Japanese]). Among the Japanese words, (riibon) seemed to be a 
mistyping of I !) *---- / J (ribbon, "REBORN"). I:.. tl ~j:fL t~a J was written on 
the top of the cosplayer's photo in the -profile and it seemed to be the mistyping of I:.. 
hiJ~fLt~a J (This is me). The name of the cosplayer is apparently 
(Shaarin ). In this cosplayer '-s blog, categories were written in Japanese, such as I ~*JT 
(Recent Entries) and I~ *JT :=z :} / ~ J (Recent Comments). This 
cosplayer told me that she and her friends either copied Japanese phrases from Japanese 
websites or learned how to type simple Japanese words by using a Japanese input 
method on the Internet themselves. From my observation of their cyberculture, almost 
every cosplayer used a certain amount of Japanese words in their -blog, and -it was not 
difficult to find- a certain amount of typos similar -to those seen above-. -From these 
examples, it can be seen that these cosplayers have not systematically- 1eamed the 
Japanese language. Hovlever-, they showed -their preference for the J apanese-language in 
their blogs which would be visited by many other online users. They wanted to display 
"Japaneseness" through their blogs. 
Aside from this, innumerable Chinese words were -written incorrectly in Japanese 
style by the cosplayers in cyberspace. These words do not exist in the word system of 
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Chinese words. For example, words such as "Jc~~" C~k~~f, many thanks ), "~Ji" 
(*lE, out of control), "JcPf" C*~f~, to like something very much), "J~Jre" (J~}Jfg, 
fool), "~LA" (!LA, burst into)_, ",@:~" (,lW~, evil-minded), "I 0" (.:C PT'/ -!7 t~, 
erotic) were frequently used by all of the cosplayers. From the above examples, we can 
see that they typed the Japanese words using traditional Chinese characters rather than 
using Japanese input methods. The reason that they weFe not using correct Japanese 
words might be that they did not know how to type the Japanese words. However, they 
still preferred to these J apanese-like Chinese words rather than using the correct 
Chinese words. It had already become a custom for Hong ~ong cosplayers to use these 
incorrect Chinese words in Japanese style throughout their cyberculture. Thus, these 
words were highly popular and prevalent in the cosplayers' online world. 
In addition, tsukkomi ("butting in") was heavily used by cosplayers on-the Internet 
and even while speaking face to face. In fliis case, the term tsukhomi refers~ to words or a 
sentence that may express the -audience1s feeling or ac-tfon when reacting to the 
speaker's words. A third person who is listening to two people speaking can also add 
tsukkami to the conversation. This type of expression is heavily used in J-apanese anime 
and comic. In Gintama, a popular Japanese anime among the cosplayers, one of the 
three main characters named Shinpachi is famous for his tsukkomi. Some cosplayers 
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used a lot of tsukkomi 1n their conversations with their cosplayer friends during 
face-to-face conversations. For example, a cosplayer named Grass added tsukkomi after 
nearly every sentence she spoke. When I asked her how old she was, she answered: "I 
am a 14-year-old pretty l-ittle girl. (Kick)" This means that she was shameless in calling 
herself "pretty little girl" and so was-kicked by someone who could not bear this. When 
I asked her whether she uses tsukkomi in school, she rep-lied, "Rarely. Because I know, 
my .classmates would not understand it. However, sometimes I still add tsukkomi 
unconsciously. I just cannot help myself. I am already used to it. (Are you really 
okay?)" Here, "are you really okay" is- another case of tsukkomi. It means that, as a 
reaction to Grass saying that she could not control herself, someone asked her if she was 
okay. This shows that she enjoyed this mode of expression very much. Howev-er, she 
tended to use tsukkomi only among people who were cosplayers or people who she 
believed were familiar with Japanese ACG products. This snows that the -Cosplayers 
weFe aware of the circle -in whiclr they could share their understanding of Japanese pop 
culture with others. They also enjoyed very much sharing the common -love for J_apanese 
forms of expression with people who were also Japan-lovers. Although tsukkomi might 
be difficult to understand for people who are not familiar with Japanese manga and 
anime, and it may seems troublesome acting as a virtual person to attack or question 
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one's own speech, the cosplayers enjoyed this special way of expression very much. 
The cosplayers not only frequently used Japanese language on the Internet, but also 
showed an interest in learning the Japanese language. Most of them were able to speak 
some simple Japanese sentences. A cosplayer named Hikaru told me: "We all know 
some simple phrases that are frequently used in Japanese anime such as 'chotto matte' 
(1:> J: 0 ~ 1~0 -c, wait a minute), 'okaeri' (.tG -1~ 'J, welceme home), and 'gomen' ( ::_' 
rh !v, sorry)." Although this cosplayer did not know how to write all of these Japanese 
words, her pronunciation was satisfactory. In addition, they also knew a few simple 
Japanese words from browsing Japanese v1ebsites and playing Japanese PC games. The 
cosplayers' interest in Japanese ACG products had boosted their interest in the Japanese 
language. Most of them said that they either had studied-at a Japanese language schoo-l 
or planned to attend to such a school. 
From the way in which Hong Kong cosplayers favored the T-apanese -language and 
expressit>ns, we can see that they were- trying to present their understanding 
"Japaneseness" and their ability to use it. Their interests in Japanese ACG products 
boosted their interest in the Japanese language and Japanese form-s of expression. They 
were also-eager to demonstrate their connection with "Japan€seness" to others. 
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2.3 H-igh Appreciation for Japan 
From the way in which Hong Kong cosplayers long for original Japanese ACG 
products and favor use of the Japanese language, it -may be observed that they have very 
deep interest in Japanese culture. In thi-s section, I suggest that Hong Kong cospl-ayers 
also highly admired the country of Japan as well. During the interviews, all 24 
cosplayers that I interviewed said that Japan is their favorite country in the world. They 
all used very positive adjectives such as "beautiful," "clean," "developed," "polite," 
"sincere," and "creative," to praise the country and its people. Saki, a cosplayer who had 
been to Japan said: 
Japan is beautiful. Different places give you different feelings. For example, 
the cities are developed, and you can buy all kinds of things there, and the 
rural areas are very beautiful. There are cherry blossom trees and maple 
leaves. In addition, Japanese people are very nice and very polite. Even 
though some of them cannot speak English, when you ask them for 
directions, they try vecy hard to express themselves and help yotL_ 
From Saki's words, we can see that she held a very good i-mpression gf Japan_and the 
Japanese people. When she mentioned that some Japanese peopl-e do not speak English 
very well, she was not mentioning it as a disadvantage for-them. Rather, she saw it in a 
different light, in the way that Japanese people are keen on helping foreigners. Although 
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it might be because Saki wa-s a foreign tourist that she received such wa..rm treatment, 
she understood this treatment as a reflection of the good nature of the Japanese people. 
The other cosplayers who have not been to Japan love Japan largely due to 
Japanese ACG products. They all said that they began to have an interest in Japan aft-er 
com1ng into contact with Japanese anime. For example, when I asked a cosplayer 
named Grass why she liked Japan the most, she answered, "Because Japan has 
Akihabara!" This seems to mean that she loves Japan because Akihabara, a district 
famous for its ACG products shops, is located in Japan. Grass's love for the country 
was related to her love for its ACG products. Another cosp~ayer named Moon said: 
Japan is so great because you can experience many things there. For 
example, there are many butler cafes in Tokyo31 • I really admire those 
Japanese girls because they can go to those butler cafes anytime they want 
to. There are no butler cafes in Hong Kong. However, even if there were, -I-
would not go there. (Kyilos: Why?) Because Hong Kong men are toD ugly! 
From Moon' s words, we can see that she admires Japan because of a specific type of 
cafe that exists in Tokyo. Moon was a fan gf Japanese anime with stories ofbJJtlers such 
31 Butler cafes are cafes where waiters dress like chamberlains and serve tea and snacks for 
the customers. The majority of the customers are female. 
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as Kuroshitsuje2• When she searched for Japanese websites about tr.tis amme, she 
discovered that there are many butler cafes in Tokyo. In this way, her love for Japan 
stemmed from her love for Japa..qese ACG products. 
According to Ishii, although Hong Kong teenagers who are fond of Jap~11ese 
popular culture show a positive attitude towards the nation of Japan, they do not think in 
a deeper way about whether they are pr-o-Japanese or anti-Japanese (2001: 133}. This 
means-that Hong Kong teenagers' interests in Japanese pop culture does not necessarily 
lead them to think seriously about issues such as the political relationship between Hong 
Kong and Japan or the history of Sino-Japanese relations. In the case of the Hong Kong 
cosplayers, their interest in Japanese ACG products did not lead to an interest in 
Japanese society. The majority of the cosplayers I interviewed said that they rarely view 
Japanese TV dramas, listen to Japanese pop music, or watch Japanese TV news online. 
The reason was simply that they were not interested in them. They enjoyed-the virtual 
world portrayed in Japanese ACG products, atJ.d were not particularly interested in other 
aspects of Japanese society. 
As mentioned in the first section, Hong Kong cosplayers generally dislike the 
Cantonese versions of the opening and ending themes of Japanese anime. Furthermore, 
32 KuroshitsuJi (Black Butler) is a popular anime among H-ong Kong cosplayers. The story 
revolves around a noble boy and his butler. 
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they made comparisons between Japanese pop culture and Hong Kong pop culture, with 
the view that Japanese pop culture is superior. After studying local fans of Japanese pop 
music in Hong Kong, Ogawa pointed out that listeners of Japanese -pop songs in Hong 
Kong believe Japanese pop music to be superior to -locally produced pop music (200-I: 
125). This means that listeners of such music make a comparison between Japanese pop 
songs and those of Hong Kong. Similarly, approximate-ly half of my informants-
described Hong Kong pop culture as "cheap," while the remaining half did not have any 
strong feelings about Hong Kong pop-culture. The cosplayer named Saki said: 
I think that Hong Kong pop culture is very cheap, especially those so-called 
stars in the entertainment circle. All that they have are their faces and bodies. 
I think pop culture should not only be about these things. You have to have 
some kind of content, some meaningful content. Japanese anime and dramas 
can really teach you something. As I have said before, many of them are 
about the current condition of society and the future uf the country. I fee:l 
that some-Hong Kong TV dramas are trying to imitate Japanese TV dramas, 
but they can never learn how those producers in Japan vi€-w the world--=sr 
how they think. 
Saki did not like Hong Kong pop -culture in comparison with that of Iapan. She 
mentioned that she was annoyed by some Hong Kong TV dramas _that attempted to 
imitate the Japanese TV dramas. It is evident that she believed that Hong Kong TV 
dramas could never be as good as the Japanese ones. She seemed to wish to maintain 
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the premium status of Japanese pop culture in her mind. Another cosplayer named 
Chizu said: 
I do not have any strong feelings about Hong Kong TV dramas. However, 
this does not mean that I do not watch them. On the contrary, I watch them 
almost everyday, out only when I am having dinner with my family. Some 
ef the dramas are quite entertaining and we will laugh together while 
watching them. I think these dramas are suitable for dinnertime with a 
family. Well, I believe they are produced in order to let people watch them . 
while having a meal. When the dinner is finished and I go back to my room, 
I forget all about the dramas. 
Chizu treated Hong Kong TV drama as simply a way of relaxing with her family. She 
watched them not because she loved them but, because she did not need to concentrate 
while watching them, she did not think deeply about them. However, she watched-
Japanese anime very intently while alone in her own reom and-discussed the stories 
with her friends every time she finished watching a new episode. When .asked the 
reason why she did not watch Japanese anllne with her family, Chizu said that heF 
parents were not interested in Japanese anime. She did not want to see -the things she 
loved the most being ignored by her parents. 
Hong Kong cosplayers' high appreciation for Japan developed from their interest 
in Japanese ACG products. Furthermore, their longing to visit Japan raised the status of 
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the country even higher in their minds. However, these cosplayers did not necessarily 
care about the real society in Japan. Their idea of Japan was largely connected with their 
understanding the country according to the images of ACG products. 
2.4 From "Odorless" to "Japanese" 
According to Ho skins and Mirus, unlike the United States, Japan is supposedly 
obsessed with its own cultural uniqueness because the Japanese language is not widely 
spoken outside the country, and so Japanese cultural exports tend lo be limited to 
"culturally neutral" consumer technologies (1988: 503). T~s argument was criticized by 
Iwabuchi for ignoring the Japanese audiovisual media texts that have been globalized 
throughout the world (2002: 26). He further stressed that -tlie term "culturally odorless" 
better describes the consumer technologies, comics -and animation, _and computer/video 
games exported by Japan (Iwabuchi, 2002: 27). This _means that Japanese products do 
not necessarily remind people of "Japaneseness:" He also mentioned that the characters 
in Japanese manga and anime do not look "Japanese" and referred to this 
non-Japaneseness as mukokuseki, literally meaning "lacking natienality" (Iwabuchi, 
2002: 28). In addition, since the backdrops of many ACG pFoducts are set outside of 
Japan or even in a purely imaginative world, they do not exude a strong Japanese 
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feeling. 
However, Hong Kong cosplayers who were fans of Japanese ACG products 
presented these "odorless" elements as Japaneseness while performing. For example, 
Hong Kong cosplayers understood the Western concept of Lolita as a type of 
"Japaneseness." In recent years, cosplayers dressing in Lolita style costumes have been 
emerging in Hong Kong cosplay events33 • Although i-n the West, the term "Lolita" is 
originally coined from the titular character ofVladimir Nabokov's 1955 novel, in the 
1980s in Japan, the term "Lolita" (Roriita) gained new associations within-fashion 
subcultures (Winge, 2008: 47-48). In other words, the Lolita fashion style originated in 
Japan. While dressing in Lolita fashion, the cosplayers reflected the cuteness, purity, 
and innocence of young girls rather than the sexual relati-onship between-a young girl 
and a middle-aged man. For the cosplayers in Hong Kong-who dre-ssed in Lolita-style 
costumes, they were presenting a sense of "Japaneseness" rather than Western 
sensibilities. 
Hetalia: Axis Powers, one of the most popular Japanese anime that is belov__ed in 
33 Although it is arguable whether or not they are "real cosplayers" as defined in detail in 
the next chapter, they are seen as cosplayers by most audience members of the events, and 
so I will discuss them here as a part of the cosplay phenomenon. 
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Hong Kong, provides another example 34 • Hong Kong cosplayers understood the 
Chineseness" in this anime as "Japaneseness." As I have mentioned in the Introduction, 
Hong Kong cosplayers did not have a positive impression of mainland China. However, 
from my observation of cosplay events, the character Chugoku (China) in Hetalia was a 
popular character among them. The following image shows a popular representation of 
the character Chugoku, which many Hong Kong cosplayers chese to cosplay. 
The character Chugoku- in Hetalia 
From the above image, we can see that the character Chugoku dresses in the uniform of 
34 Hetaha: Axzs Powers is a manga and anime series by Hidekazu Himaruya, set in the 
World War II era, in which the countries are represented by anthropomorphic character&. 
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the Chinese Red Army. I believe that the company that produced the anime of Hetalia 
has chosen the most typical items to create the character Chugoku, since the uniform of 
the Chinese Red Army and panda-could easily remind people of China. This look of the 
character reflects the anime producers' ste-reotypical view of Chinese people. When- I 
asked the cosplayers why the character Chugoku was so popular, they told me that it 
was because he is cute. No one said that it was because he represents China or they 
liked China. When I asked a cosplayer who was cosplaying the character Chugoku 
about her opinion of this character, she said: 
I do not know the name of this uniform, but I guess it might be some kind of 
army uniform. -(Kyllos: What do you think about the uniform?) Well, to be 
honest, it looks quite shabby. Once a friend of mine saw the display image 
on my MSN, as I had set my cosplay photo as the display image, and she 
said, 'What are you wearing? That costume looks disgusting!' Of course, I 
was not happy when I heard this because she was criticizing the character 
simply because she -had never watched Hetaiia. However, she-might be right-
becau-se ordinary people wou1d not accept this kind of clothing. However, -if 
she weuld watch Hetaliaihen she would know that Chug&ku is cute. I have 
already t-old her to watch it before criticiz-ing my cosplay photos! 
From this cosplayer's words, we may observe the ignorance of her and her friend, and 
their lack of concern about China. When criticized about the costumes, this cosplayer 
defended the character rather than the Chinese Red Army or China. She was onl-y 
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cosplaying a character from a Japanese anirne that she liked rather than representing 
Chinese people. In other words, "Chugoku" here refers to a character rather than the real 
country of China. The cosplayers pr.esented the ''Chineseness" of this character as 
"Japaneseness." While the cosplayers dressed like this character during cosplay events, 
other cosplayers and audience members who were familiar with this anirne would soon 
realize that they were cosplaying the character Chugoku rather than dressing in the 
uniform of the Chinese Red Army. If someone did not know this character, the 
cosplayers might choose to explain that they were cosplaying a character that comes 
from a popular Japanese anirne, rather role-playing a soldier in the Chinese Red Army. 
2.5 Summary 
For Hong Kong cosplayers, cosplay is a subculture that has connected them with 
Japanese culture. For example, they watched Japanese ACG products and chose 
characters from them, they showed their physical similarities to the characters at 
cosplay events, and they used large amounts of Japanese language in cyberspace wbile 
communicating with other cosplayers. Since they admired Japanese elements very much, 
they enjoyed being surrounded by "Japaneseness" while doing things related to cos_play. 
The cosplayers ' admiration for Japanese elements and Japan stemmed from their 
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interests in Japanese ACG products. At the same time, their positive image of Japan 
reinforced their passion for Japanese ACG products. Their preference for Japanese 
elements and love for Japan were thus reinforced. Ishii pointed out that, rather than the 
various kinds of cultural goods themselves, "Japan" is the real thing that makes them 
popular in East Asian cities such as Taiwan and Hong Kong (Ishii, 2001: 22). Similarly, 
Allison argued that Japan "operates more as signifier for a particular brand and blend of 
fantasy-ware ... and a subjectivity of continual flux and global mobility" (2006: 277) 
This means that "Japan" is essentially like a label that makes the products attractive and 
appealing to Taiwanese and Hong Kong young people. Hong Kong cosplayers who 
grew up with Japanese ACG have been fans of Japanese ACG products since they were 
still very young. Their interest in Japanese ACG led to their interest in Japan. Through 
the years, after studying about Japan in their own way, _their positive attitude t0ward 
Japan grew, primarily through Japanese pop cultural products and- the Internet, their 
positive attitude towards Japan gr-ew. This-positi-ve attitude strengthened their love f-Or 
Japanese ACG products and thus formed their preference for original "Japanes_eness," 
such as original Japanese anime and the Japanese language. 
According to Nye, who originated the term "soft power," this non-traditional way 
for a country to influence other may result in "because other countries want to follow it, 
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admiring its values, emulating its example, asp1nng to its level of prosperity and 
openness" (2004: 15). As a type of "soft power," Japanese ACG products strongly 
influence young people' s attitudes towards the country of Japan and motivate their 
admiration for Japan, like these cosplayers in Hong Kong. However, this admiration for 
Japan does not necessarily lead to a desire to-know about the real society of Japan. Their 
understanding of Japan has been limited to what interests them-, which was the worlel-
portrayed in Japanese ACG products. It may be because that they had not yet been able 
to see Japan as very close, or because they were simply not interested in Japanese 
society. The country of Japan, which they admired so greatly, was possibly a purely 
imagined concept developed through information provided through Japanese ACG 
products. This shows that, within the process of globalization of Japanese _pop-culture 
among these Hong Kong cosplayers, they were the controlling tlie flow o£ the 
subculture by selecting the things that they were interested in and ignoring the thing-s 
that they were not interested in._ They -\vere not--blindly absorbing all the things that 
Japanese pop culture brought to them through its products. Rather, their image of Japan 




This chapter explores the cyberspace of Hong Kong's cosplay subculture. 
According to Whittaker, cyberspace "does not replace the material world, but rather 
supplements it" (Whittaker, 2007-: 4 7). Similarly, the cyberspace of Hong Kong 
cosplayers provides them with a platform for exchanging information, commenting on 
photos, and discussing various issues in the subculture. It allows the subculture to go 
beyond simply taking photos, at the same time enlarging it and making it more fun and 
participatory. 
In this chapter, I take a look at how cyberspace is di-vided into "public," "dark," 
and "personal" spaces vvhich allow communication -on different levels-;- I will investigate 
the meanings of these _different areas for cosplayers among friends ana a..lJlong 
cosplayer-s who may not know each other. Through examination of online discussions 
among cosplayers, we may arrive at a more thorough understanding of the meaning __ of 
cosplay for these Hong Kong youth. 
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3.1 Cosplayers Online 
For active cosplayers in Hong Kong, cyberspace is very important. My informants 
claim to spend 30 minutes to 3 hours per day on the 1ntemet during weekdays, and 2 to 
8 hours per day on the weekends. They are able to discover tremendous amounts -of 
information that interests them. They also put a great deal of emphasis on 
communication via the Internet. In the following pages I will discuss each particular 
Internet activity. 
There are various- online websites with diverse functions which are favored by 
Hong Kong cosplayers. For example, there are websites providing Japanese anime and 
manga. As discussed in Chapter One, the most popular way of obtaining Japanese ACG 
products among Hong Kong cosplayers now is through the Internet, and they download 
or watch online Japanese anime from websites originating_ in mainland China 35 . 
According to the cosplayers I interviewed, the main advantages of such sourc:es are 
fivefold: they are up-to-date, quick, free, convenient, and also provide pornographic 
and/or violent ACG products intended for adult audiences. Most importantly, these 
cosplayers enjoy large amounts of Japanese anime and other Japanese ACG products in 
the original format in which they were shown in Japan. This mea..qs that no dubbing is 
35 Although most of the websites are given in simplified Chinese text, all of my informants 
claim to have no difficulties reading simplified Chinese. 
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added and no scenes are deleted. 
I once did unpaid translation work for a popular ACG website in Shanghai during 
my time as an undergraduate student36, and thus I am familiar with the process of 
fansubbing37 Japanese ACG preducts in mainl-and China. To take anime as an example, 
Chinese students studying in Japan will record a program from television and either 
upload it directly to the Internet, or send it to the "fansubbirrg" groups in mainland 
China. People who understand the Japanese language (mainly university students 
maJonn_g In Japanese language) then volunteer to build a subtitle team, and they 
translate the dialogue of the program and add subtitles. It usually takes anywhere from 3 
to 12 hours to fansub one episode of anime (20 to 25 minutes long). In other words, 3 to 
12 hours after the original show Is broadcast in Japan, it may appear -onl1ne with 
Chinese subtitles. Manga and Japanese TV dramas are also translated In a sim-ilar 
manner. 
For Hong Kong cosplaye-rs, large orJine e-o splay forums and blogs are -also-
important. These websites allow Hong Kong cosplayers to display their cosplay photos_ 
36 As far as I am aware, all members of fansubbing teams of Japanese ACG products are 
doing unpaid work because of their love and passion for Japanese ACG products. I had the 
same feeling while translating Japanese manga for the website. Reading the online user 
comments on works translated by me was the greatest reward. 
37 Fansubbing refers to the subtitles of foreign cultural products added by the local fans . 
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and communicate with other cosplayers. Massive online cosplay forums consist of 
hundreds of cosplayers, whereas through blogs cosplayers may interact with only 5 to 
10 friends. In the following section I will introduce two types of online forums which I 
will call "public space" and "dark space." Bl-ogs will be described later as "personal 
space." 
3 .1.1 Public Space 
The online forum Cosplayer Community (http://www.hkcosplayers.org)_ is the 
largest and most popular online forum for Hong Kong cosplayers. There are 
approximately 800 to 1,000 registered users, and around 100 to 200 of them are very 
active. Active users browse and make comments on this site at least once a -day~ Thus 
this site is representative of ''public space" in the cyberspace of_Hong Kong cosplay~rs.. 
Since this site is op-en for registration, anyone who is interested in cosplay may become 
a user and post -comments-or pictures, and -they -can-juin in any of the-discussions. These 
sites contain information that is useful for cosplayers and people who wish to begin 
cosplaying in Hong Kong. For example, most cosplayers who would like to- order 
costumes will find useful information on this site. Detailed information is also posted, 
such as the times and places of each cosplay event. According to my informants, they 
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and their friends spend somewhere between 15 minutes to 2 hours browsing this site 
every day. They post cosplay photos of themselves, view photos posted by the others, 
make comments on cosplay photos, join discussions, search for information about 
upcoming events, seek costume-making agents, exchange information about events, and 
make appointments for private photo shoots. 
A great variety of topics are posted and discussed within the Cosplayer 
-community website. For example, there are topics such as "Please beware of molesting 
photographers!", "I don't know why so many people are sending questiov..naires to 
cosplayers lately! Are we so worthy of being studied?", "Talk about your first 
experience as a cosplayer!", "I want to cosplay a character, but I don't know how to get 
the right costume ... ", "Is it really necessary for cosplayers to scream, change costumeS-, 
cut wigs, and apply makeup all the time in public?", ''Is anyene goin-g to the cosplay 
event at Chinese University? Raise your hand, please!" Each topic =can attract 5-0 to 
1,000 replies from the users. Topics that-are of general interest to all cosplayers may be 
discussed at length. For example, a discussion of the topic "Why -are so many people_ 
sending out questionnaires to cosplayers?"38 developed in the following~way. 
38 I was very interested in this topic personally because I was once doing the same thing in 
the Cosplayer Community, i.e. sending out questionnaires. Fortunately the majority of users 
joining this topic did not show a hostile attitude toward people who do this. 
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User: Nowadays there are a lot of people sending out questionnaires about 
cosplay in our forum. Is it necessary to be so serious about this? 
Sending out these questionnaires doesn't mean that they'll get money 
out of it. If they're doing it for a school project, why don't they just 
refer to questionnaires collected by other students who have done 
similar ones? Be careful of the frauds! 
User: They're only collecting data for their projects. Why is it bad to be 
serious about one's studies? To be honest, I don't see the relationship 
between cosplay and insurance and makeup that you're talking-about! 
User: I believe that most cosplayers will be careful when they meet 
someone strange. As for my own experience, I've been asked to fill in 
these questionnaires by a few students, and I'm willing to help them. 
User: I really don't see any problem .. .I don't know why -you seem so 
offended ... 
User: Those frauds should spend time making advertisements rather than 
making questionnaires. It sounds illogical, doesn't it? The people who 
want money should be posting advertisements here already. They 
shouldn't bother going to so much trouble. 
Twenty users joined this discussion within two days of its posting. They stated 
their own opinions openly and freely in -discussing ~he phenomenon that- more 
people were sending out questionnaires to Gosplayers-than in the past, and there 
were also debates on this issue. Cosplayers were aware of the things happening 
in the cosplay subculture in Hong Kong, and they also showed concern about 
their cosplay community and were willing to express their views. 
The public space is like a virtual public square in the online world of Hong 
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Kong cosplayers. However, there is also an underside to Hong Kong cosplayers' 
cyberculture. I call this world the "dark space." 
3.1.2 Dark Space 
Among the websites which have hundreds of cosplayer members, there are two 
which are very unique39. On these two-sites, some cosplayers express negative emotions 
and quarrel with each other. The n€gative feelings and disputes are mainly about 
cosplayers' appearances. I will call this space the dark space because only insiders of 
this subculture know about this space and people do not reveal their true identities on 
these websites. In other words, people who post comments on these sites commonly use 
pseudonyms. 
After browsing the tv.;o negative forums, I found that Bitch Forum -has many m-or-e 
postings than Plastic Forum._ As the two forums are similar, in this se-ction I w-iH only 
take up examples from Bitch Forum. In Bitch Forum, anyone can post messages without 
39 My informants told me that there are four "leg_endary" online forums that are mostly 
negative. However, they could only name two: Bitch Forum ( biao ban ) 
(http://hkcospksoon.gbuok.aspsmart.idv.tw/) and Plastic Forum ( ;iao ban ) 
(http://cosx.freebbs.hk/index.php). I tried searching for the four large forums on the Internet, 
but I also could not fmd the other two. This may be because the story of the four negative 
forums has circulated for a long time but is not based on reality. Another possibility is that 
the other two negative forums were closed some time ago because few users visited them. 
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registering as a user, and anonymous postings are allowed. Almost all of the postings 
are negative. Large amounts of strong foul language could be found here. Usually a user 
frrst provides a URL address which contains photos of sotne cosplayers, and then begins 
criticizing their physical appearance or performance. Other users then follow this topic 
and continue it using aggressive language to make comments. There are also quarrels. 
Since all postings are anonymous, I could not tell how many people were contributing 
to one topic, but I estimated that there were usually 3 to 1-0 people. One topic could last 
for many days and there could be more than 3-0 postings following one topic posti11g. 
Here I will introduce a common theme on Bitch Forum: criticism of other 
cosplayers. The topic I give here was started by a user who saw a cosplayer named Kitty 
on a Mongkok street. Although Kitty was wearing a costume at that time, -she was 
actually employed by a company to hand out leaflets to the passers-by. At_that time, a..'l_ 
incident occurred where someone poured acid from a_bove onto passers-by =in the crowds 
of another part of Mongkok, causing 75 casualt-i-es. -I6tty was quite far away from the 
scene of the crime and was uninjured by the attack. In the Bitch Eorum, one user 
commented that it was pity that the cosplayer named Kitty was not one of the victims of 
the acid attack, because they did not like her or -her performances. 
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User: Today I saw Kitty and some others cosplaying40• She was distributing 
leaflets in Mongkok, HAHA. Someone poured acid on the crowds today. 
Were they some of the victims? 
User: Is it funny to talk like that about such a serious incident? It isn't right to 
talk about it as if it were a joke. 
User: [Are you her] Friend? 
User: I saw them. They were puckering their lips to attract guys. There was 
this big fat sow cosplaying -shigemi beside Kitty. They were destroying 
the image of the town. 
User: I just saw news that Vi vi entered the best eight in the cosplay 
competition in AGS at the official site. Is there a relationship between 
these two things? 
User: Since all of the cosplayers are 'highly qualified' (gao zhi su), anybody 
could enter the best eight. (This user was using the words "highly 
qualified" in a sarcastic way, meaning that they were not highly 
qualified.) 
User: So it's pointless to watch the competition this year. 
User: [I'm] not her friend. To be honest, this was a really unfortunate incident. 
It is bad to treat it like a joke. The victims were hurt badly. I can only say 
that I don't understand what you're laughing about. Completely 
immature ... We should not curse people on this forum. It wouldn't be 
funny if someone really died someday. 
User: You're right ... They're really ugly ... Speechless. 
User: HAHA. I'm sorry to say that they're completely safe now. Are you 
disappointed? XD41 Your chance of being a victim of an acid-attack is a 
letfucking higher! XD 
User: Why W€ren't they killed by the acid? I'-1-1 bet they were so -ugly that some 
guy wanted to pour acid on them, but he missed and splashed other 
passers-by by mistake! 
User: Yeah, you must be right! XD 
User: I think the passers-by were really unfortunate because fhey became the 
40 The cosplayer these users were talking about was discussed using -her real nickname. I 
have therefore replaced the names that appeared in this post with pseudonyms. 
41 XD is a popular emoticon among young Internet users in Hong Kong, representing a big 
laugh. 
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scapegoats of the real targets. The criminal must have been annoyed by 
those five stinking ugly sluts at that time. Fuck! 
This quarrel lasted for several days without a conclusion. From the above postings, we 
can see that people joining in this topic were using very harsh vocabulary and their 
attitudes were very aggressive. Even though there were some people who were trying to 
defend the cosplayer from criticism or insist that it is not right to connect her cosplaying 
with the unfortunate incident, this was met with only more replies and more severe 
words. There were numerous similar topics -on the Bitch Forum. Most users of this 
forum criticize others or quarrel with each other. It is not difficult to realize that the 
preponderant atmosphere of the forum is negative. 
One of my informants, Te, told me that the subculture contains many negative 
elements. She said~ 
Gi-rts enjoy gossiping all the time-. You can't_ trust anybody in Jhis circle-
because you don't know when you might be betrayed by her. The -name of 
one of my friends appeared on Bitch, which means that, you know, she was 
'hitched.' And the 'hitcher' was her friend - she found that out the day 
afterwards, and was totally shocked. (Kyllos: H-ow often do you visit this 
kind of forum now?) Never. No one wants to see his or her name appear on 
it. It's the devil's world. Once you fall into it, you will be surrounded by 
_sorrow and anger and then you will lose yourself. They are professional 
hitchers, just sitting there waiting for any tiny detail that could become a 
target for their hitching. There's a whole group of them. You can never win. 
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From Te's words, we can see that the phenomenon .of"being hitched" is very common 
for cosplayers, and she expressed her disl-ike of it. No cosplayer I interviewed said that 
they have ever posted any critical -messages on this website. It is possible that some 
cosplayers simply do not wish to admit doing so. Even so, all of the other cosplayers I 
interviewed seemed to either have a negative attitude toward the website or ignore the 
postings on it. Another cosplayer named Saki said: 
Of course, I've never seen my name in the Bitch Forum. Maybe I'm lucky 
that I look OK, and so I didn't become a target for those people. However, I 
have seen names of cosplayers that I know. I guess it is because the number 
of cosplayers is rising too quickly these days. Too many new-comers are 
treating cosplay as merely a tool for making money or gaining attention. 
Then some cosplayers who treat this culture seriously cannot accept it. 
However, as you know, it is not necessarily doable to approach- those 
newcomers and say it to their faces. The only way to let bad emotions out is 
to post in this forum. It's true that the Bitch Eorum is a convenient :platform 
where cosplayers can say whatever they want easily and safely: I once 
wanted to pos-t on that site, too! (Kyllos: Why?) I couldn't stand -tne hangers. 
They disgusted me. However, I gave up on it because people use too much 
slang in the Bitch Forum. I couldn't stand it. 
From Saki's words, we can ascertain that some cosplayers use the Bitch Ferum as a 
place to release negative emotions. Aside from cosplayers who post comments on it in 
order to express their dislike of other cosplayers, there are also those who post 
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comments on it because they do not welcome newcomers in this subculture who do not 
treat cosplay seriously. The term "hangers" refers to people who know little about anime, 
yet dress in costumes and claim that they are cosplaying. I will elaborate more about 
this in the second section of this chapter: 
For my informants, the dark space seems like a taboo space, as they claim to rarely 
visit those dark sites and ignore the postings there. However, the large amount of 
postings there demonstrates that they are still very popular among Hong Kong 
cosplayers. They are able to say things there which they might not dare to say in real life. 
From this phenomenon, we can find that relationships between cosplayers in Hong 
Kong are not always necessarily good. However, since they are not willing to show their 
true identities while posting negative comments, we may assume that they still wish-to 
maintain a harmonious relationship with other cosplayers, at least on_a superficial level. 
3.1.3 Personal Space 
In addition to the online forums which are made up of hundreds of cosplayers, 
blogs are also a type of online platform which may be considered indispe-nsable f-or 
cosplayers. I observed 60 blogs of Hong Kong -cosplayers on yam.co-m, a Taiwanese 
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general website 42 for blogs. All 24 cosplayers that I interviewed have established a -blog 
on yam.com. They call their blogs on this website Sky (tian kong). For example, when 
they want to know whether a person has -a blog on yam.com, they ask, "Do you have 
Sky?" When conducting interviews, I was also asked this question by some of my 
informants. They use different pictures and colors to make their blogs personalized and 
beautiful. They post many photos of themselves and write online diaries. Most 
importantly, they put significant emphasis on the relationships and communications 
with their friends who are also cosplayers. 
The online network of friends spreads through blogs of Hong Kong cosplayers. A 
user of yam.com must know another user's ID before they may visit that user's blog or 
add him/her to their friend list. The friend list is displayed on the -homepage of the blog. 
One can also see the number of friends listed by the owner of eaeh blog. -I found that 
most cosplayers have more than_20 friends who are also cosplayers. As the-blogs of the 
friends are connected to the original hlog, one-could visit the friends' btogs by browsing 
the friend list. In this way, even more friends' blogs could be found by browsing the 
friend lists on friends' blogs. This means that when accessing the blog of a -Hong Kong 
42 It is difficult to say with any certainty why so many Hong Kong cosplayers establish their 
blogs on a Taiwanese website. In fact, not only cosplayers but also a large number of Hong-
Kong general Internet users create their blogs on this website. My informants told me that 
they established their blogs on it simply because many others have done so. 
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cosplayer, one may find numerous blogs of other members as well. I estimate that 
hundreds of Hong Kong cosplayers have established their blogs on this website. 
Similarly, after studying the cyberculture of goths43 in London, Hodkinson argued 
that the personal blogs of goths were linked to, read by, and commented upon primarily 
by other goths (Hodkinson, 2007: 330). Furthermore, the links between goth blogs mean 
that they form an identifiable subnetwork (2007: 330). The vast majority of 
communication on goth-related platforms took place via the personal blogs of 
individuals rather than public or communal spaces. He wrote: 
Even within a subculture dominated by shared values, identity, and group 
commitment, participants keenly sought to assert limited elements of 
individual difference. By combining a degree of individual autonomy with 
the close-knit sense of belonging and collective passion of a substantive 
community, goths were, to a degree, able to enjoy ' the best of both worlds' -
something that made subcultural parti-cipation particularly fulfilling. 
(Hodkinson, 2007: 331) 
In other words, in the cyberculture of the goths, personal blogs are indispensable 
because they provide privacy and individual autonomy for the insiders of the subculture. 
In the case of cyberculture of cosplay in Hong Kong, blogs are an elementary space of 
43 
"Goths" refers to members of the contemporary Gothic subculture who enjoy its associated 
fashion and makeup styles, etc. 
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the websites which have hundreds of cosplayers. As discussed above, one must know a 
cosplayer's ID before being able to access that user's Sky. Or, they may find a 
cosplayer 's Sky through the friend list of another cosplayer. Compared to the open rules 
of public online forums, this regulation makes the friendship circle considerably more 
private and concentrated, and thus can protect them from being accessed by too many 
people. In other words, the cosplayers may enjoy more privacy and autonomy in their 
personal blogs. 
However, although the cosplayers' friendship circles are private and concentrated, 
they still publicly post very few casual exchanges with their friends and instead choose 
to hide most conversations with their friends on the blogs. This means that when 
visiting a Hong Kong cosplayer' s blog on yam. eo m, it is very likely that one will see 
blank lines labeled "Private c -onversation" that have taken place_ exclusively between 
the owner of the blog and his/her friends. A cosplayer named Moon explaine-d: 
Although most of the visitors to my blog are my friends, they do not 
necessarily know each other. Thus it might not be good to publicize the 
private conversations between different groups of friends. The most 
important thing, though, -is that the conversations are not all about eo-splay 
and events. There are all kinds of talks. For example, some are about 
romantic relationships -and some are about family. So, we generally use 
private conversations on our Skies. 
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From Moon's words, we can see that the cosplayers are aware of protecting their ovvn 
privacy as well as that of their friends, even though the conversations are conducted 
within their own personal space. If two people want privacy, however, it would be 
better to use online instant communication tools such as MSN Messenger. However, 
they still communicate on their blogs and hide the conversations-, allowing lines of 
"Private Conversation" to fill up the homepages. I believe that this is because 
cos_players wish both to promote a public identity as cosplayers while maintaining 
private conversations with their friends. 
Concerning the three different spaces described, we have gained an overall 
knowledge of the cyberculture of Hong Kong cosplayers. In the next sections, we will 
take a closer look at exactly what they discuss in their cyberspace. 
3.2 The Contradiction 
In this section, I will present a recent issue for !Iong-Kong cosplayers, which is the 
rapid emergence -of newcomers within the subculture. Discussions_ about this 
phenomenon are mostly conducted via cyberspace. By examining how the cesplayers 
view this phenomenon, we may gain a better understanding of what cosplay means to 
them. Further, we can gain a clearer picture of how cosplayers commu..llicate with others 
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in their cyberspace. 
A strict definition of cosplay is posted on the homepage of the Cosplayer 
Community site. On the page, key words appeared in bold type in the original. 
Cosplay means to play a character that you like (zi ji xi ai) by using 
costumes and accessories, as well as make-up and body language. 
Characters may be from comics, animation, video games, television dramas, 
vijuaru kei (visual style) bands, and can be artists, pop stars, or any 
self-created character. Cosplay requires similarity both in form and spirit 
between the player and the character. Form (xing) here means costumes, 
accessories, makeup, and hairstyle. Spirit (shen) means gestures and facial 
expressions. Cosplay should stem from one's interests (xing qu) and love 
for the character (dui jiao se de re ai). Not all types of role-playing can be 
called cosplay. None of the role-playing in commercial advertisements, 
religious rituals, stage plays, or dramas is cosplay. Putting on some 
character's costume in order to let people take photos is acting like a model, 
but not a cosplayer. A cosplayer must have a certain character. Dressing in 
some particular fashion, for example, Gothic Lolita, is not cosplay, either. 
http:/ /www.CosplayerCommunity/cgi-bin/lb5000/leobbs.cgi 
From the definition above, it may be inferred_ -'rhat the people who established this 
definition of cosplay attempted to distinguish cosplay from role-play for commercial 
purposes and role-play with no love for the characters. From the way in which they 
define cosplay, it could be further assumed that there are some people who 
misunderstand the meaning of cosplay. My informants told me that this definition was 
drafted and posted because some cosplayers felt that they had to take a stand to define 
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themselves. My informants said that they welcome public interest in cosplay, but they 
feel that the subculture is being degraded and confused by newcomers. 
On the Cosplayer Community site, a certain group of cosplayers attempts to 
maintain the above definition of cosplay. I decided to call this group of cosplayers "real 
cosplayers," as they believe that other cosplayers have failed to understand the "real 
meaning" of cosplay or obey its rules. In other words, they believe that the cosplayers 
who cannot meet their requirements are not "real cosplayers." Further, they classify and 
label other cosplayers in order to maintain the purity of cosplay subculture. 
According to the cosplayers that I interviewed and postings on online cosplay 
forums, there are generally four types of cosplayers who are not "real cosplayers": 
hangers (yi jia ren) , fake cosplayers (wei coser), photographer-attracters (bo ying xiang 
ren ), and photo-posters (post xiang ren ). According to the cosplayers' interviews_and the 
postings on online forums, "hanger" is used to refer to people who wear costum-es while 
knowing little or nothing about- the character which they are cosplaying- or the work 
from wrJ.ch the character comes. Hangers cosplay only because the costume or the 
character seems beautiful. "Fake cosplayer" refers to a cosplayer who does not have a-
complete costume or accessories, or makes serious mistakes in their costume or 
accessories. "Photographer-attracter" is a term which refers to cosplayers who dress in 
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costumes and make up only to attract photographers and audiences, primarily men. 
They may also know little or nothing about the character or the work. "Photo-poster" 
refers to a cosplayer who will put on a simple v;ig and wear the upper part of a costume 
and take photos of themselves. They then PS them (edit them using Photo shop software) 
and post such photos onto blogs or forums. They rarely go to events and conventions, 
and instead only take photos of themselves -and post them online. In conclusion, firstly 
all four types of cosplayers are unfamiliar with the characters or the work, which means 
that they have no love for the characters or the work; second, they wish only to attract 
attention; and third, they do not spend sufficient time, energy, or money on cosplaying. 
Sixteen out of the 24 cosplayers I interviewed claimed that they understood the 
''real meaning" of cosplay. Almost all of them held negative images ef the other types of 
cosplayers. Among them, some were very critical. For example, Saki, a cosplayer I 
interviewed, severely criticized the other types of cosplayers: 
I really don't know what those people are thinking~ They seem to think if 
you just throw on a costume then you are cosplaying. (Kyllos: What do you 
think about those cosplayers?) I can sum that up in one sentence: I hate 
them. Look at those Lolitas [girls dressing in Gothic Lolita style clothing] . 
You ask them what they' re doing and they say they're cosplaying. I would 
like to know which charaeter they're cosplaying. Or rather, I would like to 
know if they have any idea what cosplay is in the first place! 
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Saki seemed to be very critical of the people who she thought did not follow the "real 
meaning" of cosplay. Furthermore, she was quite annoyed by them. The reason behind 
this is that those cosplayers, such as hangers~ have entered the subculture of cosplay and 
attract people's attention easily by putting on costumes. This is considered very unfair to 
the cosplayers who are observing the "real meaning" ef cosplay. "Real cosplayers" have 
to study the works and the characters well before deciding to cosplay a certain character. 
After -that, they spend a lot of time and energy preparing the costumes and accessories. 
More importantly, "real cosplayers" cosplay because they want to show their love for 
the characters. On the contrary, the hangers only want to dress in beautiful costumes and 
be treated as stars by the other people. Another cosplayer named Kori, who was also 
critical of other types of cosplayers, said: 
In the past two years the situati0n has become very serious. I guess this is 
because news reports about cosplayers have increased in the newspapers and 
on TV~ Now more -and more people k...11ow what cosplay is and many_girls 
want to try cosplaying. It's possible that they think i-t's like being a star, it's 
cool, or it seems easy to cosplay. The only thing you need to do is to get a 
set of costumes and apply makeup. The photographers don't care whether 
you know which character you are cosplaying. They take photos of the girls 
as long as they're pretty or they wear skimpy clothing. It's disgusting. 
From Kori 's words, we can see that the rising public notice of cosplay in Hong Kong 
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has caused the emergence of newcomers in the cosplay subculture. To get a set of 
costumes and apply makeup and then stand in front of the photographers: this 
ready-made process makes many people, especi-ally girls, think that cosplay is easy .and 
attractive. Their casual attitude makes the cosplayers who have love for cosplay and the 
characters feel insulted. Also, they feel that it is unfair for the cosplayers who have real 
love for the characters, because they might not attract -more photographers than hangers 
simply because they do not look as attractive as them. With regard to photographers, I 
wil-l discuss more about them in Chapter Four. 
Shan, another cosplayer I interviewed, also had a negative impression of the other 
types of cosplayers. She said: "Oh! Please don't mention those people, I become weak 
and speechless whenever I see them." Many cosplayers I interviewed including Shan 
said that it is impossible to scold the hangers face to face. This then may be the reason 
that there are numerous postings discussing the "real meaning" of cosplay -and other 
types of cosplayers in cyberspace. 
Spooner found that in the goth scene, some members of the subculture distinguish 
between "Real Vampyres" and other less genuine vampires. (2007: 145). Sorne goths 
who make efforts to look like stereotypical vampires distinguish themselves from mere 
role-players and goths (Spooner, 2007: 145). Some goths become annoyed when they 
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see a person who dresses in somewhat gothic fashion being called goth by outsiders of 
the subculture (Spooner, 2007: 145). Hodkinson also -pointed out that some goths 
expressed a dislike of those "who were deemed to display insufficiently intense 
involvement, usually because of their inadequate knowledge or experience" (Hodkinson, 
2007: 324). In my own study, the "real cosplayers" are similar to the "Real Vampyres". 
They think that they are the only qualified insjders and do not recognize the others as 
legitimate cosplayers. MacDonald maintains that hierarchies exist in fan communities 
which determine fans' positions through "knowledge, level of fandom, access to 'inside' 
knowledge, leaders, and control of venue" (MacDonald, 1998: 136). This means that the 
participants of a subculture are divided or recognized as holding different positions 
within the community by certain inside members. Thomton used the concept 0f 
"subcultural capital," which she developed to refer to "the extent to which an individual 
possesses status-inducing qual-ities or characteristics, within the value system of a 
particular grouping" (T-homton, -1995: 83 )~ In the cosplay--subculture in H-ong Kong, 
cosplayers who follow the "real meaning" of cosplay, which serves as the high standard 
of cosplay, believe that they have a higher status than the other types of cosplayer-s-. The 
"real cosplayers" are dismayed to see outsiders view other types of cospl-ayers in the 
same way in which they view themselves. It is because they wish for their efforts to 
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become a "real cosplayer" to be recognized and distinguished from those who crave 
only the attention of other people and desire to show off. 
In order to maintain a higher status in the -subculture, some cosplayers take care not 
to show their emphasis on their own appearance. In other words, as mentioned in the 
introduction, although cosplayers spend a considerable amount of time and energy on 
dressing up and applying makeup, they seem to attempt to deny any emphasis on their 
own appearance. For example, when asked whether they think appearance is an 
important element for a cosplayer, all of the cosplayer informants, with the exception of 
one, gave rather ambiguous answers. For example, Nagare, a 15-year-old girl cosplayer 
I interviewed, said, "Well, as long as the person shows love for the character, I really 
don't care whether the cosplayer is good-looking or not." Nagare showed a clear 
attitude that a cosplayer's appearance is not as important as love for tlle characters. At 
the same time, she maintained her status by claiming that she follows the "real 
meaning" of cosplay. Ar Lau, a 16-year-eld girl -cosp1ayer who I witnessed putting on 
eye makeup fnr over two and a half hours, explained: 
I spent so much time putting on makeup just because I'm so busy chatting 
with-my friends. I can never concentrate when I'm around these girls. They' re 
just so troublesome a..nd noisy. (Here, she playfully hit the head of her friend 
sitting next to her, who was also applying cosmetics. She then turned to me 
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and continued.) I'm not good at applying makeup. Maybe that's the reason 
why I'm spending so much time on it! 
From Ar Lau 's words, it would seem that she does not wish for others to think that she 
wants to become beautiful so as to attract a greater audience. Especially when in front of 
her friends, she does not want them to think that she is- just an ordinary girl who wants 
to become beautiful by using cosmetics. 
Saki was the only cosplayer I interviewed who did not deny the importance of 
appearance for cosplayers. She said: 
Of course, appearance is one of the most important things for cosplayers to 
care about, since cosplay is all about performance, about showing offi Ever 
since I started cosplaying I have never once felt guilty about spending hours 
applying makeup on my eyes. The characters are so beautiful. Their eyes ana 
their skin ... They are not normal human beings. All of the beautiful parts have 
been exaggerated. You will never look like a character if you do not wear 
heavy makeup. 
From Saki 's words we can see that Saki is arguing -for the rationality of emphasizing 
appearance for cosplayers because she thinks that cosplay is a performance for which 
good looks are a requirement. She also mentioned that she does not feel guilty about 
spending hours applying makeup. When I asked her the reason why she used the word 
guilty to describe it, she told me that there is a general sentiment among Hong Kong 
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cosplayers that those who openly claim or show that they view appearance as a very 
important aspect of cosplay will very likely be labeled as hangers or fake cosplayers. 
However, Saki told me that she does not care ab0ut those things. 
Although it is true that becoming similar to a vi-rtual -character requires heavy 
makeup, it is an interesting phenomenon that cosplayers seem to be self-contradictory 
regarding their appearance. I would suggest that a phenomenon certainly -does exist 
where cosplayers do not wish to be labeled as people who emphasize their own 
appearance. Since the cosplayers seem unwilling to delve too deeply into their true 
thoughts regarding topics about appearance, I searched for discussion postings about 
appearance via cyberspace once again. Surprisingly, there were plenty of them, and 
many of them confirmed my hypothesis. For example, a girl cosplayer and online us-er 
named Yami said: 
I think appearance is just as important -as the desire to express love for-~the 
characters. We must rely on cosmetics to make us look similar to the-
characters that are too good-looking for real-human beings to ever become. 
However, if we don't balance this properly, we'll be labeled as hangers or 
fake cosplayers. It really is walking a fine line. 
Yami seems to be saying that it is true that cosplayers should put emphasis on their 
appearance, because that is the main part of the cosplay performance, and cosmetics 
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help cosplayers become more similar to the virtual characters. However, if a cosplayer 
openly admits that he or she thinks that appearance is important, they run the risk of 
being labeled as a hanger or fake cosplayer by their peers. This would explain the 
ambiguous attitudes of my informants when they discussed cosplayers' appearances. 
Reviewing the large amount of postings discussing -the cosplayers' appearances and 
physical conditions, especially in dark space _areas such as the Bitch Forum, this 
phenomenon might be one of the reasons that the cosplayers put so much emphasis on 
their looks, as it is an unpleasant thing to be criticized. They therefore make as much 
effort as possible to become beautiful by using cosmetics. However, too much emphasis 
on appearance might raise doubts concerning their understanding of the "real meaning" 
of cosplay. Thus, they do not openly claim that they want to become beautiful, and 
instead insist that they simply wish to become similar to the characters, or~are unskilled 
in applying makeup. The "real meanin_g" of co~l-ay_ and common criticisms made the 
-cosp1ayers reluctant to admit their w-illingness to beceme -beautithl. 
3.3 A Long-lasting Discussion: Effort or Enjoyment 
After viewing hundreds of postings on the Cosplayer Community site, I found that 
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while many people insisted on cosplay's ''real meaning," there were also different views 
on the other types of cosplayers and the "real meaning" of cosplay. The center of this 
discussion is a debate between those who emphasize effort and tho-se who emphasize 
enjoyment. Some of the topics attracted over three hundred replies and lasted for more 
than half a year. 
First, I will present postings of some Cosplayer Community site users-who argued 
that cosplay should focus on enjoyment. A user named Daisuke posted: 
The term "fake cosplayer" is not in my vocabulary ... Look at those cosplayers 
in foreign countries ... Suzumiya44 is wearing white socks45 and doesn't have 
a full costume ... Whereas in Hong Kong, if such a thing happens ... people 
will say that the costumes are wrong ... , the appearance isn't similar ... , the 
gestures aren't similar ... etc., etc., etc .... Guys ... this is because foreign 
cosplayers don't care about the so-called quality of cosplay so long as they 
are having a great time ... they care more about whether they are having -a 
good time or not ... What is the ~eaning of cosplay if you are not having fun? 
Let's think about this together ... who invented the -term ~fake cosplayer?" I 
feel that this term is breaking Hong Kong eo splay culture apart ... 
(Daisuke, 10 August, 200s-, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
44 In the original work of Suzumiya Haruhi series of light novels created by Nagaru 
Tanigawa, the titular character Suzumiya is seen wearing black socks. 
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Daisuke wished to promote the common attitude in foreign cosplay subculture that the 
most important thing about cosplay is to have fun. He makes comparisons between 
foreign cosplayers and Hong Kong cosplayers and argues that Hong Kong cosplayers 
are too critical of others. They overemphasize the high standards of cosplay and want to 
push them on other members of the subculture. This has caused dissonance among 
Hong Kong cosplayers. Another user named Bum eagerly defended "fake cosplayers": 
The definition of cosplayers who are 'not real' is generally as follows: They 
have no love for the character. They cosplay because the character looJ<:s good. 
Their expressions and gestures do not fit the character. They make mistakes in 
coordinating accessories. They don't have a complete costumes and accessories. 
To be honest, the first two conditions are really wrong. How can you know 
what people are thinking about when you see them cosplaying? This is scary. 
Expressions and gestures don't fit the character ... now this one -is totally 
bulls-hit. We all smile and laugh at conventions and events. We smile because 
we want to be nice, especially when asked to take photos. The character is the 
character, you are still yourself. I don't expect a cosplayer to be similar to the 
character 24 hours a day. Cool and devilish expressions are appropriate when=-
someone is-taking photos of you. Not having a who-Ie set of costumes ... you'r-e 
~Tong. At best thi-s could be c.alled "dissimilarity," but not being a "fake 
cosplayer." You people who talk about hangers and fake cosplayers should 
please spend more time worrying about yourselves. It's none of your business 
how other cosplayers perfgrm. 
(Bum, 11 August, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
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Bum's words reflect the aspirations of some cosplayers to cosplay more freely and 
perhaps not to be criticized by so-called "real cosplayers." This means that some "real 
cosplayers" are too harsh towards other cosplayers that they do not acknowledge as 
"real cosplayers." Another user named Rentsuki commented: 
It seems like we care too much about how others look at us. Once you 
become a cosplayer, you should have courage accordingly and abandon 
useless pride. 
(11 August, 200-8, posted on Cosplayer -Community) 
Although Rentsuki did not defend the "hangers" or "fake cosplayers" attacked by the 
"real cosplayers," she argued that -eosplayers should not care too much about how others 
view them. Rather, they should-be brave -and self-confident. A user named Cici said: 
Speaking frankly, whether or not a person loves a character is a persunal 
feeling, not something that should be accused or graded by others;. One 
should not deny a cosplayers' love for a character by his or her appearance 
and performance. (This is only a problem of skill!) And ... as for the facial 
expressions ... I really don't think it is worth minding. It's disgusting to see an 
aggressive cosplayer keeping a straight face all day. 
(Cici, 12 September, 2008, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
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Cici argued that cosplayers should not perform in order to be acknowledged by some 
"real cosplayers" based on their personal feelings. Another user named Macarz posted: 
I think one of reasons that people become hangers or fake cosplayers 
is ... money. Is it true that only rich people deserve to be real cosplayers? Not 
everyone has the money to buy wigs and accessories ... So is it necessary to 
rob the banks in order to not be a fake cosplayer? Take me as an example ... I 
really, really want to cosplay Ryota from Kamen Rider Den-0 .. .I am a huge 
fan of Den-O ... however. . .I saw the headphones 46 sold at Hong Kong 
Records which costs 700 some dollars ... I also have to get Ryota's clothing 
which he wears in the opening song ... How much do all of these cost? ... You 
will say that I can buy something cheap ... something similar to some extent? 
Sorry ... I don't have that courage .. .I'm afraid of being called a fake 
cosplayer ... or a hanger. . . (These are all personal opinions ... sorry ... ) 
(Macarz, 17 August, 2008, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
Ac-cording to Macarz, we may imag-ine that in order- to -give--a professional -cosplay 
performance, it is quite financially difficult, since some special costumes and 
accessories are expensive. Thus cosplayers who have love for the characters and wish -to 
46 The character Macarz wanted to cosplay wears a pair of headphones in the original work. 
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show love for the characters should not be accused for their performances if they do not 
have the monetary funds to acquire high-level costumes and accessories. 
Similar to the people who established the "real meaning" of cosplay on the 
Cosplayer Community site and my informants, other online users insisted -that the 
subculture of cosplay in Hong Kong should maintain its purity and the "real meaning" 
of cosplay should be protected. A user named Sorma wrote: 
Actually, the people who invented the terms "hanger" and "fake cosplayer" 
are cosplayers who wanted to protect the constantly deteriorating cosplay 
subculture. Their purpose was to attack those who wish to destroy our culture. 
If it really works, if it really could save our culture, then why don't we follow 
it? 
(Sorma, 20 August, 2008, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
According to Sorma, different types of cosplayers should -be- classified in order to 
protect the "real -eosplayers" from being mislabeled as cosplayers who do not k..~ow the 
"real meaning" of cosplay. Another user named Ling followed: 
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As far as I am concerned, a qualified cosplayer should make all of the things 
by themselves. Even if you do not know how to make clothes, you should buy 
the material or look for a tailor and communicate with J?jm or her after 
drawing pictures of the character. According to the original meaning of 
cosplay, I believe that 70 - 80% of the cosplayers in Hong Kong are not 
qualified. Look at all these people throwing pictures around, asking about 
prices, and paying money. They are completely ignoring the details [that you 
have to pay attention to at this stage]. Or does this mean that Hong Kong 
cosplayers have the privilege to not do anything? Suppose someone ordered a 
set of costumes with the wrong size and wrong style. How could they wear it 
if they claim to love the character so much? How could they keep on 
group-ordering knowing that there is almost no guarantee of quality? If the 
costume has problems, please fix it yourself. You should do cosplay after 
giving at least 90% of your best effort! Casual co.splay will only ruin the 
desire to do better. Cosplayers, please set some standards! 
(Ling, 3 September, 2008, posted on Cosplayer Community) 
From Ling's words, we can discern what a cosplayer should do if he/she is tO- oe called a 
"real cosplayer." It seems that it is not easy to become a "real cosplayer," _and those 
cosplayers who cannot do as well as "real cosplayers" should not be acknowledged by 
them. In other words, they caimot gain -the high status tha-t "real co-splayers" have. 
The pa..rt:ici-pants in postings such as those above have views which differ according 
to their different understandings of the meaning of cosplay. From the way that some 
cosplayers defend "hangers" ·or "fake cosplayers," we can see that they are trying to 
fight against critics or raise their status in the subculture. On the other hand, cosplayers 
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who see themselves as "real cosplayers" were attempting to maintain their higher status 
in the subculture. They insisted that a cosplayer should overcome difficulties and follow 
the "real meaning" eo splay before being considered a "real cosplayer." 
3.4 Summary 
According to Harris, cyberspace is a growing frontier of fan interaction { 1998: 7). 
For Hong Kong cosplayers as well, cyberculture is also of extreme importance. This 
chapter has investigated the structure of Hong Kong cosplayers' cyberculture and their 
online communication. We have witnessed the emphasis Hong Kong which cosplayers 
put on their cyberculture and what cyberculture means to them. Cyberculture allows the 
cosplayers to express their real views more openly and freely. Furthermore, through 
online communication the cosplayers may better understand who- they are and where 
they stand in this subculture. 
Some scholars such as Me Veigh concentrate more on how Internet usage affects 
the deveiopment of individuality and social connectedness of the people who are -used to 
daily communication through cyberspace. He argued that online communication might 
cause a lowering of the levet of social discourse and lack of face-to-face connection and 
the rise of "otaku" (people with obsessive interests, particularly anime, manga, and 
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video games). However, I did not discover similar phenomena among the members of 
the Hong Kong cosplayer online community. The reason for this is that cosplay is a 
subculture related to performances. Although cyberspace is also of great importance for 
them, lt is more like a supplement to the real performing part. Furthermore, it makes the 
cosplayers feel that they are needed, that they have the responsibility, or that they are 
"administrators" of the subculture. Maybe before doing homework or during a- bt:eak 
from homework in the evenings, they will throw themselves into the online virtual 
world for a while and see what is happening there.-The new messages from their friends, 
the recent things happening in the subculture, and the hot topics joined by many other 
cosplayers; these are all important elements that make cyberspace very appealing to 
cosplayers. 
One of the important issues discussed in this chapter concerns the debate-between_ 
two groups of cosplayers, namely co-splayers who s-ee themselves as "real cosplayers;'-
and -look_ down the other types of cosplayers, and cosplayers-who are classified by the 
"real cosplayers" as different cosplayers. These two groups of cosplayers have their own 
self-understanding of who they are in this subculture. In order to maintain or raise their 
own statu-s, the cosplayers defend themselves or argue for their beliefs in cyber-space. 
Cyberspace is also a place where opinions are presented, information is exchanged, and 
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thoughts are formed. 
Furthermore, in the Hong Kong society which emphasizes efforts, people are 
acknowledged as successful if others see how th€y- make an effort and overcome 
di-fficulties. In the same way, cosplayers who have poured a -great deal of time, energy, 




Pretty Girls, Pretty Boys, and Their Audience: 
In the previous chapter, an overview of cosp-Iay cyberculture in Hong Kong was 
presented. In this chapter, we will look at how young people "play gender" {Thorton, 
2004: 176) in cosplay events and through their relationship with the aud-ience. 
According to Thorton, the concept of "playing gender" means that "women who look 
ordinary in daily life could transform into highly sexy women as well as dashing men" 
(2004: 176). In other words, through makeup and costumes, women are able to 
transform from ordinary people into stars. I propose that cosplay allows the cosplayers 
to experience the feeling of being a gendered idol, a feeling that they do not experience 
in daily life. The audience is an indispensable part of the performance. 
ln the case of the cosplayers, I-argue that the co~players perform and apply makeup=-
in order to complete the metamorphosi-s from ordinary -schoolgirl-s- to very attraefive 
idols for their audiences. The ways in which they captivate both male and female 
audiences are based upon their understanding and presentation of the attractive points of 
the female and male characters which they portray. 
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4.1 Pretty Girl·s, Photographers, and the Other Girls 
In this section, I will introduce the cosplayers who cosplay female characters in 
front of a large group of male photographers. I argue that they present themselves and 
are perceived as are like highly sexualized female stars by the male photographers. Also, 
from the complicated relationship between girl c-osplayers and male photographers, we 
could see their happiness as well as worries for cosplayers who cosplay female 
characters. 
My informants include cosplayers who mainly cosplay male characters and rarely 
cosplay female characters, cosplayers who cosplay both male and female characters 
with equal frequency, and cosplayers who mainly cosplay female characters 47. The 
cosplayers all admit that they attract more males in the audiences, especially male 
photographers, when cosplaying female characters especially beaut-iful or sexy ones~ 
Shan, who rarely -cosplays female character said: 
I mostly cosplay male characters. But sometimes when my friends need 
me to join their team to cosplay a female character so as to let the 
charaeters be complete, I will also do so. I mainly cosplay male characters 
because I don't think my look is suitable for cosplaying female characters. 
47 At cosplay events, most cosplayers are girls as explained in the Introduction. Among 
these girl cosplayers, there are usually equal numbers of male and female characters being 
cosplayed. 
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I am not a gentle or girlish person. I also do not specially like some female 
characters. However there is one thing I am sure about: there are many 
more male photographers gathering around me and taking phetos of me 
when I cosplay female characters. 
Shan 1s aware of the difference between cosplaying male and female characters. 
Although she mainly cosplays male characters, she told me that she does nDt mind 
cosplaying female characters because it is not bad to be surrounded by a large group 0f 
photographers. Ar Lau, a cosplayer who also mainly cosplays male characters, said: 
I never cosplay sexy or cute female characters in large conventions because 
there are too many photographers. They are too disgusting. They are crazy 
about taking photos of pretty girls. And they think to cosplay is to dress in 
sexy costumes and strike cute postures. They think cosplayers are models. I 
only cosplay female characters in private photo-taking events with a few 
friends. 
Ar Lau pointed out that m the cosplay subculture in Hong l<.ong recently, male 
photographers rush into cosplay events and treat cosplayers as -free "models 48". In 
response, more girls are starting to cosplay because it seems easy to become stars in 
front of these men. Then cosplay is misunderstood as a performance of pretty girls and 
48 In Hong Kong, therce are male photographers who pay girls to become their models. 
However, in cosplay events, photographers do not need to pay the girl cosplayers when they 
take photos of them. 
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sexy costumes posing for men's desire. It is a big issue for the Hong Kong cosplayers in 
these two years, as we will see. 
Male photographers are often very passionate about taking photos of cosplayers, 
especially pretty ones in beautiful or sexy costumes. The following are several photos 
that I took at Ani-Corn Hong Kong 2008. In the left photo there are about twenty male 
photographers circling and taking photos of a girl cosplayer dressed in costumes of 
Gothic Lolita style. In the right photo, we see male photographers everywhere, either 
taking photos or looking for the next target. 
The following are two photos that I took when I happened to come across a circle of 
photographers on the streets of Mong Kok one night. Although the girls had been 
employed by a company to dress in special costumes and thereby promote their 
products, I overheard some photographers using the word "cosplay". It is quite possible 
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that they mistakenly assumed that the girls were cosplayers, even though strictly 
speaking they were not because it was· not a cosplay event and- they were wearing 
costumes for commercial purposes. This contradicts most cosplayers' definition of 
cosplay, which I explained in the previous chapter. 
From the above four photos, we could feel the strong passion among male 
photographers for gi-rl cosplayers or girls dressing In special costumes. The gir1 
cosplayers smile sweetly or strike postures for a long time in order to let the male 
photographers tak-e photos. The girls are acting like female stars in front of their fans. 
The relationship between girl cosplayers and male photographers is 
complicated. According to the cosplayers, they not only produce more hangers, as 
discussed in the previous chapter, but also are dangerous for the girls who dress in 
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sexy costumes. For example, Moon, an 18-year-old cosplayer who mostly 
cosplays female characters, said: 
If you look at the posting on Cosplayer Community or the 
cosplayers 's blogs, you could find that nowadays more and more male 
photographers are trying to take photos under girls' skirts or sexually 
harass them. I have heard that some cosplayers are even follo-wed by 
the photographers. Those photographers are really abnormal people. 
When I cosplay sexy female characters, I will pay extra attention so 
that I will not be photographed under my skirt. There are also many 
warning postings on Cosplayer Community telling the girl cosplayers 
to be cautious about those photographers. 
According to Ling, girl cosplayers are in danger while cosplaying female characters 
especially sexy ones. This shows that male photographers are not highly regarded _by 
some girl cosplayers. However, some cosplayers defended the photogreaphers. Saki,_ a 
cosplayer who claims that she has more than ten friends who are male photographers, . 
said: 
Some people may feel that the male photographers look disgusting or they 
are obs-cene middle-age men, but some of my friends are these male 
photographers. They are just fond of taking photos of beautiful girls. It is 
not true that all of them want to take photos of under girls ' skirts or sexually 
harass the cosplayers. 
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From Saki's words, we could also see that male photographers usually make a 
negative impression although they might not think about bad thing-s while taking 
photos of the girls. Although Saki wants to defend her photographer friends, she 
could only say that some of the photographers are go_ad men. 
Although the girl cosp-layers are at risk of being sexually harassed, many of 
them are still posing for the male photographers. The bad reputation of male 
photographers is not stopping the girl cosplayers from cosplaying sexy female 
characters. It is possible that the girls feel rewarded by being treated as feminine 
sexy stars in front of the male photographers. Thus the number of gi-rls cosplaying 
sexy female characters has been rising in these two years. 
Although the girls who cosplay sexy female characters are extremely welcomed by 
male photographers, they do not -have this reputation among the other girl cosplayers. 
Moreover, many girls who cosplay female characters are criticized by the other girl 
cosplayers. The following is one of my experiences_ with -Te, Shan, and Tsu 49, fellCYvv 
cosplayers who maintain a very solid friendship. The three of them go out once every 
49 I accompanied this group of three girls every time they went out for one month. At first 
they were certainly not used to my presence, but began to grow accustomed to it as I 
continued to meet them. They were very candid and pleasant junior high school girls, a-nd 
after our third meeting they began to use some slang which seemed to be common for them, 
and ignored my presence while they had passionate discussions. 
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few days to buy accessories and goods for cosplay events, hold small private photo 
shoots, or simply to do their homework together. I found that they frequently criticized 
the other cosplayers' appearances. 
Tsu: Did you see Rumi yesterday cosplaying Suzumiya? 
Te: Of course! God ... that Suzumiya dance was really disgusting ... I could 
see the fat on her thighs. 
Shan: She said 'hi' to me, even though I wanted to pretend that I didn't see 
her. You know? I don't know what happened, but her foundation totally 
melted ... and the worst part is that she didn't even realize it at all. .. My 
jaw dropped. 
The three girls discussed the cosplayer's body and makeup, and then came to the 
conclusion that the cosplayer's performance was unsuccessful because she did not have 
a thin body and was unable to maintain her makeup. This shows that these three girl 
cosplayers had very high standards for the other girl cosplayers who cosplay female 
characters-. Another cosplayer named Tong said: 
The 'hangers' are really cheap. They think that if they wear less clothing and 
if they sell their smiles then they are cosplaying! What makes me feel even 
more annoyed is that the photographers are just obscene men. They will 
gather around and take photos -crazily whenever there is a girl who is willing 
to wear less cl0thing! 
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From Tong's words, we could find that she was annoyed by the girl cosplayers who 
cosplay sexy female characters because they are attracting more male photographers by 
selling their bodies. Further, she did not like the relationship between the girl cosplayers 
and male photographers because she thought that it was like a deal _between them: ones 
sell their bodies and one bought them. 
If we review the previous chapter, we could fmd very similar phenomenen 
happening on the cosplayers' cyberculture that some cosplayers and criticizing the other 
cosplayers severely. From my observation, the postings were almost all about girls 
criticizing girls. This shows that although even girls are like female sexy stars in front of 
the male characters, they do not receive good comments from the other girls. In other 
words, girls are most critical about the other girls because they have high standar-ds for 
them. Also, some girl cosplayers cannot accept the reality that some girls are borrowing 
the cosplay performances to gain popularity among male audiences. 
4-:2 Pretty Boys 
After looking at the girl cosplayers cosplaying female characters, this section 
considers the- girl cosplayers who crossplay male characters who attract female 
audiences. Crossplay means to cross-dress and cosplay. At cosplay events in Hong Kong, 
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the number of girl cosplayers cosplaying male characters is much higher than that of 
boy cosplayers portraying those male characters. These girl cosplayers who cosplay 
cool male characters are the highlight of the event, and are surrounded by -numerous 
young girls who scream in adoration and take photos of them. These girl cosplayers 
who cosplay male characters enjoy experiencing an alternative gender and the 
satisfaction of being treated as idols by the female audience. 
From my observation of Hnng Kong cosplay online forums and the cosplayers' 
blogs, the most popular Japanese ACG among Hong Kong cosplayers are Japanese 
shonen manga (comics for young boys). Most of them are shonen manga which are 
published in SHONEN JUMP (~fljj;'!i:f-/~ /7°, shukan shonen janpu), a manga 
magazine published by Shueisha Publishing Co., Ltd. (~~t±, shueisha). Most 
cosplayers, especially girls, choose male characters from Japanese shonen manga ef this 
kind -to cosplay. This is not only because of the exciting stories but also because of the 
male characters. There are many different types of male -characters. The- characters have 
various-personalities, skills, and ways of-communicating with people. More importantly, 
most of the male characters have very attractive appearances for the cosplayers. They 
cannot be called good-looking people if they appeared in front of us in reality because 
they are portrayed in an exaggerated way. Yet, they are considered extremely godod 
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looking by the cosplayers. They have perfectly symmetrical facial outlines, pale skin, 
and slim skeletal frames. Sometimes it is very hard to identify whether a character is 
male or female by looking at the face alone. These attractive male characters are called 
"bishonen", which literally means "beautiful boys". Kelts points out that it is almost 
impossible to "find men who can approximate the ideal looks and gracefulness of the 
bishonen" (2007: 164 ). The following pictures present the most popular male characteFs 
for Hong Kong cosplayers in 2007 to 2009. The names of the works are at the bottom of 
each picture. 








As we can see from the pictures, the male characters have different hair-styles, hair 
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colors, and representative characteristics. 
The following are a few examples that illustrate girls cosplaying as male characters. 
We can see how the cosplayers understand the attractions of the male characters and 





From the above photos, it may be observed that the girls imitate the way male 
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characters pose in Japanese ACG. Also, the girl cosplayers put a great deal of emphasis 
on their poses and the use of colors to make the entire picture romantic and beautiful. 
Furthermore, the backgrounds of the photos show that they have also given serious 
thought to determine the most suitable place to take photos._ The photos may be said to 
convey an ideal, romantic, cool, or tender feeling. Although I have covered their eyes 
with black bars for reasons of privacy, it must be reiterated here_ that all of them wear 
very heavy eye makeup. However, the purpose of this makeup is not to make them more 
beautiful as women. Rather, it serves to make them better resemble the boys or men that 
are portrayed in Japanese ACG. It can also be deduced that they have made an effort to 
select and cut wigs in ways that are very reminiscent of the original characters in 
Japanese ACG. If they were not satisfied with the quality of the photo and their own 
look, they would not post the photos onto large online forums or their own blogs. 
The reason why these cosplayers put so much _effort into their photos is largely 
connected with their female audiences, er female fans. As mentioned in-the-introduction, 
I once observ:ed a large group of girls gathering around a girl cosplayer who was 
dressed as a popular male character. Walking around the conventions and events, the 
eyes of girls are more likely to be drawn to females who cross-dress as male characters, 
not only because they love the ACG work itself, but also due to the beauty of the male 
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characters as presented by girl cosplayers. They scream upon seeing a male character 
that they like, and this character is very likely being cosplayed by a girl who has 
succeeded in portraying the character well. They may then discuss with their friends 
whether to ask the cosplayer if they may photograph her, or take a photo together with 
her. Similarly, in cyberspace both the cosplayers and their fans wil-l show enthusiasm 
and even adoration for girls who cosplay male characters. They give extremely high 
praise of the cosplayers by writing comments to the photos such as "Help me """' you are 
just too beautiful!!!" and "Please kill me!!! Please be my groom!!! (Beaten up) 
(Tsukkomi) As explained in chapter 2, Tsukkomi is a Japanese term which can refer to a 
verbal or physical reprimand. In other words, because the person is so shameless that 
s/he wants the -cosplayer to marry her/him, they deserve to be hit or scolded. 
Receiving open admiration and praise from- the female audiences, the cosplayers 
feel and knew their success and popularity among the female audiences. Hikaru, a 
16-year-old cosplayer told me one of her experiences of being hugged-by a female fan: 
I was cosplaying Fuji (a popular male character in Prince of Tennis) that day. 
A girl suddenly rushed to me and asked: 'Can I hug you from the back?' I 
was a little scared because she just suddenly appeared. I said _yes. Then she 
hugged me very tightly from my back. Wltile hugging me, she said: 'Oh it 
has been my dream to hug Fuji from the back ... Now it has been realized. I 
want to cry!' (Kyllos: What did you say then?) I didn't say anything, I just 
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stood there being hugged by her. HaHa! 
From Hikaru's words, we could feel her pride talking about the experience of being 
hugged by one of her fans. She also told me that it was one of numerous experiences of 
being operJy admired by girl fans. Obviously, Hikaru has gained a lot of pleasure by 
cosplaying popular male characters. 
Te is also a cosplayer who is extremely popular among the girls. She told me: 
I have received love letters from three girls by email. They come to see me 
every time I go to cosplay whether in large conventions or private 
photo-taking events. (Kyllos: How do they know about this?) I post my 
schedule of cosplaying on my blog and maybe they get the information 
from there. They probably want to date with me, but I refused them. It is 
not because that I do accept not them as my girlfriends. It is simply 
because that I do not want to be involved in any love affair at this moment. 
From Te's words, some girl audiences are not seeing these co-splayers as merely girls 
role-playing m-ale characters. Rather, their emoti0n for the_ charaGters -is embodied in 
their admiration for the girl- cosplayers. The cosplayers also do not think it is strange to 
be shown love by girls because they take it for granted that successful cosplayers should 
be loved by their fans no matter which sex they are. Further, the large number of stories 
about homosexual relationships in Japanese ACG products might also lead to their 
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acceptance of emotion between two persons of the same sex. Te, for example, was 
apparently open to a lesbian relationship and did not show any discomfort while talking 
about a potential lesbian relationship between some girl and herself. 
In front of friends, it is also a proud thing for the girl-cosplayers to be admired by 
female audiences. I can remember the first time when I went out together with Te, Tsu 
and Shan. They had a long discussion about a girl who fell in lDve with Te after she saw 
her crossplaying. They decided to do- their homework in a maid cafe 5°, but in reality 
they spent most of their time there chatting. What impressed me the most was a 
conversation about a girl named Chow who was a fan ofTe. 
Shan: Hey! Hey! Guess what! The other day that person asked me your 
birthday. 
Te: (immediately showing apparent signs of displeasure) What? Really? 
You're kidding. Did you tell her? 
Tsu: Wow! She really fell in love with you. You're dead now. 
Shan: Of course I didn't tell her. What shocked me is how she got my 
mobile phone number! Hello, my privacy anyone!? Please help-me! 
Tsu: Did_ she use her usual voice? Shan, could you tell me Te s· _  phone 
number? (She imitated the girl's tone.) 
Kyllos: Who are you talking about? 
(Te covered her eyes with her hands as if she were remembering something 
50 In maid cafe, the waitresses-dress in costumes of maids and serve tea and snacks to the 
costumers. This kind of cafe first appeared in Japan. There are two maid cafes in Hong Kong 
now. 
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terrible. Shan and Tsu laughed. ) 
Shan: Chow. The girl's name is Chow. She saw Te only one time and then 
fell in love with her. That day Te was cosplaying a character from 
Reborn! Now she is harassing me on MSN everyday! I don~t know 
how she knew about my connection with Te. And I don't know how 
she got my phone number! Somebody help me! 
Tsu: Actually, she's a classmate of mine, but I don't know her very well and 
we rarely speak to each other. One day the three of us were cosplaying 
Reborn! at an event and she saw us. I never knew that she was a 
cosplayer too! The most mysterious thing is that she called Shan, 
someone that she has only met once, rather than calling me, her 
classmate. 
Shan: Maybe you look unapproachable so she's scared to communicate -with 
you. Actually, she has been harassing me on MSN ever since that day. 
It must be two weeks now. 
Te: What does she say on MSN? 
Shan: All about Te, Te, oh, and Te! Things like 'Te is really cool!' or 'I love 
Te so much!' or 'Oh! My beautiful Te! Te is mine!' 
(At this moment the three girls made motions as if they were vomiting in 
disgust. After that the three of them began to discuss the reason why the girl 
named Chow loved Te so much. Shan suggested that it may be because Te 
was cosplaying a character that Chow loves. Tsu guessed that Te looks cool 
when she is serious, although she was only serious at the moment when 
Chow saw her for the first time~) 
Te: But peQple all know I'm so kai (stupid) in real life (referring to herself 
outside of c_osplaying). How could-she love such a kai pet;son?! 
(Shan and Tsu nodded in agreement witli Te.) 
They spent nearly two hours discussing this mystery, which ultimately led to no 
conclusion. Later, Shan told me that the girl named Chow was only one of many girls 
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who admire Te. I sensed feelings of pride from Te during the conversation. ForTe, it 
seemed to be a pleasure to talk about such an expenence 1n front of her friends. 
Although she discussed her experience of being chased by a girl -in apparent displeasure, 
this was actua-lly a way of proving her popularity among fe-males. Rather-than admitting 
excitement and happiness at the prospect of being loved by such a girl, her impatient 
attitude was meant to give them the impression that she had already met with countless 
similar situations, and thus she has grown used to them or tired of them. Also, open 
displays of pride among fellow cosplayers are likely to be interpreted a suggestion that 
they are not cool enough to attract girls who will become fanatical about them. This 
might cause displeasure of the fellow cosplayers if they do not have similar experiences. 
Girl cosplayers who cosplay male characters satisfy female fans' desire to see and 
touch the fictional characters in the flesh. In the famous study of the al-l-female 
Takarazuka Revue, Robertson argued that the popularity of female artists who play 
otokoyaku (male characters) stems from Japanese women's longirrg for perteet men in 
their imaginati-ons (199-8: 48). In other words, the actresses who cross-dress as men have 
met the women's requirements for men that they long for. However, in Hong Kong, girl 
cosplayers who cross-dress as male characters do not represent real men, but ideal male 
characters for girls who are fans of Japanese ACG. The cosplayers know how the ideal 
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men are portrayed in Japanese ACU and which characters are the most popular. With 
this knowledge, they can then perform as the characters in the way that they imagine 
they should act. 
4.3 F-retty Boys in Love 
In the previous section, we were introduced to the enthusiasm for male characters 
among both girl cosplayers and audiences. However, some girls are not satisfied by 
merely putting on their c.ostumes and imitating the male characters. Going even further, 
they strike poses as if they were homosexual lovers while cosplaying male characters. 
These homosexual scenes are also taken from their favorite ACG. When posing for 
photos, they often pretend to be kissing, hugging each other, or preparing for sexual 
intercourse. They post these photos on their blogs, and discuss them and their 
experiences with great interest. In this section, we _will take a- look at tlie feverish 
enthusiasm held by girl cosplayers in Hong Kong for Boys' Love (BL)-and-playing male 
homosexuality while cosplaying. 
First, it is necessary to have an understanding of BL andfu. These are two words 
that are likely to generate immediate excitement among most girl cospfayers in Hong 
Kong. To put it simply, BL refers to Boys' Love, and therefore male homosexuality. 
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However, this term is limited to the male characters portrayed in virtual art forms, 
primarily Japanese ACG. That is to say, this term does not refer to gay relationships or 
experiences which are used to describe real men. Most cosplayers have difficulty 
imagining gay relationships in real life. Nore, a 15-year-old cosplayer said: "I feel Ok 
when I see two men walking on the street hand in hand, but it is too difficult to imagine 
how they make love. Don't let me see them. Then it is Ok whatever they -do." Sunny, a 
17 -year-old cosplayer said: "I can accept any kind of abnormal -love relationship, but it 
must happen between two bish6nen (pretty young boys)!" From their words, we see that 
what attracts girls is the fantasy in the love stories between two pretty boys rather than 
specific romantic and sex acts two men do to maintain a gay relationship in reality. This 
demonstrates that the enthusiasm for BL is an enthusiasm for something that does not 
exist in reality. This kind of love relationship is unrealistic and fantastic. The word fu 
means "rotten", and this term originated in Japan from the word-fujoshi (ffJEf;z:-=f , rotten 
girl), or fujo (WKf;z:) using the same Chinese characters. This-term refers -to the -girls and 
women who enjoy BL. Most girl cosplayers are enthusiastic fans of BL. All 24 of my 
cosplayer interviewees claimed to be fu women. They read BL manga and watch BL 
anime, buy and read BL .d6jinshi51 , and strike BL poses while cosplaying. Many write 
51 According to Thorn, d6jinshi refers to "self-published manga by amateur fan-artists , 
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BLnovels. 
Male characters from Japanese ACG products are the best raw material for the 
cosplayers to incite their imagination. Since most of the important characters in shonen 
manga are male, cosplayers match the characters that they like as pairs in BL 
relationships. This means that they imagine that they are a couple and ass-ume poses as 
if they were in a love relationship when they cosplay as the two characters. However, in 
the original works, these male characters are usually only friends, or even enemies. The 
cosplayers understand the characters' friendship or hatred as a form of love. 
The following are several fu zhao (BL photos) of cosplayers that were -posted on 
their blogs. They usually use the word fu or 18R (only for adult) in the title of the photo 
album to warn people that these photos include some "unhealthy" ( bu jian kang) 
elements. Actually, these warnings serve as-a big attraction for the fu nil (rotten girls) 
because they know that they could see BL photo-s there. 
working either alone or in groups, producing-what are inspired by, tributes to, or a takeoff of 




Conversation in the above photo: 
"Help! There's a weird man on top of me!" 
"Keep screaming!! The louder you scream, the more excited I get!" 
From the above photos, we can see that all of the cosplayers are girls cosplaying male 
characters who are apparently in love with each other. It is obvious that the cosplayers 
are attempting to represent a very romantic moment when the people in the photos see 
and care about the one another. (The last photo seems like an exception. I will explain it 
in the next paragraph.) The cosplayers make use of background, colors, and angles to 
establish a beauti-ful and romantic atmosphere. fn mostfu_zhao, the two girl cosplayers 
act as tender young boys who are romantically involved. Countlessfu photos lik:e -those 
above -may easily-be found on Cosplayer Community and the blogs of the cosplayers. 
In the last photo, it may seem that the boy on top is attempting to rape the boy on 
the bed, and thus it does not seem to be a romantic posture. However, Hong Kong 
cosplayers would understand that this is simply a way of showing love between the 
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boys as portrayed in BL manga~ the boy lying on the bed is considered fortunate, as the 
other boy is so in love with him that he could not control his emotions and pulled him 
onto the bed. Also, although the boy at the bottom is screruning, it does not mean he is 
really frightened or -angry about the boy on top. Rather, it is a kind of sweet struggle that 
Gould elevate the excitement of the boy on top. Thus the boy on top is saying that : 
"Keep screaming!! The louder you scream, the more excited I get!" 
Takingfu photos is the time when cosplayers may be said to enjoy themselves the 
most. At the end of the day at a cosplay event, both the cosplayers and audience become 
a little "drunk" due to tiredness and becoming accustomed to the atmosphere. People are 
already accustomed to the presence of cosplayers and do not pay too much attention to 
them. Some audience members walk around and prepare to leave. The air has become a 
little stuffy and litter can be found strewn in the corners. This is the ideal time to take fu 
photos. The audience and some cosplayers will surroupd two cosplayers who stnl<.e BL 
poses. Cosplayers be-gin to assume various positions that- make the audienee and their 
friends scream loudly. These poses include hugging, kissing, pushing down, and pretend 
to strip off clothing, prepare for sexual intercourse, and show exhaustion immediately 
following intercourse. Audience members and friends provide various suggestions and 
the cosplayers follow their instructions. They become immersed in the BL atmosphere 
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and seem to forget about everything else. Some circles continue takingfu photos until 
one hour after the event has ended. Ar Lau, a cosplayer who claims that she enjoys 
striking BL postures said: 
1: he girls who are wacthing the photo taking raise a lot of requirements for us. 
For example, they will say which pair they want to see. And what kind of 
postures they would like to see. They usually wait until it is close to the end 
of a day of an cosplay event. I guess it might be because that they are too 
shy to ask this when there are too many people at the event. 
From Ar Lau's words, we could see that BL photos are the results of efforts of both 
cosplayers and their girl audiences. She also told me that the audiences' presence makes 
them-more excited while taking the BL photos. However, they tend to enjoy this kind of 
excitement within a rather small circle when there are fewer people around. As Ar Lau 
said, they might be shy to openly claim that they are fans of male homosexuality. 
After introducing the ways in which girl cosplayers in Hong Kong _p-lay with male 
homosexuality while cosplaying, I would like to compare this phenomenon to another 
group of women, namely, those who are fanatical about slash fiction. T-his genre, 
popular in the United States, is similar to B-L in- that the female fans of the male 
characters portrayed in TV dramas or films also imagine and hope that those characters 
are in romantic relationships. There are a number of scholars who have studied women's 
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enthusiasm for reading and writing slash fiction. Some argue that reading and writing 
slash fiction make women feel satisfied with an ideal love relationship, which they are 
unable to experience in real life. For example, Cicioni argued that women express the 
desire for "a lasting monogamous commitment and recognized, even if unofficial, 
family ties" and long for the emotions and feelings that they wish to experience in 
heterosexual relationships through the writing and reading of slash fiction (1998: 
166-167). In other words, the imagined romantic relationship between the male 
characters fulfills the female fans' requirements for their ideal love relationship, which 
they feel is difficult to find in heterosexual relationships. Returning to BL, Thorn 
believes that this type of genre helps women to express their dissatisfaction with 
women's prescribed social role in Japanese society. For example, Thorn argued that 
women who are fond of BL share a common "discontent with the standards of 
femininity to which they are expected to adhere" -an~- "a social environment that does 
not validate or sympathize with that discontent" (2004: 1-80). This may be true, because 
both slash fiction and-the BL genre portray ideal love relationships which may allow the 
female readers to substitute themselves for the characters. 
However, it may be premature to apply such arguments to teenage cosplayers in 
Hong Kong. Hong Kong cosplayers' descriptions did not hint at any ideal love 
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relationships or the prescribed social role of women. When I asked the cosplayers to tell 
me the reasons why they love reading BL manga, many of them answered that they are 
tired of love stories between men and women. Saki, a 17-year-old girl-cosplayer, said: 
I used to read a lot of BL manga because I had grown tired of reading about 
straight love relationships. Nowadays, however, I have found that the stories 
of BL manga tend to be similar to those about relationships between men 
and women. So now I am more interested in GL52 manga because it is a 
brand-new type of genre to me. I don't care whether or not these are 
abnormal love relationships. I just want something new to read. 
Saki-'s opinion is representative of most cosplayers who are fans of BL manga. 
They think the traditional love story between men and women are too formulaic to 
attract them. Love stories between two men, especially those happening between 
two pretty boys more -easily attract their attention. 
The cosplayers' interests for BL manga might have led to their enthusiasm for 
playing BL while cosplaying. Still, there is another important aspect which is the 
audience. According to -the cosplayers who I interviewed, they enjoy playing BL while 
cosplaying because it is a good way to share their love for the characters and BL with 
the audiences who have the same interest with them. For example, Grass, a cosplayer 
who claims that fu is her life, said: 
52 GL refers for Girl's Love, meaning female homosexuality. 
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Can't you imagine the pure and taboo love relationship between two pretty 
boys? Isn't it the most wonderful emotion in the world? Sorry ... I was too 
excited. Let me calm down frrst. I have some friends who are also huge fans. 
of BL. They come to the cosplay events every time and search for chance to 
take photos of the most fu photos. When we cosplayers are lost and do not 
know what kind of poses to strike, they always give excellent suggestions 
although somet-imes they raise very harsh requirements. Those requirements 
ma1~e me blush. HAHA! 
Grass's opinions show that she emphasizes the interaction with the audience while 
taking BL photos. The friendship between cosplayers a.11d audiences and the feeling of 
communicating about the same interest makes BL photo taking very enjoyable. Chizu, a 
15-year-old cosplayer, said: 
Every time before a cosplay event, my friends would strongly advise us to 
cosplay some characters that they want to see. I would say, 'Since you love 
this character so much so why don't you cosplay him yourself?' Then she 
will say: 'No way! You know me! Jlove seeirig and enjoying_ more than-
performing by myself1' But anyway, we will play craz-ily -i..q the end. 
HAHA! 
From Chizu's \Vords, we could find that the girl audiences might also be one reason why 
the girls take BL photos at cosplay events. They start discussing the characters and the 
BL postures before the cosplay events starts. This shows that cosplayers and the 
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audience talk a lot about taking BL photos. Tsu, a cosplayer, also mentioned the 
communication between cosplayers and audiences in a cosplay website. She said: 
Once one of my friends used my fu photos and made a short story. The 
story was like a manga, but the pictures were my photos. It was really a 
masterpiece. All of my friends said that it was like a real Japanese BL 
manga. She is really talented. She adds some words onto my fu photos 
every time I take new ones and post them on my blog. I believe she could 
become a play writer in the future. (Kyllos: Does she cosplay, too?) No, 
she is busy at preparing for HKALE53 these days. She has very limited 
time online. 
From Tsu's words, we could see that cosplayers attach much importance to the 
audiences because they are also important viewers of their fu photos. The audiences 
play a very important role in the whole process of taking BL photos for the cosplayers. 
The audiences pushes cosplayers to try homoerotic and sexual poses that the cosplayers 
might not dare to try if they were alone. 
4.4 ~Summary 
In this chapter, I have introduced how the cosplayers play gender while cosplaying 
gendered characters and their relationship with the audiences. I found that cosplayers 
53 The HKALE is used by the universities and institutions of high education in Hong Kong 
as the basis for admission to undergraduate studies. 
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who cosplay female characters tend to attract more male audiences and photographers. 
The number of male audience and the passion they show for the cosplayers 
demonstrates the cosplayers' being seen as sexy or cute ferninine stars. However, these 
cosplayers are more likely to be exposed to criticism about their appearances from the 
other girl cosplayers. On the other hand, cosplayers who crossplay male characters 
attract more female audiences. Female audiences do not hide their admiration for the 
cosplayers and rarely criticize them about their appearances. Further, the girl fans enjoy 
seeing the girl cosplayers playing male homosexuality while cosplaying and thus the 
girl cosplayers make this an essential part of their performances. 
Since Hong Kong society is a conservative one that expects young people to follow 
the mainstream of the society, cosplay is a special subculture in which these cosplayers 
could try many things that are not common or allowed in the larger society. For 
example, these teenage cosplayers are expected to be-Q.atural and pure. People think that 
they should not apply heavy makeup. They are also expected to be heterosexual. 
However, through cosplay, they could experience something that might not or must not 
be permitted in their family. In order to prepare for cosplay performances, it is taken for 
granted that they could spend hours on applying heavy and exaggerated makeup. Since 
BL is a common genre in Japanese ACG culture, it is also acceptable, as cosplayers, to 
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play male sexuality in front of many people. Cosplay makes much impossibility into 
possibility. They experience what would otherwise be taboo activities with great 
freedom and -enjoyment. 
Regarding the different ways girl cosplayers are treated when -they cosplay female 
ch-aracters and male characters, we could find a hierarchy in the subculture of cosplay in 
Hong Kong. Girls who cosplay male characters occupy a higher status than those who 
cospl-ay female characters. This difference reflects these cosplayers' understanding of 
young girls in Hong Kong. Since there are more and more young girls who are selling 
their beauty and body image to attract men easily and earn money quickly, these 
cosplayers see those girl cosplayers who are surrounded by male photographers as the 
same kind of people. Thus, they are more critical about their appearances and are eager 
to distance themselves from the girls who wish to attract men's attention. On the 
contrary' girls who -cosplay male characters clearly aistinguish themselves from these 
-kinds of girls because they are not selling the-mselves to the men. Further, due to the 
love girls feel for the male characters, they are more forgiving in their assessment of the 
cosplayers' appearances while -they are cosplaying the male characters. 
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Chapter Five 
The Meaning of Cosplay 
This chapter examines the cosplayers as members of Hong Kong society. In this 
high-pressure and money-oriented society, in which academic performance determines 
one's -wealth and options, how do young people view the pressures which come from 
school _and their parents? What is the meaning of cosplay in their lives? I would like to 
argue that cosplay creates an alternative world for these cosplayers who face heavy 
pressure from society. Furthermore, cosplay has different meanings for the cosplayers 
according to their family backgrounds and their understanding of themselves and their 
own lives. 
5.1 Mainstream Values and the Education Systern in Hong Kong 
As middle school students, these cosplayers are living-in a high-pressmed -society-
where academic -performance and economic status are highly emphasized. They are at a 
stage in life where they are forced to face pressures from school and their parents. In 
order to understand the meaning of cosplay in their lives, I will first attempt to-provide 
an overall picture of the Hong Kong educational system and the cosplayers within this 
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system. 
Scholars who have studied the attitudes of Hong Kong citizens often argue that 
money is hi-ghly emphasized among them. Chan claims that the Hon-g Kong people 
seem to have only one thing in mind: "making money" (1986: 2-13). Poon and Wong 
propose that in Hong Kong, money is a "shared value for the majority of citizens" 
(Poon & Wong, 2007). Based on a quantitative study of Hong Kon-g's occupational 
hierarchy, Chiu found that: 
Topping the status scale are professional and business occupations such as lawyer, 
foreign consulate official, university lecturer, physicist, corporate director, 
engineer, medical doctor, architect, lecturer in technical institute, and 
post-secondary college lecturer. Occupations which require a minimum of 
secondary education and/ or a certain level of training, such as nurse, fireman, 
primary school teacher, clerk and electrical appliances repairer, are conferred a 
_middling status. At the bottom are menial and manual occupations such as 
building construction laborer, farm worker, domestic helper, plastic toy worker, 
hand packer, street vendor, transport laborer, and dim sum (snacks) salesperson. 
fCbj U-, 1994-: 13 3) 
From Chiu's- findings, it woul-d seem that there is a -clear occupational hierarchal in 
Hong Kong. People in occupations which require higher educational levels and earn 
more money are accorded a higher social status in Hong Kong society. Lau and Kuan 
also state that most people in Hong Kong accept these existing inequalities (1988). 
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According to Harris, people in Hong Kong are "divided by income, education and social 
status" (1981 :66). Wong and Lui point out that educational achievement is useful and 
important in determining upper class positions" (Wong & Lui, 1992: 72-3). They argue 
that in Hong Kong, there is "congruence between efforts and outcome" (1992: 73}. In 
other-words, Hong Kong people believe that excellent educational achievements lead to 
success in one's life, and this suggests the importance of educational achievements for 
students.. 
Hong Ko-ng's education_ system IS highly selective, competitive, and 
examination-oriented, emphasizing rote learning54 (Poon & Wong, 2007). Harris further 
pointed out that education in Hong Kong is "an important dividing-line" which allows 
elite students to enter elite kindergartens, elite schools, and an elite system of higher 
education (1981: 66). Only students who perform well in their studies can advance to 
511 Children begin receiving secondary education in Hong Kong at the age of 12- or 13. 
Secondary education comprises junior secondary (Forms 1 t:h.rough 3) ,_ Senior Secendary 
-(For-ms 4 and 5), and years twelve and thirteen (Matriculation Course, Forms 6 a-nd 7). At 
the end of junior secondary education (Form 3), students take part in the internal school 
assessments (Junior Seco-ndary Education Assessment), in order to be placed into 
government subsidized Senior Secondary Form 4 schools. Following this assessment process, 
-students may either qualify for Secondary Form 4 schools oF be assigned to craft programs 
in technical schools. Those who do not qualify must either seek employment or a -place in 
private schools. Senior Secondary education (Forms 4 and 5) is non-compulsory and not free, 
but the government does subsidize this sector to the extent that parents are not forced to 
pay high fees. (Saidi & Thompson, 1998) 
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the next level. In order to succeed, parents endure enormous amounts of pressure to do 
their best to send their children to traditional and prestigious schools. Students struggle 
to enter high-level universities and popular degree programs. Public examinations, such 
as the Hong Kong School Certificate Education Examination (HKCEE) and Hong Kong 
P.:Ld-vanced Level Examination (HKALE) play an important role in the selection process 
and occupational success 55 (Poon & Wong, 2007). The Education Commission of Hong 
Kong also recognizes the problems inherent in this educational system: 
Our education system appears to have stagnated in the industrial age. The 
system still caters to a selected few, while disadvantaging the majority and 
creating a large number of "losers". There are comments that kindergartens are 
teaching our children a curriculum that is too advanced for their age; school 
55 The HKALE-is used by Hong Kong's universities and institutions of higher education as 
the basis for admission to undergraduate studies. It also plays an important role in 
recruitment to civil services at the middle management level as well as general employment 
in the public sector. H-KALE candidates normally take three to four subjects. Just like 
HKCE-E, HKALE results are expressed in terms of ei_g}lt grades from A through E, with H as 
u-nclassified. Grade E or higher in each subject is recognized by the University of Lonuon 
and other universities in the UK as equivalent to passing an Advanced Level on the GCE 
examinations. Comparisons made with GCE A -level examinations indicate that for science 
and mathematics, the Hong Kong grading tends to be more severe than GCE grading. -(Saidi 
& Thompson, 1998) Students test for the HKCEE upon completion of Secondary Form 5. The 
average number of subjects taken is seven. The exami._qation results are reported in terms of 
six passing grades from A to F, with A being the highest and F the lowest. The Hong Kong 
Examinations Authority states that Grade C in most HKCEE subjects is recognized by 
universities in the United Kingdom as equivalent to a General Certificate of Education 
Ordinary-level grade C. (Saidi & Thompson, 1998) 
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children have to cope with too much homework; and the structure of basic 
education is fraught with hurdles and dead-ends. 
(Education Commission, 1999: 15) 
The Hong Kong Education Commission admits that its educational system places too 
much pressure on the students. Middle school students, especially those who are facing 
important examinations, do not have easy lives. How do the middle school student 
cosplayers feel about their study lives? How do they compare their time spent as 
-students with that when they are cosplayers? In the next section, I will present some of 
the cosplayers' opinions toward school life and cosplay. 
5.2 Cosplayers as Secondary School Students 
Most of my informants feel pressure and ennui in their school lives. For example, a 
cosplayer named JYK, who is also a Senior Secondary Form 5 student, said: 
Studying really is very painful. Since you come from ·shanghai, I guess 
you might not know how abnormal education in Hong Kong. Especially 
the examinations, they're all just useless wastes of time. But we all have to 
learn them and be tested on how skilled we are in answering those 
pointless ques-tions. 
From JYK's words, we may discern that she is under enormous pressure from her 
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studies. If this is the case, then what makes these students struggle to succeed in the 
education system even though they think that the things they are learning are useless? 
JYK said: 
I have no choice! If I don't perform well on the exams then I won't be able to 
go to university. And then my parents wil-l kill me! What's more, my parents 
say that they won't allow me to watch anime or attend cosplay events if I fail 
an exam. It's really scary, isn't it? Anyway, they still let me do the things that 
I am interested in, so I'm already very grateful. 
It may be ascertained that JYK is receiving pressure from her parents. Also, she seems 
to treat her studies as a kind of deal with her parents in order to continue watching 
anime and -cosplaying. When I asked what her parents think about her cosplay, she told 
me that they do not really care about what cosplay is. The only thing they are concerned 
about is whether or not it is an influence on her studies. This response surprised me at 
first, since I had expected that many _parents might not like their children to cosplay. 
However, as I conducted interviews with more cosplayers, I discovered that most 
parents neither prevent them from cosplaying nor showed interest in this subculture. 
Many informants told me that their parents would allow them to cosplay so long as it 
did-not affect their studies. One informatJ.t said: '4As long as I sit in front of my desk for 
two or three hours every evening and keep my grades stable, they won't say anything." 
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The cosplayers try to perform well -in their studies in order to fight for continuous 
cosplay privileges. Cosplay has become the reason and also the motivation for them to 
study hard. Cat, a_Form 4 secondary school cosplayer commented on her classmates: 
The peop-le in our elass are very artificial. They won't tell you how hard . 
they study or how late they stay up to prepare for the exams. They'll only 
tell you that they are always playing and neglecting study. And then they 
end up getting very high scores. The same thing happens repeatedly. You 
can never believe their words. I just don't understand the reason why they're 
so scared to let others know how hard they,-re studying. And some of my 
classmates always talk about Taiwanese male pop stars or brand-name 
clothing goods. They squeal when they see Fahrenheit or Lollipop56. I think 
they are really cheap. 
We may learn from Cat's words that competition among students is highly intense. 
Since the students-are attempting to conceal the reality that they are making an effort-to 
get good grades, Cat does not accept the falseness of her classmates who do receive 
high scores. She also looks down on the way that her classmates ach11ire Taiwanese pop 
stars. She feels that, compared with high-class Japanese anime and manga which have 
rich contents, the Taiwanese-pop wo:rld is a cheap culture which merely sells youth and 
beautiful faces. On the contrary, when talking about her cosplayer friends, Cat displayed 
56 Fahrenheit (~!MU~ Fei Lun Hiii) and Lollipop(*¥*¥~ Bang Bang Tang) are two Taiwanese 
idol groups consisting of several young men. They are very popular among Hong Kong young 
people, especially girls. 
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a very positive attitude: 
I enjoy my time with them much more. We go out every weekend and 
sometimes during weekdays to do homework together or go shopping, 
although in the end we are just as likely to go and look at things related-to 
manga and cosplay. We also meet online every evening. Usually three or 
four of us have a group conversation on MSN. Although they're a little bit 
kai (stupid) and crazy while talking, they really are very nice people. 
Cat enjoyed s-pending time with her cosplayer friends more than with her classmates. 
Unlike the classmates with whom Cat is forced to sit together in one classroom, her 
cosplayer friends are those with whom she wishes to associate voluntarily. This shows 
that Cat is able to enjoy herself outside of school with her cosplayer friends, and 
illustrates the significance of cosplayer friends in her life. She added: 
It's really great that I can talk about any topic with them (friends who are 
also cosplayers). We talk about not oPJy ani-me and manga but-also- our 
worries in daily life and current social issues. Sometimes they really give 
very useful advice. EYen though 1 said that they might be kai or crazy while 
talking about anime and manga, they really are intelligent people. It is-also 
very relaxing to chat with them-. There is no deceit or boring competition 
-between us. 
From Cat's words, it would seem that she is able to share a variety of topics other than 
cosplay with her cosplayer friends. These friends are not a group of people that bring 
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only ordinary happiness related to cosplay to Cat; they also think about Cat and wish for 
her success. They are meaningful and important in Cat's life. Furthermore, since they do 
not have to compete with each other, they share a harmonious and relaxing atmosphere 
while spending time together. 
The cosplayers take very different attitudes toward compulsory school life and 
voluntary cosplay subculture, and toward their prescribed classmates and self-selected 
cosplayer friends. It is apparent that cosplay and cosplayer friends bring them more 
pleasure, and they focus on cosplay and their cosplayer friends. Exactly how does 
cosplay make their lives meaningful? Grass said: 
As you know, there are cosplay events every couple of weeks. When people 
want to cosplay some characters, we will also hold a private photo shoot 
event. Before these events, we need some days to prepare for the 
performances so that we can order costumes and accessories. Then, after the 
events ends we'll begin preparing for the next one. -selecting -cospl~y photos 
and posting them online is time-consuming, tocL We always have something 
to do, and time passes very quickly while we're d-oing these thing-s. 
From Grass's words, it is evident that cosplay not only gives them pleasure while they 
-are performing, but also provides a perpetual source of pleasant anticipation. In their 
student lives that are filled up with homework and examinations, looking forward to the 
next cosplay event gives the cosplayers energy and motivation for life. Preparation for 
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cosplay events and arranging photos afterwards then gives them a sense of fulfillment. 
One cosplayer named Shan said: 
We get online on MSN messenger every night and open a conversation 
window while we're doing homework at home. We hold meetings in the 
window (so that over three people can join in the conversation). Sometimes 
when y0u [stop doing homework and] go- to see how the conversation is 
progressing, it's very likely that the people are already getting crazy. They'll 
be making comments on the newest episode of an anime series, or worrying 
about which character to cosplay. 
It seems to be very common for the cosplayers to meet each other online on MSN while 
they are doing homework at home. One positive feature about MSN is that even if a 
person is not watching the window when the other people send messages, they can still 
view the entire conversation from-the very beginning. This means that the cosplayers 
will not feel lonely while doing homework alone. Rather, _they could look at the window 
every several minutes or join in the conversation at any t-ime. I will not discuss the 
-guestion of whether or not this activity influences the efficiency of their home studies, 
but it is clear that the feeling of being connected with cosplayer friends made their time 
spent doing homework more playful and active. Moreover, Shan told me that one of her 
cosplayer friends also helps her with study-ing: 
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The t-hree of us (Shan, Tsu, and Te) are really not very good at studying. 
Luckily we have a friend named X who is really great at studying. Sometimes, 
when we go out to do homework together, we'll call her to come and join us. 
And then (here Shan smiled), we' ll copy her homework. The four of us are all 
in different schools so there is no risk of being caught by teachers. 
Shan, Tsu, and Te each attend different schools, but they met at a cosplay event and their 
friendship began. Now, their friendship has lasted for more than two years. Although X 
apparently -does not cosplay frequently, she enjoys taking photos for the cosplayers in 
private photo shoot events. According to Tsu and Shan, X is a top student in her class. 57 
When they had problems with their studies, they would ask X on MSN, <?r ask her to 
join them doing homework together. This shows that some cosplayer friends could offer 
help in studying. 
For the cosplayers I interviewed, study was compulsory and cosplay was voluntary. 
In their daily lives which were crammed with studies, they faced pressure from their 
teachers, classmates, and parents. Moreover, many of them could not shirk their 
re-sponsibilities to study and perform well at school. However, while doing things 
related to cosplay and being with their cosplayer friends, they were able to forget about 
such unpleasant feelings and have fun. Since I discovered that most cosplayers received 
57 Since they share the same interests, even top students may become friends with students 
that are not very good at studying. 
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positive effects from their cosplayer friends, I believe that such friends provide a source 
of motivation and support. 
5.3 The Meanjngs of CospJay: Four Cases 
In this section, I introduce f0-ur people whose lives were touched by c0splay. These 
four people include two active cosplayers, a mother whose 12-year-old girl had just 
begun cosplaying, and a cosplayer who had recently stopped cosplaying. These people 
had very different family backgrounds and attitudes toward life and the future. Although 
they were leading very different lives, cosplay has brought them together into a single 
subculture. At the same time, cosplay had various meanings for them. 
5.3.1 Te's Story: "I'm Going to Work in Art and Design" 
When cosptaying, I feel like I'm no longer myself. I'm a virtual character that 
has come to-life. The character's spirit comes into my body. I don't need to 
care about all the boring things in this society. When looking at photos of my 
performance~ it's very satisfyi-ng to know that I achieved what I was~ arming 
for in the wigs, costumes, and makeup. This shows that I didn't waste my 
time and energy to prepare aU of those things. 
Among all24 cosplayers that I interviewed, Te was the only one who had decided to do 
work related to art and design. It was cosplay that inspired Te to make this decision 
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about her future. For Te, a girl who claimed to only do things that she likes, cosplay 
helped her to discover her goal of life, and she was working toward this goal. 
A 17-year-old _Form 5 secondary school student, Te was a rather rebellious and 
non-traditional girl, who mainly cosplayed male characters. The following are two 
cosplay photos oi her. 
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From the above photos, it would seem that Te performed well in cosplaying male 
eharacters58 . As a matter of fact, she behaved and spoke in a rather boyish way most of 
the time. Since I had met her about 12 times, I had become_rather familiar with her way 
of dressing~ She only wore pants and dark or grey shirts when I met her. She wore_ thick 
silver nngs on her fingers and both thumbs, as well as dark or silver necklaces 
reminiscent of punk rock fashion. -she-seldom smiled during my interviews, and tended 
to speak in a low and calm voice. While with friends, Te also gestured and moved in a 
58 While cosplaying male characters, Te struck her poses skillfully. Through imitating the 
characters, she presented the handsome appearances and cool characteristics of these 
characters. 
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boyish way. For example, she slapped her friends on the back and sat on the ground 
with her legs splayed out. She also used heavy slang in conversations with her friends. 
From Te's behavior, it could be said that she does not conform to the mainstream 
expectations of a "traditional" girl. 
Te also did not make any effort to study because she claimed that she never does 
tliings that do not suit her taste. As mentioned in the notes above, Senior Secondary 
Form 5 students in Hong Kong face the HKCEE (Hong Kong Certificate of Education 
Exam). This is a crucial examination which determines whether or not they are able to 
progress to the Form 6 and Form 7 Matriculation Course to prepare for university 
entrance examinations such as HKALE. But Te did not care about examinations and 
universities. For her, the two most important things in her life are cosplay and drawing. 
She explained 
I have -been a cosplayer for over three years. Although it hasn't been that long, I 
devoted myself to it everyday and thus have gained a lot from it. I never fe-el bored 
or exhausted if I work for eo splay, not like the way I feel about studying. For 
example, I can't stand even ten minutes of studying, but I can stay up the whole 
night thinking about the postures_ an.d facial expressions of the character that I am 
going to cosplay. 
Te told me how much she hates studying. She spends only thirty minutes to one hour 
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finishing her homework each day. She told me that she sometimes copies her friends' 
homework if she cannot answer the questions herself. She does not do extra exercises to 
prepare for exams like many other secondary school students in Hong Kong. Mowever, 
she spends several hours a day drawing and preparing for cosplay performances. One 
can sense Te's enthusiasm and love for cosplay from her words. There is a strong 
-distinction ~between her attitude toward the things that she likes and toward -the things-
that she does not like. 
Here I will present a few paintings from Te 's latest album of art. According to Te, 
her paintings are as precious as her life. When I asked whether I could use some of her 
works in my paper, Te gave her approval with a great amount of interest and excitement. 
She showed me many of her paintings and suggested that I use the following. 
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From-lhe above paintings, we may observe that Te used some Japanese and Engli-sh 
words in her paintings. However; she did not use a single Chinese word in any of these 
works. From my observation of all of her paintings, I noticed that she used a large 
amount of Japanese words and did not insert any Chinese words. The Japanese words 
were all used correctly, and this shows that she had studied the usage of the Japanese 
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language. The reason for her preference of Japanese words is that she wished to imitate 
the way in which Japanese manga authors draw manga. She wanted her paintings to 
look like the works of a professional Japanese manga author rather than a Chinese 
author. Te also drew R18 (adult) BL works which were very popular among her friends 
who were-fans of BL. The following includes an average level of eroticism. 
It should be mentioned here that Te was drawing d6jinshi of popular Japanese manga 
and ani-me and was already making money from them 59 . This means that her talent and 
effort were recognized by people who enjoy Japanese anime and manga, and she had 
therefore already gained some achievements in a field which is related to her future 
59 Dojinshirefers to self-published manga by amateur fan artists, working either alone or in 
groups. Their works are inspired by, tributes to, or takeoffs of popular commercial manga 
series. 
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career plan. Te had regular clients in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore, some of 
whom bought every single album that she produced. She usually sold five to six albums 
per month. Each album cost anywhere from HKD 100 to HKD 120, which means she 
was earning approximately HKD 6,000 per year. She went to Taiwan and_ -singapore 
regularly to attend ACG conventions and promote her work. This made her work even 
more famous and brought her an increasing number of clients. 
ForTe, cosplay served as her inspiration to discover what she really wanted to do 
with her future. She said: 
While studying the characters, I tried to draw some pictures of them in order to 
remember their gestures and facial expressions and understand them more fully. 
At first, I was surprised to find it so interesting. Then I drew more and bought a 
huge amount of dojinshi and graphic art books to study drawing by myself. Then I 
knew that this was really what I wanted. I decided to give up studying and 
concentrate on my own interests. I work hard, and there are people who recognize 
my ability. Maybe that's the reason why my mother never said no. Anyway, I 
would like to say "thanks" to cosplay, HAHA. -
Te was working hard to pursue her own interests, and she also wanted to turn those interests 
into her future career. Te told me that she had already decided to attend an art academy in 
Tokyo where she would study professional art skills. If possible, she would like to get -a job 
in an art design studio in Japan. If she is lucky, she also dreams of establishing her own 
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studio or publishing her own manga series. According to Te, she was fortunate enough to 
have parents who do not force her to study hard and go to a university. She said: 
Maybe it is because my mother is a fashion designer. She is able meet all 
kinds of people everyday and thus is very reasonable. She told me 'if you 
believe that you can succeed, then I won't stop you. But promise me that 
you'll work hard'. As you can see, I'm already working hard! As for my 
father, he's the owner of a factory in Guangdong Province. He's often absent 
from home and also does not interfere with my daily life. But I think that he 
will support me, too! 
Te felt thankful for her considerate parents. Moreover, her mother supports her even 
though she knows that her daughter's actions do not conform to mainstream Hong Kong 
society. This then-strengthened Te's beliefs and courage to move along the road that she 
had chosen for herself. 
Cosplay made life meaningful for Te. She had decided on her futu~e path and was 
already working hard to realize her dream. Although competition in Japan's ACG 
industry i-s extremely severe and- Te may very well meet with many difficulties along 
this path, she enjoys doing the things that are interesting to her. Te told me: "Maybe I'll 
keep cosplaying my whole life!" This attitude shows her love for cosplay and her 
determination to persist in being a cosplayer. 
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5.3.2 Tsu's Story: "I mustn't let my parents know that I'm cosplaying" 
I think that cosplay is a very happy and relaxing thing. I also greatly enjoy 
being with my cosplayer friends. I do not feel any pressure while I'm with 
them. 
Tsu_ was the onl~ informant among the 24 girls who was concealing her hobby from her 
parents. The reason for this is that her parents would not allow her to cosplay. For Tsu, 
cosplay and being with cosplayer friends liberated her from her parents' interference in her 
life. Her cosplay was a form of rebellion. 
Tsu's father was a doctor and her mother was an accountant. According to Tsu, both her 
father and mother were very strict, especially her father: 
Although I'm already 17 years old, my father still uses a ruler to hit my back 
if I don't sit properly while having a meal. Even in such a situation, my 
mother will say nothing to help me. She will just continue eating quietly. Also, 
the television -is not allowed to be turned on during mealti-me in our family. 
My father will ask me about my studies during this time. Then my mother 
will talk to me about what kind of jobs I should -d-o in the future. '!=he 
conversation never changes. After dinner, I am expected-to go to my room to 
do my homework. What's more, they ask me to report every grade I receive. 
From Tsu's words, one can imagine the immense pressure being placed on her by her parents. 
Although Tsu knew that her parents were doing this for -her sake, she did not like the way 
that they were raising her. She said: "Do these kinds of people still exist these days?" She 
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thought that her parents were too strict and traditional. Even Tsu's friends knew about her 
parents. For example, one of Tsu's best friends, Shan, told me that Tsu rarely spoke to her 
father and that she wa-s afraid to communicate with him. The only topics that Tsu's father 
would share with his daughter were about her studies and future career. Shan~ and Tsu's other 
best friend, Te, would not even dare to visit Tsu's home because they were also scared of her 
father. Tsu sometimes sent messages via mobile phone to Shan or Te saying: "Help me. He's 
started his lecture again ... " Then Shan would sometimes call Tsu's home and tell Tsu's 
mother that they wanted her daughter to go out and do homework with them. 
Tsu's parents refused to let Tsu cosplay. They believed that cosplay distracts teenagers 
from their studies. Furthermore, they believed that many girl cosplayers are homosexuals 
and that cosplay exerts a negative influence on such girls, including their daughter. Tsu was 
warned by her parents not to cosplay even before she tried it for the first time. She said: 
When I was about 13 or 14 my father warned me net to try cosplaying. I didn't 
know why he suddenly thought about that. Maybe it vvas because at that time I 
was already reading and watching Japanese manga and anime. I don't know ~why, 
but my mother also told me that most girls who cosplay are homosexuals. I was 
quite surprised that they already knew what cosplay was at that time, because I 
don't think that there were as many cosplayers as there are now. I guess it was 
because that they saw some girl-s cross-dressing. I really don't know. Anyway I 
guess that is exactly the reason why they don't let me cosplay. They're frightened 
to see me become a homosexual! 
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The reason that Tsu's parents believed that many girls who cosplay are homosexuals could 
be because that they had seen girls cross-dressing while cosplaying. The masculinity 
displayed by such girls- might have caused Tsu's parents to misunderstand cosplay as a 
homosexual activity. However, this is not necessarily true. Among the 24 cosplayers I 
interviewed, one clak~ed that she had a female friend who had become attracted to girls 
after she began- cosplaying; another said that she knew a girl cosplayer who was dating_ 
another girl. As J have illustrated in the previous chapter, girls are often more attracted by 
other girls who cross-dress as male characters. Cosplay tends to reinforce girls' idolization 
of masculine images. Moreover, many informants said that they experienced the admiration 
of other girls while cosplaying male characters. Cosplay may thus have some relationship 
with the fact that these girls began admiring other girls and, consequently, it might not be 
entirely unreasonable for Tsu's parents to have such concerns. However, this does not mean 
that cosplay equals homosexuality, or more accurateJy, cosplay dees not necessaril-y cause 
homosexual relationships between the cosplayers even though they rrrl.ght admire cospl-ayers 
of the same gender. Although Tsu was not in love with a girl, she told me that she never 
thought about telling her parents that cosplayers are not all homosexuals. She chose to be 
obedient to their orders, at least on a superficial level. 
Two years after becoming an active member of the cosp1aying community in Hong 
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Kong, Tsu was still keeping her secret. How did she go about doing this? Tsu told me about 
her detailed countermeasures. 
I rely on my friends. First, I will tell my parents that I'm going out with my 
friends to-do homework together60 or go shopping. Second, I keep all of my 
costumes, wigs, accessories, and cosmetics, such as fake eyelashes, at my 
best friend's house. Before going to the event, I w-ill go to her house to pick 
up all of the necessities. (Kyllos: Do you feel that this is troublesome?) 
Absolutely not! It's because we have love [for cosplay]. We also have firm 
friendships-. A little trouble like that doesn't matter! It's a million times 
better -than being discovered! Third, I usually study quite hard so as to keep 
up with my classmates. Should the truth come out, I will tell them that I 
have been getting good grades and that I don't like girls. I will tell them that 
cosplay is not that horrible. But I hope that day will never come! (Kyllos: 
How do you keep your cosplay photos?) I have saved those photos on a 
removable hard disk drive and keep it in a safe corner in my drawer. 
-From Tsu's story, we can gain an idea of her passion for cosplay and her feelings of fear and 
respect toward her parents. Furthermore, we see that cosplay was a form of re hellion for her, 
and that she fel-t freedom while being with her cosplayer -friends. Tsu told-me that she Joved 
cosplzy so much not only because she loved watching Japanese atlime, but also because it 
al-lowed her to experience something t0taHy different from her family life. At the cosplay 
60 According to my informants, it is quite common for secondary school students (especially 
girls) to go out and do homework together with their classmates or friends, usually at 
McDonald's or coffee shops. Tsu usually filled her school bag with homework and took it with 
her. This is one reason why her parents have never suspected her. 
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events, she was able live in a world where her parents could not interfere. She could meet 
people who are not top students and share her dislike of studies. She could also share with 
them not only discussions about Japanese ACG, but also topics concerning their real feelings 
toward many other things, including society and the future. 
Tsu also -mentioned one of her best friends, Te, who was described in the previous 
story: 
Sometimes I feel a great admiration forTe. I think that she is a really brave 
person. She dares to chase after her own dream and doesn't care about the 
damn mainstream culture of our society. She is just working hard to realize 
her dreams and she is already very successful! However, I guess that I could 
never become like her. One of the reasons is my family. My parents are so 
strict with me. It's inconceivable that they would let me give up my studies. 
And for myself, I don't feel that I have the kind of talent that Te has. She has 
a gift fgr drawing, but it seems that I have nothing. So even though I don't 
like studying, I don't have anything else to do or pursue, even if I did have a 
choice. 
From the way Tsu compared hers-elf with Te, it is easy to- recognize her longing foF the-
freedom to choose a path by hersel-f. However, because of her family background and her 
understanding of herself, she had decided to continue cosplaying while keeping it a secret 
from her parents. 
For Tsu, cosplay allowed her to experience rebellion and freedom in a separate world 
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without her parents. Based on her understanding of herself and her family background, she 
was unable to resist her parents' guidance which adhered to mainstream society. Although 
she may feel pressure and bitterness while living in such a condition, these circumstances 
have made cosplay and her cosplayer friends even more precious for her. While the parents 
of the other cosplayers I interviewed were not as strict as Tsu's, they were also living under 
simil-ar pressures to some extent. Cosplay allowed them to take a breath of fresh, free air, 
and gave them the strength to overcome the pressures of everyday life. 
5.3.3 Story of a Mother: "I want to let her try anything that interests her" 
I watch Naruto with my daughter every time she watches it61 . Now I'm also 
very familiar with the characters and the story. My daughter loves-Sasuke the 
most, and today she is cosplaying him 62• This is her very frrst cosplay! She 
really looks like Sasuke, doesn't she! 
Mrs. Wong is the mother of a young cosplayer. She told me many things about her own 
family. During the conversation, lier 0pen mindset also -left a strong impressi0n on me. For 
Mrs. Wong, cosplay is a youth subculture in which she could allo-w her daughter to try new 
things and have fun. 
It is not common to see a woman of about 40 years of age sitting on the ground among 
61 Naruto is a well-known Japanese manga which has also been animated. 
62 Sasuke is a popular male teenage character in Naruto. 
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the teenage cosplayers at cosplay events in Hong Kong. I saw Mrs. Wong on the -second day 
of Ani-Corn Hong Kong 2008, in the midst of crowds of teens all dressed in various types of 
costumes, striking poses, chatting, screaming, laughing, or sleeping. At first sight, I thought 
she looked like a teacher because she was encircled by more than ten children around 13 
years of age, and seemed to be their instructor. All ten children were active and talkative, but 
also very obedient to her. She was saying something and the children were all agreeing. I 
could not help but notice that circle. I approached her to ask whether she was a teacher, and 
received the answer that she was simply the mother of one of the girls. Her daughter, a huge 
fan of Naruto, had recently decided to try to cosplay. Among the numerous and complex 
characters in Naruto, her daughter liked Sasuke the most and thus wanted to cosplay him. 
The other children were all cosplaying Naruto characters as well. They were enthusiastically 
discussing the costumes and accessories and the storyline of the anime. Sometimes the boys 
would become excited and want tn try to fight each _other using the fake weapons in-their 
hands. Mrs. Wong would caution them_ not to hurt each _other. In the noisy hall that was 
jam-packed with cosplayers, photographers, and visitors, Mrs. Wong and the children 
seemed to have a great time together, even though no photographer approached to ask to 
take photos of the little cosplayers. 
Although Mrs. Wong did not feel uncomfortable seeing what the cosplayers were doing, 
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she had only a little understanding of cosplay culture. Mrs. Wong said: 
I think these kids are really lovely. And the dresses are so colorful and stylish. I 
wonder how they got those huge accessories. Do they make them by themselves? 
(Kyllos: Some do, others order from factories.) Oh really? I didn't know such 
factories exi-sted. (Kyllos: Do you think that the costumes are a little bit strange?) 
Oh no, not at all! -1 here's nothing strange about them at all. Although r don't really 
know what they'1~e doing or why they're doing it, I -know there must be a reason. 
It's a good thing for young people to experience different things. It might be a 
fantastic feeling to dress like that. If not, there wouldn't be so many children here. 
When I asked Mrs. Wong how much she knew about cosplay, she answered that the only 
thing she knew about cosplay was that it came from Japan. Since her daughter wanted to try 
cosplay, Mrs. Wong approved, studied the character carefully, and made the costumes and 
accessories for her daughter by herself. 
Mrs. Wong told me that she would do as much as possible to realize her daughter's 
hopes: 
Actually, we are not a_rich family. I lost my job a few months ago and I haven't 
found a new one yet. Now the whole famil-y, my daughter and my elder son, 
have to re-ly on the salary of their father, which is less than ten thousand a 
month. My son is now studying in a secondary school and he has decided to be 
a taxi driver after he graduates. I was really happy ... because my son is really 
thinking about us. He told us that he doesn-'t want us to be so stressed. I really 
want to thank him. At that moment I decided to become a mother that never 
forces her children to do anything. They're not good at studying ... just like me. 
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I didn't continue studying after graduating from primary school. .. But anyway, 
I never have and never will force them to study hard and enter a university. 
And I will let them do any job that they choose to pursue. So long as they work 
hard, any job is fine. I'll be supporting them. After all ... as a mother, I don't 
have the ability to give them a happy life like children from wealthier families, 
but they never complain. I then realized that I mustn 't force them to do things 
that they aren't good at or that they don't want to do. We only have one life. 
Why not enjoy it? Am I right? 
I felt a sense of both chagrin and affection in Mrs. Wong's words. She regretted that she 
could not give her family a better life-. However, she was thankful that her children were 
satisfied with their current l-ives. In return, she gave her children the freedom to choose the 
things that they wanted. For her son, she never hesitated to support him to become a taxi 
driver after graduating from secondary school. And for her daughter, she spent nearly 
HKD200 buying materials to make costumes and accessories, and accompanied her to the 
event. Watching her little girl talking about the stories of Naruto excitedly with her friends, 
Mrs. \Vong smiled and took photos of the group. 
Cosplay can make people's lives meaningful in very simple ways. For this mother, 
cosplay was one of the new -things that her daughter wru.,ted to try. Because she loved her 
daughter, she supported her interest unconditionally. This had nothing to do with whether or 
not they understood the "real meaning" of cosplay. At that moment, cosplay was only about 
having fun and, more importantly, it was a kind of love. After talking to Mrs. Wong, I 
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thought I knew the reason why all of the other children were so obedient to her even though 
she was neither their teacher nor their mother. They must have been attracted by her attitudes 
toward life and choices - to do what you want. This might be unfathomable to- many 
families in Hong Kong. In mainstream society, parents request or force their- children to 
study hard and-become successful people in the future. However, Mrs. Wong and her family 
were enjoying a happy life according to a different definition. The relationships among 
family members were harmonious, and they were probably living more freely even if they 
were giving up a middle-class life for the sake of their children's future. 
5.3.4 Saki's Story: "Cosplay is Just an Interest After All" 
Since I am going to take the HKALE next year, I need to focus only on my 
preparation for the examination. Besides, my boyfriend says he does not like 
when I cosplay. (Kyllos: Will you resume cosplaying after the examination?) 
Maybe, I don't kn0w. It depends on whether or not my boyfriend insists on 
this. 
Sak:i-liad recently stopped cosplaying due to the coming examinations and the wishes of 
her boyfriend. She was also the only girl v1ho had a boyfriend a..mong all of the cosplayers I 
interviewed. For Saki, cosplay was an enjoyable interest. However, it was only an interest. 
For her, the most important thing was to follow the mainstream society and become 
successful in the future. 
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Saki seemed to have all of the ideal conditions 1n physical appearance, family 
background, and education. She was about 170 cm tall with a beautiful physique. When I 
met her for interviews, she always dressed a little bit more mature than her real age. She also 
wore light makeup. She told me that both her father and mother had their own companies, 
and they hired a Philippine maid at home. Thus it could be estimated that she had a 
middle-class family. Since Saki's newest hobby was photography, her father promised her 
that if she scored in the top three of her class in the next examination, he would buy her a 
professional camera which cost more than HKD20,000. She made the score and received the 
camera. Saki loved traveling. She had been to Europe, Canada, Thailand, and Japan. She had 
been to Japan twice on holiday. She told me that she would like to visit Hokkaido next time. 
She studied in a famous secondary school, and she informed me that she was one of the top 
students in her class. She would take the HKALE next year and she had confidence to be 
able to enter a top university in Hong Kong. 
Saki told me that she was curious about many things and that she had several interests-. 
In addition to photography,_ Saki also -danced-and sang. She went to dancing studios to learn 
professional dancing every weekend, and she paid to record her own voice in a professional 
studio. She also used to be a model. If she wanted a new photo album, three professional 
photographers would come with expensive cameras to take photos for her. 
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Cosplay was also one of Saki's interests. She told me that she was always very serious 
about her interests while doing things related to them, and cosplay was no exception. She 
participated in every large cosplay convention in Hong Kong, and attended private photo 
shoot events once or twice a month. She spent two to three hours a day browsing websites 
and online forun1s_ related to cosplay, and paid attention to the messages that her cosplayer 
friends had posted-on her blog. She ordered costumes and accessories and sometimes made 
them by herself. 
However, Saki had recently suspended cosplaying and working as a model because of 
her exams and her new boyfriend who was, incidentally, her second boyfriend. She told me 
that he did not want his girlfriend to be watched or photographed by strange men. Thus she 
deleted all of the photos she had posted on her blog and went to cosplay events only for 
recreation and photography using the professional camera from her father. Furthermore, 
since her boyfriend was a student of the same university she hoped to attend, this made her 
decision to attend this university even firmer. Saki told me all of this information with a 
happy smile, and I sensed that she- was devoted to her boyfriend so much that she was 
willing to give up some of her interests. 
Although Saki was serious about her interests, she arranged her time reasonably and 
never let her interests assume the main role in her life. She told me 'that she never broke the 
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balance between cosplay and studying when she was still cosplaying. She said: 
It 's true that cosplay is an interesting culture. It gives me the chance to wear 
the costumes of the characters I like. If I perform well and people like my 
style, I feel happy. You can meet many friends and you can make new friends. 
You can learn how to solve various problems by yourself and learn to cope 
with different types n f people. I also don't feel disgusted when photographers 
gather around me and take photos. However, it must be remembered that it's 
just a hobby, a..11 interest. You can do your best and enjoy yourself completely 
while playing. But you shouldn't let it become the most important thing in 
your life. I think that grades are the most important thing for me at present. 
This certainly doesn't mean that I like studying or enjoy it. Who really loves 
study from the bottom of their heart? I know it is hopelessly boring and 
sometimes even useless. But you have to use it in order to go higher in this 
society. Society just works that way. It might not be the only road to success, 
but it is one of the effective methods to succeed in our lives. After you get 
everything, a career, money, and a relationship, you will be able do a lot of 
things that you want to do. 
From Saki's words, we can see that she could suspend cosplay easily because she had 
given it a clear position in her life - that of an interest. However, thi-s does not mean that 
she looked down on this subculture. Rather, she was respect-ful of cosplay and_ had 
gained a lot of pleasure from it. By reviewing the previous chapters as well, we can see 
that Saki did indeed care about this subculture. For example, she was highly critical of 
the recent emergence of "hangers" in Hong Kong's cosplay subculture, because she 
thought that they destroyed the "real meaning" of cosplay. However, this did not change 
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her belief and decision that she wanted to become a successful and wealthy person and 
lead a middle-class life by doing well in her studies. 
For Saki, cosplay made her life meaningful because it allowed her to enjoy a lot of 
things. It enabled her to meet many people and develop her skills of coping with 
different kinds of people. She experienced making clothing and accessories by herself. 
She also-enjoyed tfie feeling of being treated as an idol in front of the photographers. 
However, she still treated this as merely an interest and did not allow any interest to 
interrupt her road to success. It is possible that Saki was affected by her family 
background, since both her father and mother were positioned in the middle-class of 
Hong Kong. It is possible that they educated their daughter to become a person like 
them. For example, Saki's father promised to buy expensive gifts for Saki if she 
performed well in her studies. Perhaps this mode of education shaped Saki's view of the 
world that if you work hard and perform well, you will receive good rewards. It can 
thus be observed that family background is a very important factor in shaping these 
teenagers' attitudes tgward-cosplay. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, I discussed how cosplay makes the lives of the cosplayers 
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meaningful. As secondary school students, the cosplayers were living in a society which 
emphasizes the mainstream values of success based on one's level of education and 
wealth. During this period, when the young people were faced with a tremendous 
am-ount of pressure from society, cosplay gave meaning to their lives by providing them 
with an alternative world. While doing things related to cosplay and being with their 
cosplayer friends, they were able to forget about any unpleasant feelings and enjoy 
themselves. However,_ this was not simply a pessimistic mode of escapism. Most of 
these young people were stil-l working hard to perform as well as possible in their 
studies. Under such conditions, cosplay and their cosplayer friends gave them the 
strength to conquer such difficulties and move forward in their lives. 
In this chapter, I have presented some details of the lives of four people, and 
discussed the meaning of cosplay for them. After examining the lives of these people 
and thei-r views on cosplay, it ma~ be seen that cosplay does not only entail mere 
role-play, performance, or online discussinns. Each individual c-osplayer has his or_ her 
own understanding of this subculttn:e according to many factors, such as family 
background and their understanding of themselves and their own lives. The localization 
of cosplay in Hong Kong is not only presented in the development of the content of the 




In this thesis, I have explored the subculture of cosplay among a group of 
secondary school -girls in Hong Kong. By taking a look at their cosplay performances 
and cyberculture, and investigating the relationship between cosplay and their normal 
lives as secondary school -students within the larger context -of Hong Kong society, I 
attempted to discover the reasons for the cosplayers' enthusiasm for their hobby and the 
meaning of cosplay in their lives. 
6.1 A Review of the Chapters 
In Chapter Two, we looked at how Hong Kong cosplayers displayed their 
admiration for Japanese elements in- their cyberculture and through their performances~ 
The cosplayers preferred original Japanese elements, such as the original Japanese 
language versions of anime as opposed to localized versions of Japanese ACG products 
with dubbed opening and ending themes. Although it was easier for them to read or 
listen to the Chinese language when consuming imported Japanese ACG products, they 
choose to enjoy the original Japanese elements even though most of them did not 
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understand Japanese. The reason for this is that they admired Japan so much that they 
wanted to have connections with these original Japanese elements. In other words, they 
wanted the Japanese ACG products to be in the same format as they were originally 
released in Japan. This kind of connection to original Japanese elements allowed them 
to feel -closer to Japan. In the same way, they thought that it was praiseworthy, or "cool," 
to be able to understand and use the Japanese language, despite the fact that their usage 
of Japanese terms was often incorrect. Their ad-miration for Japan stemmed from their 
interest in Japanese ACG products, and thus their interest in Japanese popular culture 
and love for Japan were developed through this process. However, their interest in 
Japanese popular culture and love for Japan apparently did not extend to the real society 
of Japan. They were not interested in the real issues of Japanese society or the history of 
Japan. Their understanding of Japan as a country was formed for the most part from 
their own-imaginations based on Japanese ACG pro~ucts. They enjoyed-only Japanese 
popular cultural products and formed a -general image of Japan through the lens of such 
products. Their open attitude of~admirati0n toward Japan may be stated .as a declaration 
of love for Japanese popular culture. 
Unlike previous studies that stressed the negative aspect of o-nline communication 
as it perpetuates the decline of face-to-face interaction and connections among people, I 
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instead explored what Hong Kong cosplayers discussed via cyberspace and what the 
world of cyber communication meant to them. Rather than isolating them from 
interactions with people in real life, cyberculture for cosplayers was a supplementary 
culture of cosplay performance which allowed them to express their views openly and 
freely with other cosplayers. The cosplayers were able to control the topics and means 
of communication among three spaces - public space, personal space, and dark space -
with different groups of people in their cyberculture. As illustrated in Chapter Three, 
with rising public attention in Hong Kong society, more and more cosplay newcomers 
were joining the subculture. These newcomers often treated cosplay as a casual interest, 
or simply as an opportunity to become a star in front of the photographers. Their attitude 
sometimes annoyed the experienced cosplayers, who emphasized love for the characters 
and effort spent in preparation. However, reluctant to point out the newcomers' 
misunderstandings about what a "Feal cosplayer" is, the cosplayers preferred to vent 
their negative emotions via cyberspace. Tepics discussing "rear- cosplayers" and "-other 
types of cosplayers" -emerged -in cyberspace among cosplayers and, at the same time, 
online users with various opinions stage debates about such issues. In this way, 
experienced cosplayers, "other types of cosplayers," as they were referred to by some 
more experienced cosplayers, and people who were concerned with the subculture of 
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cosplay in Hong Kong all attempted to search for the "real meaning" of cosplay through 
communication with each other. 
In Chapter Four, I discussed the girls' various views on girls cosplaying beautiful 
or sexy female characters and male characters. Specifically, there seemed to be a 
general -trend for girls to be -more critical of their peers who cosplay female characters. 
However, they then showed very open appreciation and passion for girls who cosplay 
male characters. These opposing attitudes came from their understanding of what it is to 
be a girl cosplayer. They believed that, as a girl cosplayer, one should concentrate on 
performing professionally and displaying love for the characters, rather 'than simply 
trying to attract male audiences. With the emergence of attractive young girls who put 
on costumes and stand in front of the male photographers at cosplay events in Hong 
Kong, they felt that cosplay was misunderstood as a transaction between models and 
their photegraphers, with the girls selling smiles and bodies and the- men purchasing 
them. Thus these girls who cosplay beautiful or sexy female charaeters were not held in 
high esteem by many other girl cosplayers. However, toward girls who cosplayed male 
characters they exhibited an extreme passion and open admiration for them. One reason 
for this phenomenon is that these girls cosplaying male characters attracted a smaller 
male audience. This may then serve to demonstrate that the cosplayer was not simply 
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vying for the attention of men. Rather, she was cosplaying out of her true love for the 
characters. While the girls were cosplaying male characters, they assured their 
perceived adherence to the "re-al meaning" of cosplay. They then gained trust and a good 
reputation among other girl cosplayers. 
In Chapter Five, I explored how the cosplayers viewed the relationship between 
cosplay and their normal lives as secondary school students in Hong Kong. First, I 
explored the way the majority of my informants coped ,with the pressures of their 
studies and cosplay, and I discovered that cosplay had a very positive meaning in their 
lives. I propose that, in this high-pressure society where academic performance is 
greatiy emphasized, cosplay allowed the students to have a feeling of enjoyment, and 
more importantly, of belonging to a subculture. They also did not feel pressure or ennui 
while spending time among their cosplay friends with whom they shared the same 
interests. Furthermore, -in order to gain permission to cosplay from their parents who 
attached great significanee to their academic performance, most of these girls also 
worked very hard on -their studies. This differed from the perception commonly held 
among adults, namely, that cosplay is a negative influence on the cosplayers' studies. 
Rather, I argue that it served as an encouragement which allowed them to apply even 
more effort to their studies. Thus, most parents would allow their children to cosplay so 
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long as they attain satisfactory grades, rather than simply prohibiting them from 
cosplaying. However, they did not necessarily display any interest in their children's 
participation in the cosplay subculture. Next, I gave four anecdotal stories told by four 
of my informants who had very unique views on cosplay and life compared to the other 
informants. These four examples demonstrated that cosplay may have a diverse range of 
meanings among people-who come from various family backgrounds and have different 
understandings of themselves and their own lives. 
From the above chapters, it may be discerned that for most cosplayers in Hong 
Kong, cosplay is not merely an imported form of popular culture from Japan, nor 
simply an interest through which they can enjoy themselves during their time spent 
outside of studying. It has a deeper meaning for them. Being members of the cosplay 
subculture in Hong Kong, these young people pursue the things which they admire, 
establish their own rules, spend time with friends, t~e responsibility for various issues 
within the subculture, and seek out the "real meaning" of cosplaY-- T-hese represent some 
of the appeals of cosplay, and serve to explain the youths' enthusiasm for the hobby. 
-6.2 Comparison with Previous Studies 
Previous studies of the globalization of Japanese popular culture have been 
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concerned with the reasons for the success of Japanese popular culture in non-J apanese 
countries. For example, in Allison's book Millennia! Monster: Japanese Toys and the 
Global Imagination (2006), she argued that Pokemon became successful in the United 
States because of the diminishment of American soft power as the hegemonic center of 
global culture, the imaginary space and fantastic world portrayed in Japanese popular 
cultural products, and the capitalistic marketing strategies used by Japanese companies63 
. . 
(2006: 276-7). This gives us -the general idea of the flow of the popularity of Japanese 
popular culture in non-J apanese countries. 
However, my study is different from Allison's because I assumed that Japanese 
popular culture was already very popular among these Hong Kong cosplayers. For 
example, in Chapter Two, I emphasized the result of the popularity of Japanese popular 
culture among the cosplayers. In other words, I concentrated on how they emphasized 
Japanese originality while consuming Japanese ACG products, how they preferred 
Japanese elements in their cyberculture, and how they appreciated the country of J apa-..q 
rather than exploring th~ reasens for the-popularity of Japanese ACG products among 
63 Pokemon, short for "pocket monsters", was originally released as a pair of Game Boy 
role-playing video games by Nintendo, a Japanese game producing company, in 1996. Then 
it became the second most successful and lucrative video game-based media franchise in the 
world. Pokemon properties now have anime, manga, trading cards, toys, books, and other 
media genres. 
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them. These cosplayers were not merely receiving the fantastic world portrayed in 
Japanese ACG products and the commercial strategies used by Japanese companies. 
Rather, they were actively chasing these products and absorbing them. Through doing 
so they found enjoyment. They were actually the creators of their own subculture. They 
were not receiving the -Gommer_cial promotion from any company. They were the main 
characters in this flow of globalization and localization. 
As discussed in Chapter T\vo, according to Iwabuchi, mukokuseki means 
"something or someone lacking any nationality" (2002: 28). He argued that most 
Japanese popular cultural products exported to other countries are mukokuseki, or 
culturally odorlessness. Scholars such as Hoskins and Mirus pointed out that Japanese 
cuftural export tends to be limited to culturally odorless consumer technologies, whose 
country of origin has nothing to do with "the way that they work and the satisfaction 
that a consumer obtains from usage" (1988..: 503) In other words, they think that it is 
because Japanese popular cultural products do not necessarily remind-people o:fthe 
history, Jifestyle, and real people ofJ apan, that they are accepted and welcomed by the 
people in non-Japanese societies. However, Yano argued that Japane-se coolness is 
popular among the young people around the world because of a "youth-oriented, 
consumerist hipness", which represents a specific Japanese "fragrance" on the cultural 
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products (2006: 154). This means that some fans of Japanese popular culture are 
attracted to the products just because they are made in Japan. 
However, in the case of Hong Kong cosplayers, it is hard to judge whethrer 
Japanese ACG products had a good reputation because of the "cultural odorlessness" or 
cultural "fragrance". l'hey have been fans of Japanese ACG products for years and 
consuming Japanese ACG products has been their habit now. They might be attracted by 
the unrealistic and fantastic world portrayed in Japanese ACG products. Or, they might 
be interested in the representative icons of the country of Japan such as sakura (cherry 
blossom), miko (witch), or kimono (Japanese traditional clothe) that they continue 
pursuing the ACG products. All we know now is their passion for Japanese popular 
culture and the country of Japan. So we sho-uld emphasize how they present their love 
for Japan and what new elements are created by them in the particular subculture -
cosplay. 
For example, as stated in Chapter Two, Hong Kong cosplayers turn the culturally 
odorless elements in the Japanese ACG products into Japanesness while performing. 
The Lolita a..~d characters of a certain nationality were performed in a special way that 
could remind people of their Japaneseness and show their knowledge of the ACG 
products. Take the character Chugoku as example, the combination of specific icons 
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such as his uniform of the Chinese Red Army, an extremely tiny panda, and his braid 
which is representative for the Chinese people in the Qing dynasty makes the character 
a unique one among the all characters in the anime Hetaria. He does not represent real 
-Chinese people. When the Hong Kong cosplayers are performing this character, they are 
presenting the Chinesen€ss portrayed in a Japanese anime rather than the real 
Chineseness. They show their love for Japanese ACG products by cosplaying a 
character from a country which they do not really like. Further, in their cosplay 
performances, we can see that they have re-localized the character Chugoku through the 
eyes of cosplayers in Hong Kong according to their understanding of localization of 
Chineseness in a Japanese anime. 
In the globalization and localizatfon flow of Japanese popular culture all over the 
world, cosplay is only one of the various kinds of popular cultures. The cosplayers are 
only a small number of people whose lives are affected by Japanese popular c-ulture, and 
Hong Kong is only a smail region compared to all the markets of Japar,ese popu-lar 
culture in the world. However, each meeting of Japanese-popular culture and local 
culture results in the birth of brand-new cultures according to the participants of the 
culture and particular social background of the local society. The globalization and 
localization of Japanese pop culture is already an unchangeable reality and it will move 
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forward in the future. Rather than to focus our attention on exploring the reasons for 
globalization of Japanese popular culture, we should consider how the culture is 
transformed through the process -of localization. We should study the new cultures and 
their impact for the local people. 
As a youth subculture, cosplay subculture proves Hebdige 's view that rather than 
simply refusal or resistance against parent culture, subculture is "both a declaration of 
independence of alien intent ... and a refusal of anonymity" (Hebdige, 1997:404). It is 
true that for some cosplayers in Hong Kong, cosplay is also a kind of resistance against 
the adult world. For example, they do not like to be forced to study and they want to 
make time to go out to meet their friends and enjoy cosplay events. However, according 
to my observations, most of the cosplayers are still working very hard in order to 
survive the education system in Hong Kong and most importantly, to demonstrate that 
cosplay does not negatively influence their studies and thus let their parents allow _them 
to continue cosplaying. Further, we should pay more attention to the world inside 
cosplay subculture that is -created-by the cosplayers themselves. For example, as 
illustrated in -=Chapter Three, Hong Kong cosplayers have created and circulated their 
own rules of cosplay which they call the "real meaning" of cosplay. They are concerned 
about the issues inside the subculture and communicate with other participants about 
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these issues. Their autonomic world inside the cosplay subculture is much more colorful 
and complex, and cannot be reduced to merely resisting the adult society. 
Similarly, as a fandom culture, eo splay proved Kelts 's argument that fandom 
communities exist because rather than merely watching and consuming, the younger 
generations desire more interactivity through making and playing. (Kelts, 2007: 172) As 
-stated in Chapter Four, girl-cosplayers enjoy taking BL photos in front of female 
audiences because they share similar interest and wish to realize their fantasy to see two 
pretty boys in love with each other. BL, whi-ch is related to male homosexuality, is a 
taboo topic in Hong Kong society. The girl cosplayers may not talk about this kind of 
relationship openly in public. Neither can they play with BL postures in front the 
ordinary citizens of Hong Kong. However, in this particular context of cosplay events, 
they can freely express their desire to see and feel the love relationship between two 
boys. A fan community also gives them courage to openly pursue the things that interest 
them. The sympathetic -response from their audiences and friends can al-so make the play 
of striking_ BL postures even more enj0yable. 
As a Shanghainese who was once a cosplayer, I am able to compare the subculture 
of eo splay in Hong Kong witb that in Shanghai. Surprisingly, I did not find very big 
differences between the two groups of people. They are both enthusiastic about cosplay, 
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passionate about Japan, and they give very professional performances. More importantly, 
over 80 percent of the cosplayers in Shanghai are also secondary school girls. 
Differences between the two groups are more apparent in the cyberculture. Firstly, there 
is no large online forum such as the Cosplayer Community in Shanghai. Online forums 
for cosplayers are usual-ly established on the basis of large ACG online forums. There 
are not so many participants who are cosplayers discussing with each other at the same 
time, either. Cosplayers in Shanghai put more -emphasis on interaction face-to-face. 
Secondly, Shanghai cosplayers and-Hong Kong cosplayers use different languages on 
the cyberspace. However, this does not mean that Shanghai cosplayers use simplified 
Chinese whereas Hong Kong cosplayers use traditional Chinese. Shanghai cosplayers 
use the combination of mainland Internet terms and more accurate Japanese words. On 
the other hand, Hong Kong cosplayers use a combination of Taiwanese Chinese and 
very simple and sometimes improperly-u-sed Japanese words. The reason -is that there 
are more people in Shanghai who learn Japanese language as their -major in both 
seconda..ry school and university -so that they can use Japanese language more often and 
more accuratel-y. Many Hong Kong Internet users establish their blogs on Taiwanese 
websites so that they like to use Taiwanese Chinese rather than Cantonese while typing 
words on the Internet. 
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As a subculture for young people, cosplay is getting greater public attention in 
recent years. My informants told me that there are both good and bad results of this 
phenomenon. The good thing is that more people are getting to know what cosplay is 
and who cosplayers are. Cosplayers are beginning to be treated as a group of 
fashionable youngsters rather than weird people doing things that no one could 
nnderstand. On the other hand, the bad thing is that cosplay is being used by some 
organizations and companies for commercial purposes. In other words, cosplay is 
promoted as a show of models and pr-etty sexy young _girls. Consequently, professional 
cosplayers who hold their "real love" for the characters in ACG products might be 
challenged by the emerging models and pretty sexy girls who are labeled as cosplayers. 
Male photographers might rush into the ball of large ACG conventions only for taking 
photos of pretty girls who are wearing costumes and striking postures. In the above 
situation, the cosplayers in Hong Kong might form two groups in the future:-
professional cosplayers and-pretty models. Professional cosplayers will still stick to 
their love of Japanese ACG products and high requirements for cosplay performances. 
At the same time, the emergence of models shows a brand-new localization of cosplay 
subculture in Hong Kong. In other words, after the-fans of Japanese ACG-products have 
localized the subculture of cosplay in Hong Kong, it is localized again by local 
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organizations and companies for a different purpose. I look forward to seeing how this 
subculture develops in the future and I am sure it will attract more and more people to 
try it and the average age of cosplayers will rise as the history becomes longer in Hong 
Kong. 
To conclude, thes-e Hong Kong teenage girls who are fans of cosplay and 
participants of this subculture have created something new and really cool. In the 
process of pursuing beauty, -pleasure, and freedom, they give new meanings to cosplay 
in the city where they live. At the same, their lives become meaningful because of this 
subculture which comes from Japan. 
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